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ENTERTAINMENTS.

CLOTHING,

Belle

Bailey.

MISS BAJLEY has the honor of announcing the
appearance of the following distinguished artists
from the Boston Museum:
Him. J. K. Vincent,(Ttiss Annie Clarke, HIr.
J. A. Suiilb, Mr. tSeo. W. Wilson,
Mr. Fred Willinms.

(The latter gentleman by kind permission of R. M.
Field, Esq.,) who together with the principal mem-

bers of company ot past season, have in the kindest
manner volunteered their services.
On this occasion will be presented the
highly
sensational drama, entitled

The

Mysterious Stranger,

Or SATAN IN PARIS.
Mr. t haw. Theodore in Musical Specialties.
The farce of Nature and Philosophy.
Stage Manager, Mr. Fred Williams. Prof. Charles
Grimmer’8 Orchestra.
The lreo use ot the Theatre has been kindly given

by

Miss

Fanny

Marsh.

Sale of reserved seats commences June 9th, at 9
A. M., at Collins & Buxton’s Music Store, Farrington Block. Prices as usual.
ju7dlw

Williston

Literary Association.

Hon. Israel Washburn,
will

repeat his lecture

“SCOTCH
—

on

COMNENCING TUESDAY, JUNE 5th,

AT

—

WILLISTON

HAPPY

Before enumerating the many great bargains we propose to introduce we wish to call attention to the tact that we never yet advertised a humbug, and that the goods we offer for sale are precisely
what we advertise both as to QUALITY, MAKE AND PRICE.

WE OPEN THE BALL

$3.00 ALL WOOL PANTS!
A new and immense invoice of these

Thursday Evening,

julldlt*

Presumpscot Park.|

Geo. H. Bailey names ch. m. Lady Williams.
Wm. H. Irish names blk. s. Phil Sheridan.
A. N. Burnell names b. g. Little Fred.
The above race is mile heats, best 3 in 5 in harness,
and will he called promptly at 3 o’clock.
Tickets, 50 cents. Carriages free.
GEO. H. BA1LEV,

Proprietor.

Jul3d4t

Dress Pants, $3.50, $4, $4,50 and

New York and

In untold quantities and prices, commencing with a Black and White
Rib Cottonade Pant for 75 cts.
Heavy Double and Twist, Salt and
Pepper Cottonade Pant, 85 cts. 2-3 wool Vermont Gray Pant,
$1.25, sold everywhere for $2.00. Check Diagonal Worsted Pant,
$1,50, and undoubtedly the biggest trade ever known.

luEIEDSPS

ONLV"

ROUTE

avoiding the expense and annoyance of a
transfer

hurried

through Boston,

Monday, June 11th., a
Steamboat Express train, with drawing room car
attached, will leave Portland & Rochester Depot.
Portland, daily, (except Sunday) at 1,15 p. m. and
run throuh to New London
On

and after

complete suit Coat, Pant and Vest to match, made of Everett check worsted, and cost to make by the hundred 6.87. If this is
not a big trade we ask what is ?
6.00 will buy a sack suit of Vermont grey goods. 2-3 wool goods.
7.50, Black and White check wool suit, always sold for 9.00 by us,
and by others from 10.00 to 12.00.
7.00, a handsome sack suit, patch pockets, wide binding, made of
Westerly Union fancy cassimere.
10.00 will buy a light grey all wool suit, sold last year for 18.00 and
A CJJT OF FROM

COATS

AND

$10.00

Indigo
now on our

Blue

Flannel

Suits

counters and ready for sale.

Genuine Silk and Wool Suits, $11.25.
SO

LUNT, Supt.

Gen., Ticket A gent.

W. PETERS.

will buy

dtt

PRICES REDUCED.

a

nice Black and White

$1.00

for

a

Striped Coat, sold

YOUNG

in Boston for $1.

200

more

MEN’S

expected Wednes-

DEPARTMENT.

WE COMMENCE with a suit of Everett Check Worsted for
which cost us 5.63 by the quantity.

our

$4.00,

NEXT COMES onr $6.00 Sack suit, Patch pocket, wide binding, and
sold for 23 per cent BELOW ACTUAL COST.
On our $10.00, 12.00 and 14-00 SUITS we have reduced* our prices
20 per cent.

YOUTHS’
In ALL

REDUCED!

PRICE

Eor

a

TO STYLE

J

number of years past

THE SINGER
Has led the

van among Sewing Machine, having
all competitors, as will be seen by referring to the tables ot its annual sales extending over

Striped

Linen Suit for

pany
The Winder ITIaul’g Co.9 m»I«1
“
Howe Machine Co.
Wbeler & Wilson MTg Co.,
Domestic Sewing Machine Co.,
American B. H. &c. S. M Co.,
Weed Sewing Machine Co.,
Wilcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
Remington Sewing Machins Co.,
Gold Medal Sewing Machine Co.,
Victor Sewing Machine Co.,
Florence Sewing Machine Co
J. E. Braunsdortf, (AStna)
Mckay Sewing Machine Ass’n

UGi.‘tlG

109,294
108,997
23,588
17,937
14,425
12,758
12,716
7.185
5,750
2,978

706
102

If tbe figurers given above do not prove the superiority of the Singer Mrchine they at least prove
that they are the most popular in the market; and
we think it lair to infer that prolonged popularity
indicates the merit essential to a really useful Sewing Machine.

Boy’s

and Children’s

Beyond all question

unprecedented

popularity

to

which

Styles the Handsomest
And

and Inferior Ma-

chines

the public. Fortunately, however, all these attempts at imposition require but a cursory examination to detect them, since such machines invariably
lack some important characteristic of tbe genuine
machine, or else arc so badly executed as to be manupon

ifestly bogus.

can

The

genuine

Dress Suits at
speciality

Astonishing

with us.

The pattern Is

MIXED

small broken

a

check

Largest,

Low Prices !
These goods

area

BLOUSES

$1.00 !
HEADQUARTERS for

bear inxr MmD
THAT THIS IS OUR MOST BRILLIANT EFFORT TO SELL THE
0F goods in the shortest space
OF 11ME EVER ATTEMPTED BY ANY FIRM ON EARTH.

£EEA{£ST.,AJ.0UNT

That Good Clothing at Low Prices
is the order of the day you have but to call and tbe convinced.

FOIl
Eveiy

The

Low

.asks

one

This Vest

BEAUTIFUL.

w

ould

Black and Grey and is
sold in New England

ever

Price

WHITE

VEST !

on looking at this bargain “How can
you doit.”
certainly be cheap at double the money.

SLIMMER CLOTHING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION!
In Eight Woolens, Linens and Alpacas at Bargain

prices.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT !
NEW AND

ELEGriANT STOCK.

The latest and prettiest styles and the lowest
quality and make 01 the goods considered,

BOSTON

&

possible

price, the

PORTLAND

ONE PRICE
189

,7
J“7

People’s

PORTLAND,
*

Clothiers,

MB.

CLOTHING COMPANY,

Middle

Steam, Gas & Water
PIPE,

Fillings, Plumber’s Goods, Rubber, Hemp and
Asbestos Packing, Rubber
Hose, Steam and Water
Gauges, Gauge Cocks,
Steam Radiators,
Force, Deep
Well and Cistern Pumps, Drive

Brass and Iron

Acting Lubricators,

Steam Chests and Cylinders, all sizes, constant
ly on hand.

for

Sell Oiler* far Shafting, Engine* & Pump*

KNOWLES’ STEAM PUMPS,

RETURN

WATER

TRAPS,

against any pressure, and without any care from
tbe Engineer.
Agency tor NATHAN & DREYFUS’

INJECTORS.
“The Best.” This is the only Injector that will
lift water 20 feet from a well or cistern,and deliver it
into the Boiler against any pressure ot' steam. Every
Injector is warranted to do all we claim for it. They
will be put in for responsible parties upon trial.
Send lor Illustrated Circulars.
Work done in any part ot tbe State, and satisfaction in prices and workmanship guaranteed.

No. 17

PENNELL,

Union

Street,

Dress

Linens
IN

—

F'JYCTS !

led in New England.
Our Warerooms are more convenient, goods better displayed,
having more departments, each
containing novelties not to be
found elsewhere in the city. Our
facilities for manufacturing are
more

complete,

we

New

Mimic*

at

Linens
Linens
Linens
Linens
Linens

Warerooms, large

....

Walter

Corey

2S FREE

45

«

—

537 CONGRESS ST.
•i'1"1____d2w

COAL!
COAL & WOOD STAND,
No. 170 Commercial St.,

PORTLAND.
D. M. KICK.

J. n.

ap2t

WILLIAMS,

keep

Brel-class Coals at lowest
market rates.

A. I. RANDALL & CO.
Addison Goodhue.

We hivo disposed of our Coal business both wholesale anil retail to lUes.ro. A. I
ItniUnll & C'o.,
who will continue at the old stand
We can cheerfully recommend the new Arm to all
of our old customers, as
they will
constantly on
hand one of the largest anil best keep
Coal stocks to be
found in the city, and will also
guaiautee
satisfaction
in every case.
JAMES &
WILLIAMS,
1T0 (lommrreini ni.
myf4
d3w

Robber Hose
For

Sprinkling

Lawns,

washing Sidewalks, Windows, &c. We will sell 50

feet of Hose with Pipe and
all

complete,

SOFT HATS 1
STRAW HATS!
lor Tien and

Good
excellent

Opening’

chance for
Small capital required.
AN
united

a

States Hotel, Hoorn 35.
i ul2a 3t*

Roys.

UMBRELLAS,

CANES

AT

—

MAHER’S
Opposite Post Office.
_jo2dtf
Great Reduction in Prices.

_

To meet the demands of the times, we have made
A GREAT REDUCTION in the prices of our
Old Standard Goods, and have lately auded to our
list ot

SHIPPING

tags

several New and Improved Varieties.
Our New Patent Tag, the “CLIMAX,” has doubhle the strength of any Shipping Tag ever before produced, and for marking Bales of Cotton, Wool, Bundles of Iron, Steel. Piping, Heavy
Hardware, aud
other goods subject to rough baudling, tbev afford
the utmost security, and cannot be excelled.’
Before buying Tags ask your PRINTER or STATIONERJbr our new prices, or call on
d6m lstp

PIANOS & ORGANS.
W DEE. IVERS’

winch, for purity of tone, perfection of action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

smart., reliable man.
Profits large. Call at
C. X. CALVERT.

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,
endorsed by the highest Musicians, and
making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cash or laalt Alments by

W. H. FFRBUSH & SON,
General Agents for Maine.

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME
If AK KINGTON

BLOCK.

nov23dtf

The Place to Buy Your Custom Made

Clothing'
C.

S.

COBURN’S.

Yacht Cloth Suits (made to order) lor
$19.00
Yacbt Cloth Coat and Pants with White Vest, 19.00
A Good Cheviat Suit
44.00

Mobby Light

Pantaloons

0.50

Business Pantaloons
4-50
Worsted Coat and Vest, from the lastest imported patterns, from
$40.00 lo $30.00
White Vests, from
4.50 to
5.00
All work done In a superior manner, and a good lit
guaranteed. Constantly on hand all the latest styles
in Foreign and Domestic Woolens.

c

dtf

'nyl'l_

HOOPER.
dtf

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,

occupied Ity

JAMES &

STREET,

DENNISON & CO’, 19 Milk St., Boston.
LinS''

We take pleasure in announcing to the
public that
we have taken the

anil ^intend to

Co.,

“

TUKESBCRY & 00.

formerly

&

&c., CHEAP,

the

40

....
....

AT

Factory

new

25 ets
30 “
35 n

■

—

more

and immense stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere.

—

Plain & Matelasse
all the

produce

goods, employ many more hands
thau any other Furniture Establishment in the Stateand OUR
PRICES ARE, AND SHALE BE
AS LOW AS THE LOWEST, compared with Portland, Boston or
New York markets.
Please examine our extended

—

in

dtf

AH persons In need ol Fine, Medium or Common
FURNITURE,
will fiud our stock iar more Extensive. Superior in styles, finish
and quality than at any other
Store in Portland, and not excel-

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

dtr

Street.

BUGGY

for $5.00 at
Hall’s Rubber Store,

UNDER PREBLE HOUSE,
jui

A

Couplings,

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

Southern Opposition to Education.
That the Southern leaders are, despite voluble assurances to the contrary, opposed to
the education and enlightenment ol the freedmen, is daily becoming more evident. Whatever they may say they are determined
that

the

black

mau

shall

have

a

no

s

c

o~b

Wt, Lawrence

URN,
Wired.dlw

Aslios Hauled)

Address
8
my

difficult a road that he will not have the
courage to attempt it. They know that the
old maxim is true, that knowledge is power,
and they have resolved that no power shall
pass into the hands of the negro.
The
latest
Illustration
of
their
determined course
is
afforded
by the
action of the Legislature of South Carolina in suspending the operations of the
University of that State. The University is
an Institution weich was established in 1801,
and which from the very first has been carried on chiefly at the public expense. The
salaries of Drofessors and teachers have been
paid from the State treasury by annual ap
propriation. After the suppression oftherebellion the doors of the University were
thrown open to colored men, and the white
students gradually withdrew from its halls.
Its work has been excellent, and for the last
decade has been done in a quarter where

s. r. bicker,
liibhj '.M t'orner^Deeriog.

utt

trrArlr

ttt n

a

in

AOt

nnoilnil
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—

I
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mission, other than the filling of all its depressions, or spaces between the faces of the
letters, with a non-conducting substance
which may be quickly applied, the faces of
the type being left clean by means of an
equally simple process. The plate thus prepared is placed upon a cylinder arranged to
revolve rapidly so as to present each succes.
sive letter to fingers attached to a traveling
frame. As the cylinder bearing the plate revolves, the frame gradually advances by the
operation of a screw; and thus each and
every line is successively presented to the
fingers or magnetic points already mentioned.
Necessarily the circuit is open when the
points are passing over the non-conducting
surface; but as often as the metal type presents itself to said fingers the circuit is closed,
and the corresponding magnetic points or
pens at the receiving station make the record
there in the same letter as the original, delineated in a series of fine lines, either upon
chemically prepared or ordinary paper, fixed
upon a corresponding cylinder at said receiving station.
Another government has abandoned silver.
Mr. E, B. Elliot, the well-known statistician, has received the following information relative to the establishment of a single
gold standard in Finland. The Government
has submitted to the Legislative Assembly of
Finland the draft of a law proposing the establishment there of a gold currency. Hitherto there has not existed in Finland a paper
currency as in Russia, but a strictly silver
The fall in the price of silver,
currency.
however, to the great injury of trade, caused
a very extraordinary sinking in the prices of
securities in Finland. It is proposed to make
the gold “mark” the unit of the new Finish
coin system.
There will be coined pieces of
10 and 20 marks each.
The worth of the
Finnish gold mark is exactly the same as the
It is proworth of the French gold franc.
posed to carry this change into effect as soon
as possible, so that all Government accounts,
from and after January 1, 1878, shall be kept
The notes
according to the gold standard.
of the Bank of Fiuland are to be taken in
place of gold coin, at which time the coinage
of the latter is to be completed.
All contracts stipulated in Finnish silver marks are to
be paid in gold coin at the fixed rate of 1 to
15}, Mr. Elliott adds that it is to be regretted that the proposed Finish ten mark piece
does not contain exactly three grammes of
fine gold, which is almost exactly the onetwentieth part of the half imperial of Russia,
also the precise value of the existing two-yen
piece of Japan, and of two of the pesos fueite
lately adopted by the Argentine Republic, or
of two of the metric dollars which are advocated for adoption by our country.
The Washington correspondent of the
Boston Advertiser is responsible for the
statement that Governor Cullom of Illinois
had a protracted interview with the President Monday, when the political and financial situation was discussed. The President
told Governor Cullom that he approved his
veto of the silver bill which passed the Illr
nois legislature by an almost unanimous vote,
regarding such action on the governor’s par
as tending to aid the
general government is
bringing about resumption within the time
fixed by law. Governor Cullom said he be*ieved in remonetization of silver, but not tc
make small change a legal tender to an unlimited amount, and therefore had vetoed the
Bilver bill. The President said he had giver
much thought and attention to this question
of late, and had come to.the conclusion tha'
it was his duty to recommend in his forth
coming message to Congress klhe remonetiza
tioa of silver. It was right, and nothing
else would sat isfy the country.

unhealthy stagnation.”

_

A patent has just been granted to Loring
Pickering, one of the editors and proprietors
of the Evening Bulletin and the Mcrning
Call, newspapers of San Francisco, for a
method of rapid telegraphing of facsimiles of
stereotyped plates. It is claimed that by this
process an entire page of a newspaper can be
transmitted by telegraph in from 15 to 30
minutes, delivering the copy directly from
the instrument in such form that it can be
handed immediately to the printers. In
other words, the copy will be a substantial
teproduction of the original, except that it
may be given in a larger sized letter if so desired. The stereotype plate requires no prepfos the

to

The grasshopper trouble in the West is in
a fair way of solution without the aid of a
scientific commission.
A mysterious disease
hss broken out among the pests and they are
dying off by millions.

Until within a year the appropriations for
salaries have been regularly paid.
But for
services of professors and others during the
last year there is now due from the State the
sum of seventeen thousand dollars.
The
Legislature has not only refused to pay theso
bills, but neglects to make any appropriation
for another year.
It evidently intends to
make no further appropriations until some
means shall be found to exclude the blacks
from the benefits of the institution.
Indeed
the Governor. Wade Hampton, says as much
in his message to the Legislature.
But he,
at least, advocates the fulfillment of contracts
already made by the State, using these
words: “Whatever disposition may ultimate"
ly be made of the University, the just claims
of its professors for past services should be
recognized. They were employed by the
state, and a just appreciation of the obligation thus imposed, renders it imperative that
full justice should be accorded them.”
Whatever plausible excuses may be made
for discontinuing the University, or for
changing Its character, there is no excuse for
the failure to pay its servants for labor already performed according to the contract
with the stale. The failure to make these
payments is another proof of Southern bad
faith.

Ofafi/in

retrogression

FkjM all parts of the country there are
cheering prospects of abundant harvests.
Timely and copious rains have refreshed
nearly every section which had been threatened with drought.
The crops of cereals, of
fruit, hay and vegetables promise to be of the
The Eastern and Middle States
very best.
will gatherjin a rich yield from nearly every
branch of agriculture. The indications in the
South are excellent; the great Central West
expects even to surpass former years; such
crops were never before seen growing in Oregon, while California, where the outlook was
forbidding enough a few weeks ago, estimates
the value of her surplus wheat from this
year’s yield at fully ten million dollars. Our
basis of returning and increasing prosperity
is, therefore, of the most substantial character.

opportunity
remedy by
acquired
skill his great weakness, that his way
out from the state of degradation in which
they have kept him for centuries shall be so

odiipat inno 1

BUSINESS SUIT !
in

decidedly the prettiest and BEST SUIT
price.

Albert I. Randall.

SAILOR

C. F. HOLAHAN,
dlw

HANDSOME

A

tor the

Prices the JLowcst

SHIRT WAISTS 37, 45, 50 62 and 75 cents.

Portland Office, 504 Congress St.,

AGENT.

our

!

OF ANY CONCERN EAST OF NEW YORK.

be had only from the offices of the WINGER
Manufacturing Company.

ju9

FOB

DOLLARS

LOWEST PRICES.

!

Parents must in justice to themselves LOOK through this department.
FOR A CHILD FROM 3 TO 9 YEARS we SELL a suit for $1.00
which we CALL THE IRON-CLAD, made EXPRESSLY FOR
CLIMBING FENCES and SLIDING DOWN CELLAR DOORS.
Handsome SAILOR SUITS, high Button made, of BLUE FLANNEL,
$3.00. Not coarse but line and good.

the

SINGER has attained, has led unprincipled parties to resort to various
tricks in order to palm off

“Bogus”

ASK

Clothing

Onr Stock is the
Our

120 sold already, Without doubt we are
the sale of READY-MADE CLOTHING.

CAUTION TO THE PEHLIC!
The

EIGHT

$1.00!

ONLY think of it! $1.00 for a Coat, Pant and Vest, warranted perfect in every particular. Sizes ranging from age 15 to 20. Sizes
from 33 to 36. We say on oar honor tha tthese suits cost us more
than 3.00. ONLY TWENTY SUITS IN STOCK. SO BUY QUICK.

outstripped

many years.
We submit tbe following statistics of sales of the
leading Sewing Machine Companies, for the year
1876. as shown by the returns made by each com-

eodtf

Tlic extraordinary low price named on this suit may lead some to
think that the Coats are “Skeleton,” (made without lining) or that
they arc old goods and out ot style. AVe would state that the goods
arc new, Cut two weeks ago in the very latest stvle and made
up in
first class manner. The Coats are lined THROUGHOUT and arc
suitable lor any gentleman to wear.

PORTLAND, ME.
iuy30dtf

Because we are determined to cut down our immense stock. Because
the times arc hard and money scarce. Because wo don’t propose to
find ourselves overloaded with SUMMER GOODS NEXT FALL. And
FINALLY, BECAUSE WE WANT TO.

UPWARDS 1
ACCORDING

A

up to 6.00.

HOLD YOUR BREATH !

WHY DO *WE DO IT YOU

AND

MAT.

FOR A BLUE FLANNEL SUIT I

W. H,

PANTALOONS !

SHADES, KINDS and QUALITIES from $1,00

STOP !

SINGER
Sales Rxpiiil)' Iitcrensing lTear by Tear.

GOLD

DOLLARS

for Dry Houses, Factories, &c., the best and cheapest-warranted to work. These will return all the
water of condensation from coils hack into the boiler

previous etforts eclipsed. We unhesitatingly prononnce
present stock far superior to any ever produced by us before.

Triumphant

THE

TEH

Self

All onr

!

OF

Well Poiuls.

handsome White Duck Vest.

day.

THE

SIGN

NATHAN A- DREYFUS’

CEKTTS

180 sold of these garments last week.

Still

**

Coat $6.00, Test 1.75, Pants 3.50.

Slate Rooms on Steamers and Chairs in
Drawing Room cars^secured in advance at No. ilS
Exchange street, and at the Depot.
J.

the Hatter, 237 Middle Street.

Merry,

VESTS.

No house in the universe can show a more complete line of these garments than we show. Don’t pay from $35.00 to 42.00 for a Coat
and Test when yon can buy equally as good of us from 20.00 to
25.00, made and trimmed equal to the best in the land.

there connecting at 10 p. m. with the elegant and reliable steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving at
New York at 6 a. m..

ju9

and your Old Hat in Exchange !

$2.00 TO $4.00

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CABS,

J. M.

CARRIAGE DUSTERS,

$3.50

a

DRESS

VIA PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Umbrellas,

^llSSy

Blue

AND DORSE COVERS.

STJITS,

HAS BEEN MADE ON MANY OF OUR LEADING SUITS.

Return,

A very Iaree assor(meat
loraii ages.

ONE DOLLAR

$11 ELEVEN D0LL1RS $11

THE

Up.

__

ever

to

cost to make 11.87.

Tickets

have

retail.

$1.50,

PURSE AND STAKE $100.

Excursion

of over

garments, consisting

ONE THOUSAND PAIRS, WOULD BE CHEAP AT $5.50, and
guaranteed cheaper lhanthe cloth and trimmings can he bought at

June 16th.

OPENING RACE.

Flange Brims,

White Sailors, Blue

Ju8

With an onslaught on ALL WOOL PANTALOONS, tor $2.50—
warranted ALL WOOL, goods made by several of the leading manufacturers in America and guaranteed equal to any $4.00 PANTS
SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES.

journal.
we

S STRAWS.

Mixed Sailors,
Mixed

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

Ijatest Styles 2

Th.e

Brown
and
Sailors.

PUBLIC,

or reserve commu-

with

STRAWS !

STRAWS,

CHAPEL.
June 14th,

Lecture begins at 8 o’clock.
Adinia.iou 13 Cent*.

Saturday,

when we have disposed of over Fifty Thousand Dollars
w orth of fashionable made garments to a

ending

includes the panic of 1873, we find that the
total construction was smaller this year than
in any except
1875,being 393 miles,against 542
miles last year, and 260 miles in 1875.
In
1873 it
was
918 miles. Of the
total mileage so far constructed, 27 per cent,
is narrow gauge, and is of
coarse, intended
only for local use or as feeders to the main
roads. Fifty-four per cent, of the increasewas in the two States of Texas and Califorr
nia, while Ohio-chiefly in narrow gauge
roads—was next. The Gazette points out
that there is now very little work remaining
to be done on long roads, and that we may
look forward to a comparatively small rate of
mileage for some time to come, and it adds
that this is “a return to something like a
normal activity in railroad construction, not

•.

MAN,

The largest assortment and handsomest styles to be found anywhere.
$3.50 will buy an elegant black diagonal worsted Pant that cost us
$1.87 to make.

POETS”

as a guaranty of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

The Largest anil most Fashionable line of Straw Hats
shown in this Market.

EVER INAUGURATED BY MORTAL

comments thereon. Taking the period referred to for each of the last five years which

but

MEN’S, BOYS’ & CHILDREN’S

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.

M iss

People !

—

13.

Wc do uot> read anonymous letters and commum
cations The name and address of the wiiter are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication

Sale of

and

Wednesday evening, June 13th,
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The Kailroad Gazette publishes some valuable statistics of railroad construction for tbe
first five months of this year, with sensible
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A special despatch says that James Russell Lowell has accepted the mission to Spain
made vacant by the appointment of Mr. Kasson to the Austrian mission.
Down in Louisiana they call rifle clubs
“Constitutional Associationsthe old name
was shorter and more expressive.
Current Comment.
Does Mr. Hendricks go to Europe with a
little inscription of “de facto Vice-President’’
on his hat ?
It might attract notice of one
kind or another.
The Hon. W. D. Kelley is sounding the
praises of the Dollar of the Daddies In fourcolumn articles, and the newspapers which
are printing them are not even offering a
chromo to the unfortunate person who shall
succeed In reading them.
What does the fleeing'of American statesmen to Europe mean ?
Mr. Hendricks is to
be followed by Gov. Tilden.
Is the de facto
Administration seekinfT a place for consultation beyond the range of the ubiquitous reporter? Or is it seeking recognition by for-

eign powers?
There wasn’t much left of Charles Francis
Adams after the last campaign in Massachusetts, but his friends clung to the belief that
his standing as a Fenian had been conclusively established. Now this comfort is snatched
from them, for the leading Irish paper of the
state, the Boston Pilot, ventures to hope that
Mr. Adams will not be made a figure-head
again to repel Irish votes from the Democratic
ticket. This is the unkindest cut of ail. And
John Kelly said [he was a devoted Fenian,
too.

The Democrats are now growling because
the commission which has gone out to hold a
post-mortem examination on Grover and
Cronin will cost the Government several
thousand dollars.
It does seem a great deal
of expense for a very insignificant purpose;
but then Grover and Cronin are purely Demucrauc

lusuruiious,

uuu,

use

an

mings

oi

that kind, cost a great deal more than they
are worth.
If anything should happeu to cause a vacancy in the war department, West Virginia
wishes to have it understood that sho hrs
just the man for that place in the person of
John S. Carlisle, formerly United States Senator, and a strong Union man during the
war.

The consequences of an untimely flurry of
which came upon Virginia, Nevada,
about a week ago, are thus set forth by the
Enterprise: “The little trees held up their
arms all of a tremble and shook their leaves
beseechingly, and as if in protest. The roses
drooped and died as though they had been
In the valleys the
disappointed in love.
blossoms on the fruit trees looked up and
smiled, as beauty always smiles in the embrace of the destroyer.
The sagebrush and
bunchgrass snuggled a little closer to the hillsides and never complained at all.’’
There are a good many curious persons
turning up in Washington now. One of
these is a Judge Sloanaker of Pennsylvania.
Sloanaker headed the delegation from Louis,
iana which presented the President with a
bust the other day, and his appearance at
that time has recalled an anecdote of him
which was told in Andrew Johnson’s time.
Then as now Sloanaker yearned for recognition. He wanted to be Internal Bevenue
Collector for the 3d Pennsylvania district.
He seized for his application a moment when
Hr. Johnson was in bitter warfare with Congress, and when sympathy was especially
snow

welcome. Wandering about Washington in
search of help of some kind, Sloanaker saw|a
beautiful basket of wax flowers in a shop
upon the avenue, and this decided his policy.

He inquired the price. “Fifty dollars’’ was
the reply. He had it. although it was nearly
all the money he had. He then took some
resolution that had been passed at an interior
convention upon Gen. Grant’s report on the
South. He cut out Grant’s name and inserted Johnson’s, and then wrote them out
in his own hand. He then made credentials
for himself as an envoy of some Philadelphia
club and presented himself at the White
House. Johnson was overjoyed at this floral
_i

_.1 „.1
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office he desired. It behooves the President
to beware of Sloanaker.
The St. Paul (Minn) Pioneer-Press asserts
that in certain Western States, including
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, any scheme of
finance or currency is sure of wide popularity
which will enable the debtor class to cheat
their creditors. Hence, it says, the popularity of the greenback and ot the silver dollar.
The Welsh Language Spoken.
The very tune of the Welsh language—that
one never varying sing-3ong into which every
Welsh preacher breaks when he warms to his
subject—must be the livingjecho of the adora-

Druids, descending without the
slightest change. It ts the first note of a seals,
the second, and the minor third; and it goes
tion of

the

up, and falls, goes up, and falls, a perfect chant
there, set in the midst of speaking, used by every singer the same, unconsciously, apparently,
The
as if from the mere habit of
tradition.
tone of prayer, too, before this chant is reached,
“O!
Arof
self-abasement.
is quite the poetry
glwydd!” a rough Welsh quarryman will exclaim. low on his knees, struggling for the inspiration that shall carry the hearts of some
thirty or forty fellow-worshippers with him.
Arglwydd Is the Welsh for Lord, pronounced
Ar-gloo-uth; and the Welshman will repeat it,
“O! Ar-gloc-uth! O! Ar-gloo-uth!” in the posture of an oriental and with all the fervor.
In
the church service, the words, “Lord, have
mercy upon us,” sound O Ar-gloo-uth, trig ar
hahoortoom! (standing, “O Arglwydd, trugarha wrtbyrn!”) and they come with an effect
It is no less striking to bear
singularly fine.
the shorter of the Ten Commandments: Thou
shalt not kill, Na ladd; Thou sbalt not steal,
Na ladratta; emphasis being in the very shortIt the English
ness, like a sword’s swift cut.
eye, too, rests upon some scriptural terms, it
will be reminded of a nearer orientalism,
The Corinthians are called the CoriuGreece.
thiad, the Ephesians the Ephesiad, Christian is
Christion, cherub is cerub (the c hard),
purple is porphor, diamond is adamant,
a
jut is iot, Job is Siob, with other
known
Biblical
well
names,
Joseph,
loan, lago, l’edr. George and Charles, too
of
scores
"become
o:hers,)
(without mentioning
Siors and larlies; the genius of the Welsh language having made no provision for the soft
sound of ch and j or g. Other examples of this
are given in Siapan for Japan; |n siasmin for
jasmin; in siaced for jacket; in siercyn for jer-

kin.—All the Year Round.

«

Men and Women.
Hobart Pasha is a direct descendant of John
Hampden. The sixth daughter of the great
patriot, Mary Hampden, married twice. By
her second husband (Sir John Hobart) she was
the ancestress of the present Earl of
Backing*
hamshire, the father of the famous Turkish

Admiral, who
Hampden.

also

owns

the

estates of John

It is related of Thomas U. Bsnton that a
gentleman whose gaest he was went up to bis
room on the morning after he had
made a

speech, taking

a

newspaper containing

a

very

laudatory notice of his remarks.
“Have you
read it, sir? Does it do justice to the
subject?’"
asked the host.
"I know all about it, sir,’’ rewith
plied Benton,
great dignity, “I wrote it all
myself.”
Malherbe

was very generous,
but, one is sorlearn, not religious. He gave a beggar
some silver, and the
beggar assured the poet
that be would pray for him.
“Pray do not

ry to

trouble yourself to do that my friend,”
replied
Malherbe; “judging from your own condition,
I should hardly think you had much
credit
with Heaven.”
This was rather wicked, and
reminds one of that queen of
Spain who lost

her husband, and who was so grieved and so
indignant against the celestial powers that she
forbade her subjects to believe in God for six
whole months, “to give Him a lessou.”
Monsieur Thiers has a beautiful library
lighted from the top, where he sits at work
with some 20,000 volumes massed around him.
His 80 years have hardly slackened the rate of
his labor.
He is up at the first peep of daylight and brews his
with Mr.

own

coffee, and is closeted

Bartbelemy Saint-Hilaire

when the

busy quarter round about him is still silent.
He is a great economist of his time and
health,
and sleeps regularly twice in the course of the
day. His drinks are milk and coffee, and be
eats plain meats. When he wants to
gather
strength for a long effort in the tribune, a copi.
ous glass of coffee appears before him.
Madame Wagner—says Mr. Conway—is not

beautiful,

but she is of distinguished
appearance, and with her ample blonde hair decked
wt
roses, she might be called handsome*
She has a refined and intellectual appearance1
and is much younger than might have been exnoo fa.l

in
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conversation in Europe.
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She is learned in lan.

guages and in music, entertaining in conversation, and has made man; warm friends
From the first the royal family have taken a
deep interest in the concerts, and Wagner has
been received by the Queen. On one
evening
the Prince of Wales, having to leave, sent for

Wagner and expressed his delight in the mnsio,
and his regret that he must go,
having made a
promise (and the Prince never breaks a promise) to visit the Aquarium in time to see Mme

Zazel shot from a cannon.
The girl the Russian officer leaves behind
him when he goes to the war is his wife. Early marriages are very common in Russia, and a
very large proportion of the officers of the army
even those of lower grades, are married. In the
German, French and British armies, an officer is not permitted to marry until he attains a
certain rank or satisfies the ^military authorities that either be or his bride can afford to undertake the responsibilities of domestic life.
In Russia, as the Pall Mall Gazette explains,
there is no regulation of this kind; and, as the
pay of the Russian officer is notoriously very
meagre, it.follows that most of those who are
married are in a state of extreme poverty, and
can with difficulty provide their families with
even the necessaries of life.
Moreover, very
many of the subaltern officers of the Russian
army are quartered for long periods with small
detachments in out-cf-the-way and miserable

villages, where they must perforce
any society whatever, save that

live without
of peasants

and their own soldiers
In the Gothic archway

leading through the
oadets’ barracks into the quadrangle, at the
West Point Military Academy, there appears
and vanishes at regular intervals, from morn’
ing until the hour of retiring at night, a quaint
old figure attired In the nndiess costume of a
United States soldier. With upright though
somewhat feeble bearing the figure pauses exactly beneath the centre of the arch, and lacing
the parade grounds, raises a horn to its
lips,
blows a call and retires with the regular motion of an automaton. This is old Bentz, the
ougier or toe Academy, who has been iu service here since 1334, nearly forty-four years.
In winter and summer, through all sorts of
weather, the old trumpeter has made the hills
echo with the notes of his instrument, obedient to which generations of cadets have moved
to and fro, from class room to study hall or

field or quarters. The old man—he is now
seventy-one—is looked upon by the lads as
part of the place, and they could not imagine
the Academy in existence without him.
Don’t wear white crosses, nor black dresses,
caps with lappets. Nobody has any right
to go about in an offensively celestial uniform,
as if it were more your business or privilege
than it is everybody's,to be God’s servants. But
know and feel assuredly that every day of your

nor

lives,
of

you have done all you can for the good
others. Done, I repeat; not said.
Help

your companions, but don’t talk religious sentiment to them; and serve the poor, but for
your lives, you littlo monkeys, don’t preach to
them. They are probably, without in the
least knowing it, fifty times better Christians
than you; and, if anybody is to preach, let
them; make friends of them when they are

nice,

you do of nice rich

people;

feel with
not at
least sure it is a pleasure to you both to see
each other, keep out of their way. For material charity, let older and wiser people to see to
it; and be content, like Athenian maids in the
procession of their home goddess, with the honor of oarrying the basket,—Ruskin’s Letter to
as

them, work with them, and if you

are

Young Girlt.

This is the portrait the Philadelphia Times
A face that might
gives of Senator Lamar:
have come out of cne of Vandyke’s pictures,
and needs only the setting off of wide-brimmed
plumed hat and velvet doublet to make the
vairsemblance complete; Btrongly emphasized

features, a heavy dark moustache, which would
be fierce if it had an upward cur), but sloping
downward is gravely romantic: pointed beard
on chin, large hazel eyes, straight hair between
brown and black, worn so long that it falls
down over the coat

collar;

a

lofty forehead,

form of medium height and well-shaped,

a

save

for the stooping shoulders; a sober suit of brown
broadcloth—the care with which the coat is
buttoned and its velvet collar revealing a temHe is of
perate love of dress in its owner.
French ancestry, as one can plainly see, for his

face

never came

to him from

English parent-

Intensely Southern

in his political instincts, Lamar is nevertheless broad, liberal and
national in his views. In all the Southern delegation no one is less a bourbon, no one more
age.

sensible and

progressive.
Very few men in
well educated or as well read in
standard and current literature.
Ifioally, he
has a good quality that comes with his French
blood and is too rarely found in Americans of
middle age; be is gallant toward women and
fond of their society.

Congress

are as

Mrs. Fawcett delivered a lecture on Thursday
to the pupils and friends of the Royal Norma*

College andjAcademy of Musio for the Blind
at Westow street, Upper Norwood, oa The
Women of Thackary, Dickens and Oeorge
Eliot.” She illustrated by many diverting passages, at which the blind pupils of the institution heartily laughed, the merits of the three
great writers; but remarked, on thelother hand,
that in Dickens feminine virtue is nearly al-

undersized, easily melted to tears, and
less idiotic, and that Thackeray represented the best of women as subject to absurd
jealousy. Dickens’ "Mrs. Jellaby” had done
ways

more or

a great deal of harm.
Her eyes were always
fixed on something far off, as if she saw Africa
and Borrioboola Gba, while her children ran
about neglected. That had encouraged the
mistake that a woman who had sutficient mental activity to be interested in philanthropy,
literature and politics would not care also for
her family. Common experience gave no support to this impression. George Eliot had
more knowledge of women than either of
the
other two great writjrs; her Itomola, Fedalma
Dorothea were admirable. Her minor characters—Hetty, for instance—were also perfect
and the simply wordly sayings of Mrs.
Poysor,
Mrs. Cadwollader and the aunts in “The Mill
on the Floss” were
rapidly passing into the

language.—London Times.

Fast Time on the Pennsylvania Railroad.—The Fennsylvainia Railroad commenced
Sunday night to run a train frdta Chioago
through to New York in 25 hours and 15 minutes, from St. Louis to New York in 29 hours.
This is I hours faster time than ever made between those cities.

A Romanist at Heart.
Tho Independent deals
ish correspondent:
We have received the

frankly

WASHINGTON.

with one fool-

following request:

Mb.

Editob.—Will you please, if it is in yonr
power, send the enclosed to Mr. Moody? It is a request for prayer lor a sick person. Her life and hapillness depend upon this
request, as I have faith to
Ijellcve. if you receive
this, please say in the Independent that you received anil sent a request to Mr.
Moody written by a person who signed their name
It sceniB too much
Joy for me even to hope that It
will reach Mr. Moody.
Oh! I will be bo glad and
thankful if it does, and God will reward you.
We have sent the note to Mr. Moody.
But
we are moved to say a word or two to the
writer.
Your “faith,” as you call it, is faithless and insulting to God.
You honor Mr.
You
Moody more ,than you honor God.
have faith in Mr. Moody that he will listen
to vour request; hut you have no faith
in God that he will listen to you.
You
believe that God is a partial, prejudiced being, having respect of persons, who will attend to Mr. Moody’s petition, but who will not
attend to yours. God requires of you no mediator but himself, his Sou Jesus Christ.
Yrou,
Humanist that you are at heart, must pick out
some saint to intercede for
salDt
and
that
you,
one of those still in the
world,struggling against
bis own besetting sins. Here is our little sermon to you. Think that God is your Father—
yours as well as Mr. Moody’s. Go to Him,and
ask Him to forgive you for the sin of honoring
His creators more than Himself. Be very humble for the sin. Then ask your Father submissively for the life and health of your friend.
Do not be imperious in your prayer. Tell Him
what you want. Ask Him to grant it if it is
best; but ask Him to teach you to submit and
be content, if it is not best. Then leave the
case in His care with the sweet submissiveness
and trust which shall be truly Christian. Be a
child and believe in your Father; and not a suspicions slave that begs a favorite courtier to
tease the king for a bounty.
Black Hills.—A Maine man writing from
the Black Hills, thus concisely and comprehen-

sively sums

up the situatiou:
Some make money; some get just enough to
live on; some save what they get; others walk
into a saloon, sit down at a gambling table,
cards, lose it, get up and walk away quiety.
Everybody minds his own business and
)et9 others alone. All carry heavy revolvers.
If a man is canght stealing, a bullet is bis sentence on the spot.
If a man holds his tongue
he is all right. I can’t advise aDy one to come
here. It is rough, uncivilized, changeable. A
man may be lucky; he may Buffer.
Our hoys
bought tools and provisions to last thirty days,
at Cheyenne. We paid five cents per pound
lor freight overland. We were fortunate, for
the roads are now bad, and but little supplies
are coming in.
Flour is $14 per 100 lbs.; pork
25c; dried apples 25c; beaus 20c per lb.; sugar
25c per lb.; hay 10c per 1 b., $200 per ton; corn
meal $12 per hundred; molasses $3 per gallou;

I>lay

shovels Sfl:

nicks

Cabinet

“carpet-baggers.”

The interview lasted half an hour and the
of the delegation left with the
impression that the President would make no
further changes in Alabama, except for cause
or where the commissions of office had expired.
Additional Circulation leaned to Banka.
To correct various published misstatements
in reference to the amount of additional circulation recently issued to national banks in the
city of New York, the Comptroller of the Currency furnishes the following:
The total amount of additional circulation
issued to all national banks of the country since
the passage of the act of January 14,1875, to
date is $27,311,825. Of this amount $3,402,770
has been issued to banks in the city of Hew
York as follows: From January 14,1875 to January, 1876, $186,780; daring th e year 1876, $1,223,200. From January 1, 1877, to June 10, 1877,
as follows: January $381,740; February $140,040; March $387,720; April $659,600; May
$423,600; to June 11th $46,100. The greatest
amount issued to any one bank during the year
ending June 1 was $675,000, issued in instalments during the six months previous to the
Circulation of the namonth of April, 1877.
tional banks in New York city was in October,
in
1872, $28,000,000;
October, 1873, $27,000,000;

gentlemen

October, 1874, $25,000,000; October, 1875, $18,vviuuoif Aviv/, ii’XT,i>o-,vuu,

January 1, 1875,

Magazine Notices.
Blackwood's for May, (Leonard Scott Publishing'.Co’s .reprint) foontinues the stories of
Pauline and the Woman Hater,and has articles

Anglo-Indian Tongae, the injustice done the Royal Artillery by non-promotion,
the playing of Whist, The Protocol Jand the.
War, and.eomo other sabjeots, with a poem on
The War Caldron. One gets 'a good .idea of
what the intelligent .Englishman is thinking
about by pernsing this serial.
the

on

The American Architect continues its critioism onjfallen buildings andjtheir builders,and

gives other excellent suggestion, with its valuable illustrations of new.edifices. J. R. Osgood
& Co., Boston, publishers.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
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obbing Contribution Boxes.
Biddefokd, June 12.—A fifteen year old
youth was before the Police Court this morning
charged with robbing the contribution boxes at
the Crescent street chnrcb. He left his home
at 3 o’clock in the morning, entered the church,
took the contents of twenty-one
decamped. He will be probated.
Accident.

boxes

and

Farmington,'June 12.—John Pickens, driver
of Phillips’ stage, broke his leg above the
ankle this morning while strapping baggage
on the coach at Phillips. The baggage fell off
to him.

on

Attempted Rape

Brunswick, June 12.—As a young gir,
named Simpson, 14 years of age, was going
home from school this afternoon, near Ham’s
Hill, on the road to Bath, she was attacked by
a tramp, who attempted to commit rape upon
her.

He struck her in tbe face and upon the
breast, knocking her down. She called for
help, and the tramp ^becoming frightened, fled.
The girl’s cries were heard by neighbors, who,

after caring for her, pursued the tramp, and
after a hot chase captured him. He was
brought before the girl, who identified him,
and he was then taken into custody.
York Conuir Conference.

topics by

Osgood.

Rev. Messrs. Sinnott and
conference closes to-morrow

The

affenoino.

MARINE NEWS.
L'-'F'CCiat

subject.

The revenue receipts to-day were 8207,240,
customs 8314,315.
The Secretary of the Navy has issued a circular urging economy in public advertisements
in accordance with law.
The books of the Treasury department show
the total of one and two dollar notes in circulation to be 851,404,511. The amount of such
notes in the Treasurer’s office and reserved for
use is 810,183,387.
The amount in bureau of
eugiaviug

ready tor

iniuuug prepareu,
delivery to the Treasury
uuu
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Rockland, June 13.—Steamer Arrow, plying

between Vinalhaven and Hurricane Island, ran
a
rock in Vinalhaven harbor Saturday
night and sank. The passengers were all
on

saved in boats.
_

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord, Jane 12.—At the Republican legislative caucus held this evening to nominate
candidates for state officers the following nominations were made: Secretary of State, X. B.
Thompson of Concord; State Treasurer, Solon
A. Carter of Keene: Commissioner, Gen. Wm.
H. Sise of Portsmouth; State Printer, John B.
Clark of Manchester.
Election of state offitomorrow.

RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
Several Persons Killed by a Collision.
Baltimore, Md., Jane 12.—An excursion
train collided with the Winchester train near
Point of Rocks to-day. Charles Keefer, Richard Dutraw, Dixon and Walker were killed.
Louis Sibley, Mr. Cottrail and others were seri-

ously injnred.

The excursion train was conveying passengers from Baltimore to Hagerstown to take
part in memorial ceremonies and the dedication
of the monument in the confederate cemetery
at Hagerstown.
Later despatches state that Louis Sibley died
from the injuries received before being removed. Col. Chas. Trail is reported to have
been fatally injured. Ooe or two more may
die, but the others will recover.
The collision is attributed to gross carelessness and negligence of the train men.
Messrs.
Keefer, Trail, Falconer and Col. Dennis were a
committee from Frederick on their way to
Washington to extend an invitation to Presided Bayes and Cabinet to attend the next fair
of the Frederick Connty Agricultural Society.
Dedication.

Baltimore, Jane 12.—Washington Cemeat |Hagerstown, where the Confederate

tery

'lead killed in the battles of Antietam and
Booth Mountain are interred, was formally
dedicated to-day with appropriate memorial
ceremonies and the graves were .strewn with
flowers. An oration was delivered by General
Fitzhugh Lee, about 4000 persons being present. The cemetery waB incorporated in 1870
by the legislature of Maryland with an appropriation of $5000, which has since been
increased to $10,000. The states of Virginia
and West Virginia have also imade appropriations. A handsome marble monument adorns
the grounds in which 2500 Confederate dead

buried.

Volcanic
a...
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__

Eruption.
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—

despatch says a

volcanic eruption occurred in
the mountains opposite Flowing Wells station,
the Southern Pacific Railroad, about sixty
miles from Yuma, at 7 o’clock yesterday morning. It was preceded by a violent vibration of
the earth. About half an hour a dense volume
of smoke and huge broken boulders were observed to issue from the mountain. It continued in an active state all day, but became
on

nearly passive

at

nightfall.

Frank P. Hastings of Maine, lately a clerk
in the department of state, was to-day promoted to the office of consular clerk. The offices
of this grade in the consular service are per
manent in the tenure.
Forest Fires.

FOB

THE NEXT
HOUBS.

TWENTY FOUB

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )

Offices, Washington, 0.0.,

l

J nne 13. (1 A. M. )
For New England.
lower pressure, southwesterly winds, higher

temperature, partly cloudy and cloudy

and rain

weather

areas.

Iron and Sled

Association.
Philadelphia, June 12,—The annual report
of the secretary of the American Iron and Steel
Association for the year 1870. shows the proI??.™.1®11 °.*in 2,093,230 tons of pig iron, against
2,226,o81
1875. The furnances in active operation or capable of
beirg so at short notice is
114, against 713 the previous year.

A great number of cattle were
crops.
overtaken by the flames.
The fire will necessitate the slaughter of a great deal of stock on
account of forage.
A Los Angeles despatch says that great forest fires are raging in the mountains west of
that city, extending down lo the plains.
Details are wanting, but it is known that many
homesteads have been destroyed and a great
amount of hay, lumber and property burned.
Yesterday afternoon half of the business portion of Ylymoutb, Amada county was burned.
Loss $35,000; insurance light.

THE TUBF.
Beacon Park.
Boston, June 12.—June meeting at Beacon
Park opened today. The 2.22 class, purse $800,
was won by b. g. Cornee.
Time, 2.23, 2 26,
2.24J, 2 24.
The 2.50 class, purse $800, was won by br. s.
Voltaire. Time, 2.242, 2.251, 2.24, 2.24, 2 26.
MINOB TEIjEGRAIUS.
Judge Lee, TJ. S. District Attorney, is investigating the Chisholm massacre.
.Senator Conkling is going to Europe next

Saturday.
Secretary Thompson will inspect Brooklyn
navy yard to-day, and is expected at Bostou
Friday or Saturday.
Geo. Nevens fatally beat and kicked his wife
for alleg ed infidelity, Monday, at Garnet City
Va., and then shot Charles Thomas, clerk in

the Garnet House.
A Washington rumor says it has been discovered that the Indian ring, through a fraudulent census system, has perpetrated astounding frauds, which an investigating committee
is now unearthing.
The report of the absconding of Treasurer
Karmena of Hoboken, is untrue. He was at
home last night, and his bonds of $200,000
were prepared yesterday. There is no defalcation.
A crowd of Russian and Austrian Hebrews
in New York, are petitioning Secretary Evarts
for protection. They comprise the very worst
types of the race, and refuse either to work or
pay taxes.
President Hayes will arrive in Boston on the
26th instant, attend the commencement exercises at Harvard on the 27th, and be present at
the military anniversaries in Providence on the
28th. It is probahle that upon his arrival he
will be met by an escort and taken to the State
wuere a lormai welcome win oe extenu-

to him.
The Secretary of the Navy hag gone to visit
Brooklyn and League Island navy yards,
Brigham Young’s accounts while Indian
agent are to be overhauled and it is expected to
find evidence upon which to found a prosecution
against him,
Mary Heenan was arrested at New Haven
yesterday, for passing counterfeit money.
New evidence which is thought to be conclusive, has been discovered against Jared Wheeler the supposed murderer of
Harriet Wheeler
at Northampton.
The body of marino John McCarty, drowned
at Portsmouth, was found last evening. His
head was badly bruised. An inquest will be
held.
Schooner Caroline Kenzel, from Philadelphia
for Salem, with coal, went ashore on the southwest point of Block Island. Sunday morning,
and bilged.
Bark Kmma and Alice, from Java for the
British Channel, has put in at Table Bay,

Base Ball.
At Boston—Live Oaks 6; Harvards 0.
At Lo#ell—Alleghanys 3; Lowells 2.
At Brooklyn—Hartfords 7; Bostons 0.
At Chicago—Chicagos 3; Lonisvilles 1.
At Manchester—Manchester 7; Maple'Leafs

one.

_

nail Bobber’s Suicide.
Richmond, Va., June 12.—Murdock, mail
A

agent between Richmond and Danville, was arlested a few days since for robbing mails, partially examined and admitted to bail. He committed suicide this morning with poison.

Fairbanks & Co., the American scale manufacturers. have received the highest prize at the
recent international exhibition at Sydney, Aus-

tralia.

The District Attorney at New Orleans has
filed an information against ex-Auditor Geo.
B. Johnson, charging him with having taken
certain books from the Auditor’s office which
belonged to the State.
An election was held in Georgia yesterday, to
ascertain whether the people desired a constitutional convention. Thejblacks generally voted
against the convention. The result is not

known.

Gov. Hendricks had
New York last night.

a

brillian

reception

in

Centennial of the adoption of the American
Hag was celebrated at Portsmouth yesterday.
The damage by a heavy rain storm in northern Missouri Friday was very great.
In many
instances the crops were ruined entirely, fences
were swept rwa.v and stock drowned.
There is a project on foot in New York for a
demonstration of working men in honor of Gen.

Grant.

The New Y'ork Post heartily endorses James
ItuBsell Lowell for minister to Spain.
The British government has taken into consideration the case of the Fenian Dovitt who is
serving a sentence of 15 years.
The North German Gazette denies the truth
of a report in the Pall Mall Gazette of June 9
thatGermany was about to form a second practice squadron of seven vessels and was preparing to enlist additional seamen.
ft

Montenegrins
Servia

War.
Back-

Driven

For

Preparing'

_

War.

Foreign Notes.
Antwerp is being put in a complete state of
defence.
General Grant lias been expected at Oxford
for some days, but the latest rumors says it
is very doubtful whether lie will tiud time to
go and receive the degree recently tendered
him.
The Pope Monday gave a cumber of medals
commemorative of the jubilee, to be presented
in recognition of
to several American ladies,
their services in representing the American
Catholics on that occasion.
Gen. Grant aud tho Prince of Wales, with
accompanying parties, were present at the AsTho Queen’s gold vase
cot races yesterday.
was won by Skylark, and the Prince of Wales’
stakes by Glen Arthur.
lu the House of Commons last night a
motion for the abolition of capital punishment
was rejected, 155 to 50.
Tho Edinburgh Scotsman's special despatch
from Liverpool says Gen. Grant evinced particular pleasure on receiving the invitation of
the Lord Provost of Edinburg. He intends to
make a long stay iu Scotland after his return
from the Continent, when Edinburg and probably Glasgow will present him with the
freedom of the city.
Members of tue hueget committee appeah
agreed to support the rejection if the Frence
ministry refuse to resign in obedience to avotr
of censure._

CONTRADICTORY
REPORTS
FROM ASIA.

Heavy Cannonading

Along

the

Danube.
TIIE ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.
Turks Assume Ilia Offensive.
New York, June 12—An Erzeroum despatch reports that the Tnrks have assumed the
offensive. Muhktar Pasha has detached a Hying column to attack the Russians at Olli. The
Russians, fearing an attack, retired to Penyak.
Muhktar Pasha holds possession of the roads
from Olti to Delibaba, a town 48 miles southeast of Erzeroum.
The Grand Duke Michael, commanding the
Russian army, and his staff, are reconnoitering
Kars. The town is closely invested and an attempt will probably he made to take it by
The

storm.

EORD DERBY’S NOTE.
Russia Accused of Double Dealing.
New York, June 12.—It is reported in London that Schouvaloft' repeats his assurances
that the Russian government has no intention
to interfere with British interests in the East;
bat it is beginning to be understeod that Russia is endeavoring to subsidize the press, and
that she is evidently preparing the public mind
for her forthcom'ng occupation of Constantino-

London, Mime 12-12.30 V. M.—American securities—United States new 4Js, 104J: 10-40s, 109: New
York Central 88; Illinois Central 49.
LONDON, June 12—3.30 P. M_Consol at 9415-16
for money and account.
Liverpool, Juno 12.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is steady; Middling uplands at 6 3-16d; do Orleans
at 6Jd; sales 10,000 bales, including 1000 bales lnr
speculation and export. Receipts cotton to-day 3500
bales, including 2300 American.

TO

the reputation of enameled wares, in which the
“Granite Ironware” was, in a few instances, unjustly
included, the manufacturers, in order to gatiify the

public, have

Liuaj
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conveyance—1000 bush
Co.

practice, aud.

MONTENEGRIN CAMPAIGN.
Montenegrins Driven Hack.
Vienna, June 12.—A special to the Political
Correspondez from Cattaro says after fifty-five
hours’ hard fight near Kistag, carried on mostly at close quarters, the Montenegrins have
The losses on both
withdrawn toBanjani.
sides amount to several thousand. The Prince
of Montenegro has withdrawn his headquarters
from near Nicsics back to Ostrak.
Constantinople, June 12.—Melimet Ali telegraphs that the Montenegrins have been routed in an engagement in the Eolachim.
SERVIA.
Warlike Preparation*.
London, June 12.—The Standard’s Vienna
correspondent telegraphs that 10,000 Servians
are concentrated at Belgrade and 0000 at Erag-

ujsvatz.

The permanent committee of Skuptschina
propose to reduce salaries of employes 30 per
The
cent, to cover expenses for armaments.
Eragujevatz arsenal is working night and day.
in
tbe direction of
A Servian demonstration
Inch is probable, with the object of drawing off
Mehemed Ali from Montenegro. A large number of torpedoes manufactured at Fiume for
Toulon, was confiscated by Italian customs officers at Cormora.

1

_

A Review of the Situation from London.
London, June 12.—The Turks are rapidly
retreating before tbe Rusians in Armenia, andI
are evidently determined to avoid a general engagement if possible. Erzeroum is not expectnnflnnafinn tlTT

Russians is certain. The Turkish civil authorities of the city have already withdrawn, and
great despondency prevails. Private reports
from the army of the Danube, received in Constantinople, are of the most discouraging nature. The spirit of the men is good and they
are well armed, but there is no organization,
and little hope is entertained of offering an
effectual resistance to the Russian advance. A
stubborn fight will doubtless be made and
heavy losses inflicted on the Russians, but one
or two decisive battles must result in making
the Czar master of the greater portion of Bul-

garia.

_

War Notes.
An Alexandria despatch confirms the statement that Hassan, the Khedive’s son, has1
started for Constantinople with 4000 Egyptian
soldiers.
It is said that important negotiations are on
foot between the English government and the
Khedive, in reference to the protection of
British interests in Egypt.
The Greek army is to be .reorganized and increased to 30,000 men.
The financial prospects of neither of the
belligerents is particularly hopeful, as there
are reports of great stringency alike at St.
Petersburg and Constantinople.
A number of Greek prisoners, recently escaped from Silistria, report the recommencement of Turkish atrocities in Bulgaria.
They
also assert that the Turks are concentrating in
with
a
near
view
to
imforce
Widden,
great
mediate offensive operations.
Another officer has been shot at Jassy for
malversation in office, and the greatest astonishment and indignation is expressed.
A Ploejesti dispatch says it is understood
that Gortschakoff is still very anxious for
peace, but considers the Turks not sufficiently
beaten to warrant propositions looking to that
end.
Several important telegrams have been received from Count Schouvaloff in London.
There are rumors of considerable Turkish
successes at Kustchuk.
The Emperor travels in a luxurious car, fitted
either for railway or ordinary roads. He looks
far from beiug well. He met with a most enthusiastic reception at all points.
Mukhtar Pasha is reported to be at Kuprikai.
The Czar has signified his willingness to receive Prince Milau at Ploiest'. The Prince
will-arrive on Friday accompanied by Premier
Ristics, Gens, Harvatoricl and M. Protics and
Letschjanin. The Porte has been officially informed of the projected visit.
xue sussk'u ui

be closed

on

iutj

j-uimnu

tbe 22d inst.

jiaiiiauiuui

Tbe Kussians

will

are

retiring from tbe direction of Erzeroum in
order to prosecute the seige of Kars. It is stated that Dervosh Pasha will supercede Mukhtar
Pasha. A son of Schamgl, tbe Circassian

Chief, has

left Trebisond for Erzeroum.
ITALY.

Liberalism Triumphant in Rome.
New \’okk, June 12—At the municipal
elections in ltome yesterday, the liberal and
radical coalition triumphed.
Not a single
clerical candidate was elected, notwithstanding
tho whole influence of tbe clergy was exerted
on the masses of the population.
This is a
most crushing blow to tbe clericals.
MEXICO.
Diaz Recogn zed by Germany—The Supreme Court—etc.
City of Mexico, May 31, via Brownsville,
Texas, June 12.—Tbe official Diaiaro publishes
the text of an autograph letter, in which the
Emperor of Germany replying to a letter from
President Portino Diaz announcing his accession to the executive power of the Mexican
state, recognizes him in that capacity.
The reorganization of the Supreme Court of
Justice was completed today, the newly elecled
judges taking the catli of office.
Tho House of Hepresentatives has adopted a
bill forbiddine the reelectiou of a President.
Appropriation bills will be voted tomorrow
when the House will adjourn.
THE DOMINION.
The Mngdalcn Fishery—Wreck*—The
Fish Commission.
Halifax, N. S., Juno 12.—Keports from the
Magdalen Islands to yesterday state that the
mackerel fisheries are pretty good. Codfish
continues scarce.
A vessel was discovered
ashore Monday near the southwest cape of
Amherst Island, abandoned. The fate of the
crew is unknown,
bark
was
it
rigged,
laden
with
lumber, with “Bomana” on
her bow. In a cove near the wreck a boat is
full of water, with “W. H. Curtis” painted on
;he stem.

In this city, June l£, Mrs. Margaret, wife ot WilLarrabee, aged 44 years.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 1 o’clock,
at No. 13 Mayo street.
In West Cumberland, June I, Mrs.
Josephiue, wile
of John M. Degraw, aged 35 years.
In South Windham, June 8, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife
of the late Nathan CloudmaD, aged 75 years and 4
months.

Union Telegraph Co, ex.
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Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.. 11
Guaranteed.|
10
Central Pacific bonds.
11 ni
Union Pacific.
J.107|

Brig Etta

Land Grants.
Sinking Funds.97|

"low

Miied

asked’

@61jc;No2’Mil-

@ 60c; unmerchantable State 63c; Mixed State 63®
6oc; White do 64 @ 68c; receipts 20,900 bush; sales of
112.000 bush. Coflee quiet and unchanged. Sugar is
very quiet and nominally unchanged; refined auiet
and unchanged at 11J @ lie lor standard A 12 ®
121c for granulated and crushed; J2JC lor powllered.
Molasses dull and heavy. Bice unchanged with a
moderate inquiry. Petroleum lower; crude at 73c10.000 bbls refined at 13J@ 11; 17,000 bbls of united
crude 1 955 @ 2 061, closing heavy.
Tallow easier105 000 lbs at 74 @ 8c.
Naval Stores-KosM
and unchanged at 1 80 @ 1 95 tor strained. E«gs are
firmer at 16 @ 17c for State and
Pennsylvania” 16 ®
16c for Western. Pork heavy and
lower; 150 bbls of
new mess at 14 00; 500 bbls seller
July at 14 00- 250
bbls seller August at 14 00. Beef is dull. Beef hams
bbls ot Western, scarcely choice, at 20 50.
Cut Meats quiet; 25 tes pickled hams at 10
middles
are dull at 7J @ 71 for city
long clear; 20
Western long clear at 7. Lard heavy and
decided lower
102 tes new prime steam at 8 87* ;250 do seller Julv at
9 00, closing at 8 97*; 3250 do seller
August at 9
down to 9 07*. Whiskey steady at 1114.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is dull sni
heavy ; Cotton per sail at }d; do steam at ILJ4
4 @9-32;1
W heat
steam at 4

Sly

“ox“

5

@ 4Jd.

per

Chicaqo, June 12.—Flour is firm. Wheat active
lower: No2 Chicago Spring at 1 51 cash- 150
seller July ;130J seller August. Com in lair
demand
at 45jc cash; 468C for seller
July; 48Jc sellM
Oats firmer at 38jc cash;
378c seller July. Kve is
steady and unchanged. Barley is dull and tending
downward; sales at 55 @ 60c. Pork dull and weak
at 1-60 cash; 12 574 @ 12 60 seller
July; 12 70 seller
August. Bulk Meats are steady; shoulders 4) -short
6J; short clear middles 6J. Whiskey at
and

August

rib^middles

Keceipts-6,000 bbls flour, 2,700 bush wheat 118.
btt811 °»te> 2'900 b““
barley,
bush

W003

1500

n^J?111^"-8000

bb,s Boar» 39,000 bash wheat 3J
^ °atS>

^CObuYh*

°2?C0baU8h
rye?’77,000
At tbe
afternoon

call of the board Wheat
1

@

was

July;
o
**wer
aJ tS
seller
@
August. Corn active and lower at 46
(«$ 46Jc seller for d ulv; 47j @ 472c do
dull and easy; oflered at 37Jc seller August. Oats
July. Pork is
lower at 12 52* seller for July; 12
67* seller
8 69 ® 8 G2i seller
Ju|yi 8 70 @“875
1 52 seller

1 30

August

sdler August.

Toledo, June 12.—Flour is quiet. Wheat dull
aud weak andlower; No 1 White
Michigan at 1
extra \V bite Michigan at 1
99; Amber Michigan fo’r
seller June oflered at t 91 at
No 2 Rod Winter
close;
on spot held at 1 83and 1 81 bid :
seller June at 180se er July new or old at
No 3 Red on spot 170:
155;
seller June 1 67 :reieeted Lake rha.. u„,r
i *u>

I'-,
50Jc;

i
No 2

on

Mixed 011 spot at 51c;
spot at 494c; seller

seller August at

July 503c: seller lor
471c; damaged at ilc Oats
“

August 524c; rejected at
are dull; No 2 at
394c; White 46Jc.
Keceipts 0000 bbls flour, 8,500 bush wheat 51 000
51,000
basil Corn, 1200 bush Oats, 00
Barley.
bhipments—00 bbls flour, 1,CC0 bush Wheat 59 non
C’ BJ,I)00
bush Corn. 800 bash Oats.
Atthearternooucall of board Wheat was dullAmber Michigan seller June at 1
92; No 2 Bed Win

ter on spot at 1 88;selier June 1
81
Mixed Oil spot
50jc; No 2 last
seller July 504c; soiler

high

bid. Corn is md
•’
half June at 494c
1 1

August 524c.
Milwaukee,{June 12.—Flour is mii«s
firmly. Wheat unsettled, opened a lower and closed
Arm; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 55; seller
1 504-Nn
a
3
Milwaukee at 138}. Corn linn ; No 2 July
at 44o.
Oats
steady anil unchanged; No 2 at 37c; White
at TO
13 “r“! Ni
**»*>*
Freights-Wbeat to Buffalo at 24.
Receipts—3500 bbls flour, 11,000 hush wheat
bhipments—0.000 bbls flour, 24,000 bush wheat
llETKOIT, June 12.—Flour—sales at 9 25. Wheat
White Michigan
actl,v® an,d 2 @ 3c lower; sales extra
millins 1 81 @ 1 95 ® 1 90 @
?071n*,ft!-?8,®*1,,9?i
1 97, No
1 White Michigan at 1 91 (ail 1 92
seller June; mining an 80; No 1 Amber cash: 1 92
Michigan
1 88. Oats shade lower; No 1 Mixed
at 43| June.
Receipts—jdO bbls flour, 700 bush wheat, 4500
ouu
bush corn, 3,607 bush oats.
Shipments—465 bbls tiour, 3144 bash’wheat.
wmu.wuwi, 3217

«%

|y7a0cfNoat3^42cBarley

bush

corn

4611 bush oats.

Cleveland, June 12.—The Petroleum market
quiet and steady at 12£ for staudard White.
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Augusta, June 12.—Cotton
lauds at 10J @ lic.g
nptoto

ariif.*

is

®«"»l

Middling np-

firm; Middling8

June l2,""Cotton is Btead^

ud-

Middling

Caroline Kiiescher,
Thaxter.

Devereux, Bangor—S W

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT^
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EASTPORT, June G—Ar, brig Sullivan,
for Ireland, with deals.
June 8—Ar, sch Ida C Spofford, Ingalls,
(and proceeded to Calais.)

bIi"
pool'^di7sAr’
Cld,

Dai*y Boynton' APP>eby, Liver-

BATH, June It—Ar. schs Grace Cusbing, Mosher.
Philadelphia; Aldine, Dennison, Portland.
Sid, sch Geo K Hatch, Murphy, Philadelphia.

WISCASSET, June 5-Ar, sch War Eagle, Fris1

X>U1IWU|

«-v
JJUCUllli

June It—Ar, ech Franklin, Greenleal, Boston.
Sid, sch M L Varney, Rowe, Newport, HI.
June 12—Ar, sch Slaria Louisa,Thurrell, Boston,
(FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Philadelphia 11th, brig Abby Thaxter, Parker, Portland.
Ar at Galveston 11th inst, sch Clara G Loud, from

New York.
Sid fm Cienfuegos 4th inst, barque Sarah Hobart,
Pinkbam, Philadelphia; btigj H Craudon, Pierce,
New York.
Sid fm Havana 7th, barque Chas F Ward, Wiley,
Cardenas and New York; brig Carrie E Pickering,
Torrey, do and North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Matantss 6th, brig Maria W Norwood, Andrews, North ot Hatteras.
Sid fm Sagua 4th, brig Eugenie,
Veazie, North of
Hatteras; 5th, Alberti, McCaulder, do.
Ar at Tablo Bay, CGH, —, barque Emma & Alice,
Gibbs, Java lor the Channel, leaky.
Ar in Penarth Roads 9th inst, barque
Brunswick,

Hutchinson,

Spools Willimantic
Spool Colton at 5c.

Kid Gloves
Bullion Opera Kid.
#S cent..
‘J Ballou Opera Kid.
73 cent.,
Button all .hade.
Kid. 03 cent*.
!i

Our Kid Glove Departis complete in every
particular.

ment

Karri. Seamless Kid
Glove. 81.73.
Garibaldi
Kid
Glove. 81.30.

LISLE GLOVES.
Children’s
Lisle
Gloves IO cents.
Ladies* Lisle Gloves
15 cents.
Ladies’ Lisle Gloves
35 cents.
Also a large variety
of Ladies’ and Chil«
dren’s Lisle Goods
which we offer at
cost.

gp fg

COLLIES
AND

CUFFS.
1 Lot all Linen Collars JO cents.
t lot all Linen £mb.
Collars J5 cents.
J lot all Linen Cnfls
35 cents.
35

FROM

$1.25.

UN-

—

OF

Eastman
534

New York.

Sid fm Barbadoes May £0, sch Margie, McFadden,

Congress St.

jul2

sntf

IfOf superior ENGLISH manufacture, and juHilr celebrated for Elasticity,
Durability nod evenness of Point.' In 15
Numbers.

I

THE

SPENCERIAN

I

PENS.I

ISTEEL

%* Varieties suited to every style of wri-

ting. For sale by the trade generally. A
Sample Card, containing one each of the
Fifteen Numbers, by mail, on receipt of

City of Portland
6 Per Gent Bonds

_

mV/%
AX'

Yours Very Respectfully,

J. H. FITZGERALD,
ap25dtt

SHIRTS.

Coupon

Registered,

FOR SALE BY

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— Ar 10th inst, ship Ruful E
Wood, Davis, Newcastle, E, (Jan 23).
SAVANNAH—Sid 11th, schs Etta M Barter, Barter, Boston; Delhi, Emerson, Freeport.
PORT ROYAL, SC-Sld 11th, ech E A Hayes,
Smith, New York.
RICHMOND, VA-SId 9th, sch Henry Whitney,
Sheppard, eastward.
NORFOLK—Ar 8th, barque Ada Carter, Thurston,
Baltimore, to load for Europe.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 9th, sch S M Bird, Merrill,
Georgetown, (and sailed tor Portland.)
Paesed up, ech Agnes I Grace, for Georgetown.
Sid, sch Kate C Rankin, lor New London.
BALTIMORE-Ar 10th, barque Hattie G DJxod,
Yates, Navassa; sch H Prescott, Merriman, Bahama

or

6 for $9.00.

for

$9.00.

COST.

HILL.
341

Sc

PUIHEY,

MIDDLE

(Iieslev,

Money.

Hemstitched

TAILOR,

Handkerchiefs!

Middle Street,

261 1-2
Has

“

50

“

Hollar

25c
—

These

are

the best values

have

xve

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.
mh2G

eutf

Surgical Instruments,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

Cheviots,

in Hemstitched Handkerchiefs
and should be examined by every ons.

SCHLOTTEBBECK,

no23_Bndtf
T°

DIAMOND

FANCIERS.

fr,VUSr^nefr£n^

A. CABARGAS CIGARS.

GLOUCESTER

ORGANS.

FISHING TACKLE

for I.AKE and BROOK Fulling. GUNS,
Ain.nCNITION and SPORTING GOODS.
Ageutfor DUPONT S GCNPOWDER.

“NEW

PRICES.”

undersigned would respectfully
the people ot Portland and vicinity,
THE
has leased the
new

—

CALL
THEM.

my21

Yacht Cloths
AXD

—

AND

SEE

apleodtf

PARASOLS !
We have any

announce

to

that

he

where he will keep constantly

on

sortment of

Dry

&

hand,

a

large

as-

BAILEY,

from

Scotch

a

FANS 2
Our stock of FANS are uncommonly
large, and consists of any grade from a
3 cent Jap. to a Black Satin for $1.50.

Fancy Goods,

Corsets !
Onr No. 99 at $1.00, Is the best for the
price in the market, aud is selling very

Parasols, & Small Wares &c., &c.,
which will be sold as low as by any dealer in the
State. He would be pleased to see all bis old friends,
and will endeavor to make new ones.
The Ladies
are especially invited to call and examine the stock
before purchasing elsewhere. No trouble to show
goods. Do not forget the Place.

NO. 512 CONGRESS STREET,
nearly opposite Army & Navy Hall.
Jul2

SOLOMON

SHINE.
d&wlm

Refrigerators!
Improved Dry

Air

Refrigerators

all styles and for all purposes.
The largest and best assortment in Maine.
in

Prices as Low as the Lowest,
and warranted to gWo satisfaction. Manufactured
and for sale, Wholesale and
Retail, by

J. F.

rapidly.
JOB LOT GENTS’ MIXED HOSE
121-2 cts.

Under

No. 60 Cross Street,

Portland,

Me.

N. B.—-Befrigerators made to order of any size or
Orders by mail or otherwise
promptly attended to.
mayl4di'jyl

Portland
MILITARY AND

Band.
ORCHESTRA,

and

Regalia

dtf

Brown Stallion sired by Blackwood,
sire of Blackwood, Jr. Record 2.22 1-2
at 5 years. First dam by Norman, sire of
Maine Blackwood foaled
Lnlu, 2.15.
1872, is 16 hands and weighs 1075
As
a three year old trotted full
pounds.
mile In 2.36 1-2. and pulled a wagon in
2.40 1-4. SERVICE $60.

“CALVIN.”
Chestnut Stallion sired by Dr. Herr’s
Mambrino Patchen, sire of “Lady Stout.”
Kecord 2.29 at three years old. First
dam by “Old Tom Hal.” Calvin foaled
1874. is 15 3*4 bands, weighs IIOO
pounds. Will serve a few mares at $15.
For further particulars address

L.

RUMMERY,
47 ST. JOHN STREET.

dfc&wtr

my23

COAL.
The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, tor

SUMMER AND WINTER
FOB SALE

Illustrated

Circulars.
Mole
Mhooliug Mail.

of the Hoaiou

USE,

AT

Lowest Market Kates,

HEADQUARTERS.
fob

STREET,

‘Maine Blackwood.’

BASEBALL AND FOOTBALL
Manufacturers

Hall.

ju5

to

Military

Navy

for

Nelson & Gould,

Music furnished for all occasions where music is required. Terms to correspond with the times. Any
number of pieces furnished, both Brass and String,
J** COLE, Leader,
16 Brown street. Portland Band Boom. 19J
Market Square.
jul2dlw

and

CONGRESS

MERRILL,

form.

by applying

Army

503

—

Randall

STREET.
eodliu

quality

Gingham to an all Silk Twilled. Pearl
Handle, at prices that defy competions,

sWre,

No. 512 Congress Street,

Sesd

EXCHANGE

—

CASSI MERES,

Braces,

G. L.

IX

ever

offered

Investment Bankers,

48

line line of

dtf

SSLS-h, sch Frank Jameson, Jameson, New Haven
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, sch Carrie Bonntd),
uauuagesanu supporters, Trusses,
Harris, Baracoa; Nellie Star, Poland, Portland; Al»»
Nickerson.
Annie
Bath;
Bliss,
Simmons,
gwen.
Shoulder
Satilla River; Wm Wilson, Packard, Darien.
Newcastle—Passed down 9th, sch T S McLellan.
Spinal Supporters, Clnb Foot Shoes, &c.,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th
inst, brig Eva N
on hand and made to order.
Johnson, from Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, ship Golden
State, Delano,
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
Shanghae; brig Adelaide, Stover, Barbadoes 13 days;
BcbsSadie WUcott, Watts, Demarara 21 days; MJ
for sale and to let by
Cook. Cook, Pensacola; R M Brookings, Brown, Alexandria tor Bath; Keystone, Hatch, Windsor, NS;
A.
G.
Laura Jones, Stevens,Bangor; Andrew Peters, Low,
Dealer in and Manufacturer of
New Haven.
Ar 11th. barque Ralph M Hayward,
8URGI€AL INSTRUMENTS,
(formerly
schr)
Doane. Waldohoro; schs L A Orr, Orr, Cow Bay;
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Scud, Hallowed, Windsor. NS: Arct.fo. Hfnn Pnr»a.
Sole Agent for Geo. Tienmnn A Co.
mourn; a c nowe, Ellis, Newport.
Old llth, barque John C Smith, Jones, Genoa; brig
8
Mew York.
City ot Moule, Uirz, Guadaloupo.
Passed through Hell Gate loth, schs T Benedict,
Crockett, Irora Port Johnson lor Portlaud; Sea Foam
Gott, do for Portsmouth.
NEW HAVEN Ar 9th, sch J B Marshall,
Barter,
Pensacola.
Cld 9th, sch Ida Howard, for New York.
Nf.Wl OKI Ar 9th, Schs G W Itowley,
Rowley,
Phi ade phia for Portland; F
Arthemius, Piukbam
Philadelphia for Salem.
Sailed 9th, schs Charles W Holt,
from
St John, >«B, for Philadelphia; Mary E Delay,
$5,000 worth of Diamond and Diamond
Oliver, BakFannie
&
Jewely al half the original com!
BartYorki
Edith,
n
Diamond Eardrops, Diamond Pins, Diamond
lett, Belfast for City Point.
10th, sch Sarah Eaton, Dix,
Stuas, Diamond Lockets, Diamond Crosses, DiaT,^,j!'5y,^f?DFORD—Sid
Philadelphia; Adrianna, Snowman, lor New York; mond Rings,in Solitaire and Clusters, and a good vaWatchman, Heal, Lincolnville.
riety of unset gems of various sizes of the very first
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, sche C C Berry, water. Parties having uncut diamonds, or diamonds
with imperfections, can have them recut and reSeavey, Port Royal for Quincy Point; Elia Hodsdon
Davis, CedarKeys 21 days tor Portland; Henry3 Adell
polished to perfection. Fair allowance made with
bert, Meady, Georgetown tor do.
parties that want to exchange diamonds, at
Ar 10th, barque David Babcock,
Colcord, Cadiz for
S. semtYVER, No. 490 Congress St.,
Gloucester; echs Henrietta, Hill, Weehawken for
Boston; Franconia, Leavitt, Cedar Keys 23 davs for Importer, Cotter, and Poli.her of Diamondg
Portland; Lookout, Hues ins, Elizabethport for do;
Jalsndlm
Bagaduce, C emeut, Hoboken tor do; Chas Sawyer.
Mullen, Amboy tor do; Evelyn, Crowley, New York
for Portsmouth; B H Jones, Smith,
Philadelphia for
Saco; Zeila, Hallo well, Perth Amboy for do; Storm
Petrell, Davis. Baltimore for do; Pearl, Goldthwaite, Received This Day per Steamer Columbus from IfaRondout for do; Agues, Young, Saco for New York;
vavana
Jas Warren, Leighton, Jonesboro lor do.
WAREUAM—Ar Oth, sch Susan Ross, Haskell.
TEN
THOUSAND A. CABARGAS CIGARS
Bath.
fresh and very fine flavor, for sale by the BOX or
BOSTON—Ar lstb, sch Matthew Kinney, SherJ
THOUSAND by
man, Port Caledonia.
Cid llth, sch Ellen M Pennell, Tliompson, Machias
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
_Ar l.th, scus Clytie, Lelghtou, Alexandria; Albus,
ullsnlw
91 Market Sqaare, ImporfcrM.
Wollston, Bath.
Cld 12th, sch J L Cotter. Nutter. Portland
ED* B- ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
Ar llth, sch
PTANHQ
Mary Wilson, Cates, rlilLlUu has the celebrated
Weber Piano, and
and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar llth, sch Addie E Seavey,
Orders
for Tuning attended to aj I
Seavey, Rockport.
Sid llth, sch Jas S Pike, Robinson. Machias.
salv
aug28
PORTSAIOUTH-Sld 10th, schs Leonma,
E isworth ; Helen G King, Elwoorl.aud Ernestlionsey,
T Lee
Blatchtord, Calais; C Fiddlier, Coombs, Bangor.
Ar llth, sch Albert Dailey,
Nason, Richmond, Va.
foreign forth.
Ar at Hong Kong May 7, barque T L
Sweat, Griflin, Newcastle. NSW.
In port May 15, ship Tbos Lord,
for NYcrk;
Hall,
barque Helena, Snow, from Newcastle, NSW, ar Stb,
lor Sydney; Albert Russell, Carver, for New York.
Ar at Manila 7th inst. ship
Farragut, Wilbur, from
San Francisco.
Passed Gibraltar May 17th, brig Isaac W Parker,
Brackett, from Palermo for Boston,

a

TWEffi-FIVE

100 Dozen Pure Linen 15c
“
«
75
20c

Woodbury & Moulton, “NEW
STORE,” “NEW GOODS,”

Islands.

STREET

mapeodtf

Owen, Moore & Bailey.

—

—

—.

and Save

JU8

AT

W lSCa88CC.

Sid fm Cardiff 11th inst, ships Wm M Reed, Prince
Bahia; Hagarstown, Whitmore, Rio Janeiro.

to
are

is the greatest bargain ever offered
by any shirt manufacture in the
country. These shirts are made
under our own supcrvisal and of
the very best material; are equal
in every respect to any shirt manufactured in the city.
True fit
warranted in every case and satisfaction guaranteed at

6

0ur whole 8tock at

ladies, Visit Davis & Co.’s
Store, Get the Best

my2326tW

Ar at

——

Our
stock of Coris unexcelled.
We
one lot at FIFTY
CENTS. Also the Best
DOUBLE
BUNK
CORSET at Seventy.
Fire Cent*.
Also tho Best line of
French and German
Corset, to be found.
sots
oiler

13S and.140 Grand St., New York.

Philadelphia.

Point-a-Pitre May 19th, sch Wyoming,
Foss,
jo..
Wilmington, 10 days.
Sid im Buenos Ayres Apl 1, barque Chas R Lewis,
Race, Batavia.
In port, barque Annie
Lewis, Morse, to load mules
lor Mauritius.
At Liverpool 1st inst, brig O B
Stillman, Tibbetts,
to load salt for Boston.
Ar at Barrow, E, 9th inst, barque
Happy Home,

CORSETS, CORSETS. HAuiC

IYISON, BLAKEMAX, TAYLOR & CO.,
To the Consumptive.
Wilbor’s Compound or Cod Liver Oil and Lime
without possessing the very nauseating flavor of the
article as heretofore used, is endowed by the phosphate of lime with a healing property, which renders
theoiluoubly efficacious. Remarkable testimonials
of its efficacy can be exhibited to those who desire to
see them.
For sale by A. B. Wilbob, Chemist,
Boston.
jullcodlw

made on honor, is the best for the money ever sold
in New England. Jot this down in the tablet of your
memory, and Remember our store, JOS MIDDLE! 8T REST, near the junction of Middle and
Federal streets.

—

Onr whole stock of Parasols mast be sold at once,
and we therefore otter
them less than manufacturers’ prices. All are especially urged to examine
these goods.

35 Cents.

i,amn

use.

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER,
PARASOLS J

Bros.,

iu

u:

celebrated H&P

—

make.

irum

now oflering in Custom Shirts in
both Fine White and Faucy. Our

Children’s
Marino
Vests 35 cents.
Ladies’ in great va-

Drap d’Ete garments that we have
we
are
recently
purchased,
selling at 93 to 95 less cost to

uiaiHfi,

and Misses’ Lisle Thread Gloves at 10,1:1,
15c. np. Ladies’ Town made Taffeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1.25, A splendid Corset for 45. 75c. and 81.00 up. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to 81-15. Madam
Fay’s 95c. all other In proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1*2, 13, 17c. up.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. np. Lace
Tidies, in choice patterns, from 20c. up.
Neck Ties and Bows all silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. up.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2c.
up. Linen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c up. Lace Scarfs in Chantllle, Spanish and other popular styles from 58c to
84.50* Hustles, all the new shapes as
soon as introduced, from 25c to 81.38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Cuffs, all
Linen, 25c. New Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20c. New style, the best yet,
Dress Protectors 20c, All other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we put
the knife In. A look will convince you of
this fact. A big drive in checked Nainsook
Muslins 28 to38c per yard.
Black Silk
Fringes, we have them and we propose
to sell them. Trimming Buttons, all
colors. Spool Cotton, best 3-cord 2c.
Spool Silk, fuU 100 yards, 8c. Ball Cotton 4c. Colored oc. Pins 17c package.
Buches 13c dozen up, Bereges and Tissues, all colors. Back Combs very cheap.
Corset Clasps 4c up. Oueen Bess Collar*
ette, new. 17c. English Stack Needles 4c
Dress Braid,
paper.
best, 6c piece.
Mottoes 1 to 5c. Imported Turkey Bed
Handkerchiefs 10^, last colors. Hamburg Edges in variety. Ladies SUk Pocket Handkerchiefs from 25c np.
Space will not admit of further quotations. We
simply add that our 87c. SHIRT, all tlnlshed,

We beg to call
attention
the remarkable bargains we

WEAR,

ever.

1 MMMTIIRER’S STOCK

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gossamer undervests 33 to 55c up. Gents Balbriggan
Vest and Draws 55c. to $1.00. Gents and
Youths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, front
10 to 50c. Ladles’ Full Regular Hose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Halmoral stripes,
best styles in the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. np. Domestic Hose, full length, T,
8,10 c. up. Ladies’ Genuine Balbriggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 44c. np. Children’s and Misses silk clocked Balbriggan*
in seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
undoubtly the handsomest and best style

very great bar-

In this department our
stock
has always surpassed all others, and at
this season is better than

—

75 cents to

are

gains.

DER

prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to th«
closest buyers, and make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large.
Our goods
Our expenses are
are well bought. We work hard.
trifling. We are bound to make it lively for OLD
FOOIES this spring.
The property must move,
it has got marching orders, and must be sold.

Manv ot these goods cost
and 50 cents per pair

and

SUMMER

WRAPPERS
—

phine. Stanley, Magdalens.

TV_1_TV_1_

Bxcelsior Spool Silk
lOO yards 5c,
We altto have 104N>

very

Wrappers,

fin Calais

June 9—Ar, sch Martha Weeks, Somee, fm Somes’
Sound for Steuben.
June 10—Ar, schB Sea Bird, Stanley, Lynn; Caroline O, Ober, Salem.

n
V

Pyramid Pins 7c,
Mill ward’s Needles 4c
Dress Draids 5c.
Wpool Cotton 3d.

Brown and Blue Foulard

SOUTH-WEST HARBOR, June 3-Ar, sch Jose-

-- ~ ~

:

Portland,

barquentine Klenor Vernon, (new) Copp, Tor
Sackville, to load for Europe.

Boston.
bee,
CU
TTP

few

a

FANCY GOODS

iu me

prices of staple aril*

White Lawn Wrap-

lard.

Sch

AT COST !

pers,

Sch Elva E Pettengill, York, New York or Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Bright Star, (Br) McIntosh, St John, NB—Yeaton <& Boyd.
Sch Hannah Grant, Fickett, Millbridge—E G Wil-

Domestic markets.

ARP SOUR

quote

FUI.I, AND COMPLETE
STOCK OF

NOW OPENING AND OFFERING

Fancy Goods
We

A

at

Filing and

SLIT,

Tucker, Foibes, Matanzas—Nutter,

Kimball & Co.

Lies

Our stock is the largest ever
shown in Portland. Our prices
range from 91.00 FOR A PLAIN
SLIT, all the way up to 910 to 915
lor an ELEGANTLY TRIM TIED

CLEARED.
M

out Sale

INDIES’
Figured, and White

ed in the roads.

the Junction of Middle and
Federal Streets,

WITH

ALT. KIAD3 OF

PRICES,

PRINT

268 Middle St.,

aplOdtf

Fact

a

Closing

Dusters and Ulsters.

Nice

New Store

re-

TII1T IT OUR liltElT

LADIES’

qtls fish.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunlon, Boothbay.
RETURNED—Brig Fannie B Tucker, and anchor-

,1

residence. 58

WRAPPERS.

gers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Island City, Allen. New York.
Sch Hudson, Grover, Provincetown.
Sch T B Abell, Hogan, Gloucester.
Sch Cora Greenwood, Grav. Cape Porpoise.
Sch Island Queen, Hart, Western Banks, with 700

closing quotations of Pacific

....

NEWS

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passen-

prelerred...ig
Michigan Central.""" qsj
Panama. ...ex.*.gi*
Union Pacific Stock,—.681
The
were the

New Yoek. June 12-Evening.-Cotton is
firmer
and ununebanged; sales 2426 bales; ordinary uplands
and Alabamaat 9 15-16c; ordinary New Orleans
and
Texas at 10 1-16; ordinary stained 9 9-16c: middling
uplands and Alabama at 11 gc; middling New Orleans and Texas at life; do stained at
lie; futures
in moderate business, closing firm at 6 to
points advance ; delivered on contract 200
bales. Flour—receipts 8077 bbls; market is without decided change*
prime—moderateb usiness doing,closing steady :salea
13,200 bbls; No 2 at 3 00@5 00;Superiine Western and
State 5 50 @ 6 25; common to good extra Western
aud State at 6 50 @ 6 60; good to choice Western
and
State at 6 65 @ 6 75; common to choice White Western extra at 6 80 @ 7 00; Fancy Wliite Wheat
Western extra at 7 05 @ 9 OOjcommon to good extra Ohio
at 6 50 (a). 8 50: common tnchnWt urtm Cf
6 65 @10 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to
prime
at 7 75 @ 9 2e; choice to double extra at 9 30
@11 00
Southern flour is steady and unchanged; common to
lair extra 8 50 @ 9 25; sales 1200 bbls. Kye flour is
unchanged at 4 00 @ 5 10 for superfine. Commeal is
steady; Brandy wine 3 50 @ 4 50. Wheat i s lower to
sell; shippers and millers holding off; No 2 Chicago
nominal at 163 @165; No 2 Milwaukee at
170®
173 ; Amber State 2 00 ; receipts 39,600
ush;sales 5,000
bush. Kye is dull and heavy at 78 @ 80c for Western
M d) 97c for State. Barley is quiet and
Barley Maltlfirm. Com on spot shade easier with a
fair trade; futures dull and 1 @ 14 lower; ungraded
Mixed at 53* @ 60c: steamer
at 574 @ 58c
Mixed at 58 @ 60c; high Mixed at at 60c; New York
No2at59@59jc; steamer Yellow 61 til 6Ue- White
Southern at 60 @ 61c; receipts of 97,690 bush sales
232.000 bush; also 32,000 bush steamer Mixed seller
June at 67Jc, closing 57Jc bid, 57Jc
asked; No 2 seller
June at 58c bid, 59c asked; 8000 bush steamer Mixed
seller July at 57Jc, closing 56Jc bid, 57c asked: 30 000
bush No 2 seller July at 581 ® 58Jc, closing 58ic bid
58ic asked; steamer Mixed seller Augnst at 58c bid
59c asked; No 2 seller August at 60c
bid, 6n3C
Oats lc better with an active demand,
partly speculative; Mixed Western and State at 40 ® 65c White
Western and State at 45 @ 68c; New York No 3 at 42
@ 43c; do V bite at 47 @ 48c; New York No 2 at 50c;
do W bite 52 @ 53c; New York No 1 at 62
@ 624c extra at 64 @65c; No2 Chicago at 51
waukee 51c; Mixed Western 41 @
52c; White do 45

10.11 PM

ARRIVED.

Erie...

Pacific.

Moon sets

Wednesday, June 12*

r,o

ceive pupils singly or in classes, at his
Brackett St., corner Spring.

It is

LADIES’
Polonaise, and Basques and Overskirts,

PORTLAND.

PORT OF

Erie

Missouri

1G
23
14
16
16
19
20
23
23
23
27

Minature Almanac.June 13.
San rises.4.15 I High watei.
12.18

MARINE

in-

respectlully
ready to

HIM

IN

near

Lawn Suits,

DATE

.June
.June
Hammonia.New York .Hamburg .June
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool
June
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.... June
Idaho.New York .Liverpool... Jane
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... .June
City of Richmond -New York. .Liverpool... .June
June
Amerique.New York .Havre.
Utopia...New York. London.June
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool... .June

Pacific Mail.....19
New York Central & Hudson R R.. 024

following

FOR
..

States 10-40s. coup..1121
States news’s, 81, reg..1103
United States new 5s. 81, coup.
liol
United States new 4Js, reg....
”’l07*
United States new 41s, coup,,.. 1074
Currency 6’s...
following were the closing quotations of

g^ke^
Western

FROM

Moravian..Quebec.Liverpool
Sardinian.Quebec...... Liverpool..

United
United

are
now

CAMBRIC AND FOULARD SUITS,

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

vocal

instruction in

desiring private
MUSIC READING
PERSONS
formed that Mr. W. L. FITCH is

LADIES’

Plain,

FITZGERALD

I

READING.

mUSIC

LINEN SUITS,

liam

|

COLCORD,

LADIES’

DIED.

Sun sets.7.44

oner mis wees at

LOW

N. Drew.

States, 1868, coup. .usi
United States 10-4U’s, reg.
.n*

unchanged;

GENERAL NOTES.

ml ita

wm

FINDS

Jan24dtf

Eastman Bros.,

dlt

In Augusta, May 27, Chas. W Ball and Miss Carrie
A. Me Loud, both of Gardiner.
Tn AllfMiBtn Mav SO. T.nlluir S Finn noil nf TOicnac.
set and Miss Mira Meserve of Richmond.
In Auburn, June 7, Albert Young and Miss Ada

United

piivate pupils by the subscriber.

W.

cles

_MARRIED.

reg...
1101
United States 6s, 1881, coup.
’"llll
United States 6-20’s. 1865, new, reg.’.!! ‘.106
United States 1865, coup.
1091
United States 1867, reg..
”l09i
United States 1867, coupon.
1124
United States 5-20's, 1868, reg...1i->

to

143 Pearl Street.

NOTICES.”

SPECIAL

N. B.—None genuine unless stamped “Granite
Ware” on the bottom. All others are imitations.

ernment securities:
United States 6S.1881

SPRING 1877

J.

day in lat 0 13 S. Ion 25 28 W.)
April 26, no lat. &c, barque Carrie Humphreys,
from Boston for Bombay.
May 17, no lat, &c, ship Detroit, from Havre for
Portland.
May 21, lat 29 N, Ion 24 W. barouo Astoria, Drummond, from Newcastle for Montevideo.
lat 50, Ion 14, ship Eric the Red, Allen, fm
£ May 25, for
New York.
Liverpool
No date, lat 39 N. Ion 18 W, ship George M Adams,
from
Cardiff for Rio Janeiro.
Morrison,

Iron

NAME

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

SPOKEN.

319 &
Agents for the ‘‘Patent Geanite Iron Ware.”

"-3

MISCELLANEOUS

April 25, lat 1 N, Ion £6 25 W, ship Alice D Cooper,
Humphreys, trom Liverpool for Bombay, (also, same

Respectfully Submitted,
Cady & dean,
321 High Street, Providence, R. 1.,

Jul3

EDUCATIONAL.

given

[Latest by European steamers.1
Ar at Liverpool May 27, S G Reed, White, Portland, O; OB Stillman, Tibbetts, Sydney CB; Reunion, Curtis, Point Lobos; Charlotte W White, Dyer,
St John, NB.
Ar at London 30th, Harry Smith, Weeks, Boston.
Sid fm Cardiff 26th, J W Marr, Morse. Rio Grande
Sid fm Hull 26th, Robert Dixon, Smithwick, for
St John, NB.
Ar at Greenock 30th. Matilda. Carver, Pensacola.
Ar at St Helena—, Teetalet, Tracey, from Akyab
for Falmouth.
Passed by —, Francis B Fay, Rollins, from Java for
Boston.
8ld fm St Ubes May 19, Eliza Morton, Leland, for
Halifax.
Ar at Havre 27th, Crescent
City, Delano, from New
Orleans.
Ar at Hamburg May
J B Lincoln, Lombard,
25th,
Point Lobos.

of Technology.

York Stock and money market.
New Yoek, June 12—Evening.—Money easy at 1
2
@ percent, on call. Sterling weak, business at
4801 @ 487 for sixty days and 489 @ 4891 for demand.
Exports of domestic produce for the week $6,023,9. 9, against $5,513,296 for, the
corresponding week of
last year.
Gold opened at 104J, and closed at 105 with sales
during the day at 104J @ 105J. Borrowing rates
21, 3}, 3,2,4,1 and H per cent, per annum and 1-64
per cent, per diem. Clearances $36,219,000. The customs receipts to- day were
$303,600. The Treasury disbursements were $17,000 for interest and $101,060 for bonds. Governments steady.
The transactions at the; Stock
Exchange aggregated 229,864 shares, including New York Central
23,500
shares, Lake Shore 33,100 shares, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
100,438|shares,Delaware & Hudson Canal 13,270 shares,
Morris & Essex 24150
shares, Michigan Central 1300 shares, Northwestern
preferred 1800 shares,Rock Island 5100 shares, StPaul
preferred 3900 shares, Western Union 15,700 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

Railroad securities:

THE

n

stores,

retail

Sid fm Plymouth, E, May 30, ship Peru, Larrahee,
(from Havre) for Cardiff.
At Buenos Ayres May 4, brig E.iaabeth
Winslow,
Locke, for Boston, ready.
At Montevideo Apl 26, barque Annie Lewis,
Morse,
for Mauritius; brig John Swan, Rumball, do.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro May 6, brig Adeline Richardson, Drisko. Paraugua.
In port May 12, snips Oakland. Purington; El Dorado, English; P G Blanchard, McIntyre, and Invincible, Strickland, unc; barque Lorinda Borstell, Borstell, unc; brigs Josefa, True,and Shasta, Bray, unc;
sch Geo Walker, Wilcox, do.
Arat Aspinwall May 24, sch Levi Hart, Giles, fm
Boston.
At Havana 6th inst, barqnes C F Ward, Wiley, for
Havana and North ot Hatteras; Florence Peters,
Mountfort, for North ot Hatteras; brig John Pierce,
Bliss, for Portland.
Ar at Port Caledonia, CB, May 26, barque Horace
Beals, Dyer. Boston; sclis Matthew Kinney, Sherman, and Lfzzey Dewey, Davis. St John. NF.
Cld May 30, sch Henry, Falkingliain, Boston; 31st,
barque Horace Beals, Dyer,-.
Ar at Halifax 8th inst, sch Enoch
BeDner, Linden.
Cape Canso.
Cld at St John, NB, 9th inst, 6chs Bedabedec, Titus, Philadelphia; Dolly Varden, Allen, VineyardHaven.

New

raised.

oiv nrnnlra

at

to much severer
ever be subject to in actual
have satisfied myselt that even the
most acid liquids used in culinary operations, may
be kept or cooked in articles of this ware without
injurious results. I have also examined the glaze
itself, and can therefore
safely recommend
Granite Iron Ware to the public for the purpose for
which it is intended.
WILLIAM R. NICHOLS,
professor of Chemistry, of Massachusetts Institute

.do.'.'.s

TURKEY.
Civil Troubles ai Constantinople.
London, Jane 12.—A correspondent at Constantinople reports that the Soltas are again
troublesome, and the Porte, has to deal with
internal disaffection which may at any moment
culminate in a bloody revolution. The government is endeavoring by vigorous repressive
measures to stamp out tbe Softa agitation.
On Friday a number of unsigned petitions to
tbe Sultan, which show that tbe triends of
Midbat Pasba are still active, were seized by
the police. These petitions prayed for the
speedy downfall of Redif Pasha, the minister
of war, and Mahmoud Pasha, the Sultan’s
father-in-law, on the ground of incompetency,
but the usual demand for the recall of the
exiled Midbat seems to have been left out.
Ten Softas, supposed to be ringleaders, have
been arrested, but the ministry fears to inflict
punishment, which, while intended to strike
terror, might result in provoking a popular
uprising which would sweep the government
out of existence.
The deputies have voted to raise a loan within the empire, but it is not thought it can be

rvnt

a

purchased
tests than they would

meal fo Q

......

made

have

Portland, Saco& Portsmouth R.@71J
Second Call.
$5000 Eastern Railroad 3J’s, new bonds.t60 521
sis non

in

1

I havo submitted
culinary purposes.
articles
furnished me by tho Company, and others which I

2 Boston & Maine Railroad.
92
150 Eastern Railroad.
41
100
OO 41

suu*

ware

Boston, April 17, 1877.
thorough examination of the
“Granite Iron Ware,” with reference to its use for
I have

_

placed by

Lnl/1

corn

lamination of the

New Haven, Conn., Apiil, 1877.
I have male a careful examination of the
enamelled goods made by the St. Louis Stamping Co
marked “Granite Iron Wars.” I find not a trace of
any poisonous or deleterious substances whatever.
Vinegar, Lemonade, or other vegetable acids salt and
greasy substances may be kept or cooked in vessels
protected by the Granite Enamel, without the least
injury to health. There is no reason why dangerous
enamels should he made and sold, and the public
will demand that only such safe enamels as the
“Granite,’’ so called, snail he offered in the market.
PROF. B. 8ILLIMAN,
Conn. State Chemist.

Bonos stock Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, June 12.1
$2,000 Eastern R. new 3J bonds. 52J
$4,000 .<io. 52|

picking up some of the torpedoes
tbe Russians in the Matchin chanPalanka below Widden. The
Lorn
and
at
nel,
Danube has been so thickly sown with torpedoes by the Russians, as to neutralize to a
great extent the presence of the Turkish iron
cl ad 8.
A despatch from Giurgevo says the fire from
the Turkish fotts during tbe past few days has
been unusually heavy and accurate, fifty to
sixty shells falling within the Russian works
daily. Though only one-third of them explode,
the damage is more than the military authorities care to admit.
A Bucharest despatch says the delay of the
Russians in crossing the Danube is having a
bad effect on the army.

ceeded

water
True &

e

Professor of Harvard Medical College, Boston, Mass.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By

careful

Boston, April 17.1877.

is”

ON THE DANUBE.
Bombardment of Riistchuk—Toi ped o<‘» iu
the Danube.
.LOKDON, June 12.—The prospect is gloomy
in the extreme. The Russians began the bombardment of Rustohuk Monday. Their batteries opened a vigorous cannonade and continued
throughout the entire day. The Turks returned the fire, but the damage dons on either side
is not known.
A Vienna correspondent
announces that

a

I have completed my examination of the “Granite
Iron Ware.” It was subjected to the action of boiling dilute acid, and boiling dilute alkali, for several
hours. These fluids removed from it nothing which
could in the slightest degree be injurious to health.
EDWARD B. WOOD,

Wholesale Market.
Tuesday, Juno 12.—The markets continue du)
with but tew changes to note. Corn, however, shows
some activity and it has advanced slightly
to-dayi
and is quoted at 6ic ior car lots and G6 @ C7c for
bag
lots. Meal at 03 @ 05c. Sugars are firm at
12|c for
granulated and 11 Jc for Extra C. Molasses
firm
and in fair demand. Pork aud Lard are dull and
show but little change.

eras.

had

several noted chemists of New England, a few of
whose testimonials as to the perfect purity and safety
of the Granite Iron Ware” are hereby quoted as
examples of the universal testimony in its favor:
by

Portland

ests, will not pour out the blood and treas are othe country in defence of nightmares or chim-

PUBLIC^

THE

Reports having been recently circulated, damaging

FINANCIAL ANI» COMMERCIAL.

..,.j
ple.
Loxdon, Jane 12.—The Times says Salisbury’s and Derby's speeches at the banquet of
the merchant tailors last evening, comiDg immediately after the presentation of the Gortschakoff letter, will give intense satisfaction to
the whole country by showing that the government, while watchlul of all real British interf

fn

European Markets.
P. M.—Consols at 95 1-16

London, .June 12—12.30
for money and account.

reoorts

■

Francisco, June 12.—A despatch from
Lompoc, Santa Barbara county, states that an
extensive fire is raging in that vicinity, burning
over many miles Equate, destroying grass and
San

leaking badlyl

OlBTEOROLOUlt'AI..
INDICATIONS

is $9,704,-

Treasury.

jauuse,

Turco-Russiau

Hie

oeany

972.
Seven hundred millions of 4 per cent, bonds
open for subscription by our people, and
subscriptions of from $50 to $100 will bo
thankfully received by the Secretary of the

Legislative Caucus.

are

or

grain

Steamer Sunk.

cers occnrs

vm.uiauuu

824,800,000,

and April 14.
816,283,000. So tbe circulation of New York
city banks will need to be increased 88,000,000,
or one-half the present amount outstanding at
date of passage of the act of January 14,1875.
There is no foundation whatever for the statement that a national bank in the city of New
York has had issued to it 81,000,000 additional
circulation, three different times during the
past week, as the whole amount issued to all the
banks in New York city during the present
year has been but slightlv in ex;ess of 82,000,000.
President Dayrt in Favor of ilic Double
Standard.
President Hayes, althongh in former years
predisposed to adhere to the prevalent doctrine
of finance writers in favor of a single gold
standard, has materially changed his views
during the progress of the general discussion
regarding the wisdom and propriety of the act
of 1873, which demonetized the old legal tender
silver dollar. He is now in favor of its remonitization and of tbe readoption of the double
standard of gold and silver, or in other words,
he favors full return to the condition of things
n relation to these subjects what existed
previous to legislatien of 1873, being convinced that
such return fo its former system will greatly
promote resumption to specie payments, an object that he regards of the first importance. He
considers the legislation of 1873 to have been
hasty and uncalled for interference in the legal
tender powers of a large portion of our circulating medium. He has not yet formed any determination to bring the subject officially to the
attention of Congress, although it is by no
means
impossible that he may hereafter conclude that some recommendation on his part
of the nature above outlined will be admissable.
Various Matters.
In reply to a delegation of Louisiana colored
people to inquire whether he thought one-third
of the patronage for various positions in the
custom was too much. Secretary Sherman said
if men of integrity and intelligence were chosen
be thought they were entitled to a fair share of
patronage, and further remarked that he would
write to Collector King at New Orleans, on the
was

are

Biddefokd, June 12.—The fifty-fifth annual
meeting of York County Congregational
churches is in session at Crescent (street church
in this city. There is a large attendance of
delegates and others. This morning the first
sermon was delivered by Rev. W. S. Kimball.
This afternoon there were discussions npon
varions

meeting.

Washington, June 12.—The Cabinet Council tu-day lasted two hoars, but beyond giving
attention to certain affairs of minor importance
there was no business of extraordinary interest.
It is understood the subject of appointments
to the positions of Collector of Customs and
naval alliairs at Baltimore, was discussed, but
no conclusion leached.
The President and the Alabama Delegation.
In view of the conflicting reports of the interview held lyesterday with the President by
the Alabama delegation, headed by Marshal
Turner of that state, the following authorized
statement is made: The gentlemen informed
the President that after the returning of exGov. South’s delegation from the Cincinnati
convention, they failed even as a committee
and did not pretend to manage the canvass in
Alabama. That canvass was managed entirely
by the ltepublican committee, of which Chas.
E. Mayer is chairman. The President expressed some surprise at this statement and
said the appointments ho made in Alabama
might have been mistakes, but he could not
He auswered the delegation
now recall them.
he would make removals only for cause, that
when the officer’s term had expired he regarded
the office as belonging to the appointing power
to reappoint or appoint a new one, as might
The conversation then turned on
seem best.
the subject of “carpet-baggers,” when the
President said that he did not regard as a
“carpet-bagger” a man who went South to
become a bona fide resident. Only those who
went South for the purpose of holding office as
a matter of business should be stigmatized as

vwjvw

A telegram from Barrington this evening
the barks Agnes and JuanM. Pearsou,
with deals, are asliote on Mud Island, probably
total wrecks.
The International Fishery Commission meet
in the legislative council chamber Friday. It
is understood that after organization of the commission and preliminaries, it will he adjourned
It is rumored the deliberations
one month.
will he with closed doors and repoiters excluded.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Presumpscot Park—Opening Race.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Upwards—Hale.
Visiting—Mr. S. Johnson.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Teas—H. Woodslde.

Bnrnhim.
Clubs for Photographs—J.
Southern Pine Timber and Plank.
W. P.

To Let—Peter Williams.
Home Wanted—American Girl.
To the Public—Granite Iron I are.
Eight Farms for Sale.
The Florence Oil Stove.
The Portland Kindling Wood Co.

municipal Conn.

v

by the clerks of both meetings. After devotional services the clerk of the women’s meeting, Mrs. Cartland, read the report of the
committee on general meetings. Fourteen general meetings and series of meetings were
held during the last year under the auspices of
the committee.
These meetings were well attended and great good resulted from them. The
report was commented on by a large number of

spent most of his time since

representatives, among whom we noticed
the Hod. Joseph Grinnell of New Bedford,
Benj, Buffum of Providence, well known iu
connection with steamboat enterprises, and Eli

teacher of the West.
Most of his spare time
from the school room has been devoted to the
Has been a
temperance cause with his wife.
Son of Temperance since 1817, a Good Templar

Jones.
The Yearly Meeting expressed its satisfaction
with the labors of the committee in the past,
and decided to continue the same committee,
with power to act as they saw fit iu regard to
the appointment of a sub committee, and draw-

since 1854, and has signed every temperance
pledge he coaid get his baud on since he was
old enough to know how.
ne is at the present
time Librarian of the Y. M. C. A. free reading

over

distinguished ..merchants

a

SANDWICH QUARTERLY MEETING.
66
Teachers.

purchaser.

Franci* Murphy’s voice has given
the doctors forbid his speaking.

Thursday will

be the centennial

out and

anuiversaiy

of the adoption of the stars and stripes.
The trains over the Grand Trank now run to
Lewiston in an honr and ten minutes.
The directors cf the Dry Dock met yesterday
and the deeds of tho old company were transferred to them.
Miss Crocker has a fine crayon head in

Hale’s window, which she modestly call “a

study.”
Alden

Wilson

Philadelphia,

for

shipped
Gibraltar,

bark Clifton at

on

March 19th.

April
drowned. He

18th he fell overboard and was
was shipped as a resident of this city.
A man is wanted who will invent something
co take tee

place ot cannons, pistols and nre
crackers for use in celebrating tbe Fourth cf

July.
There is said to he

informality in the
Deering town meeting, and a resident of that
town said yesterday that if the committee attempted to build a school house, an injunction
would he asked for to prevent such action.
some

Scholars.619
Friends attending.251
FALMOUTH QUARTERLY MEETING.
Teachers. 40
Scholars.358
Friends attending.267
SMITHFIELD QUARTERLY MEETING.
Teachers. 21
240
Scholars.
Friends attending.162
YASS ALBORO QUABTERLY MEETING.
Teachers. 28
Scholars.300

Friends attending.182

DOVER QUARTERLY MEETING.
Teachers. 13
Scliolavs.158

Friends attending.100

The-1
M’lle Clolilde,
LeonMauchon, !■.Miss Annie Clarke
Princess Senina,

Capt. Montel,
Clarissa Delville,
Madame Luceval...Mrs. J. U. Vincent
Vanille.Mr. J. A. Smith

Count

Crequet.Mr. George W. Wilson
Couut Henry Keausolcil.... .Mr. C. W. Sutton
k.

Capt. Gasconade.Mr. J. L. Wooderson
Duplemet.Mr. Hudson Liston

Chicore.Mr. Chas. Tbeadore
Corporal.Mr. G. W. El well
Pierre.Mr. C. F. Farr
Loupy.. _..
Mr. Derson

Francois. .Mr. Leavitt
Madame de Savigne.Miss Lizzie Hardy
Madame de Senneville.Miss May Tbeadore
Madame de Sericourt.Miss Adel Smith
Madeline.Miss Kate Williams
M’ile de Nantelle.Miss Belle Bailey

Stratton’s Operetta

“Genevieve.”—

of

This beautiful musical composition is soon to be
brought out in this city by a juvenile chorus of
fifty voices, now under training by Mrs. H. C.
Barnard. Mrs. B. is a talented young musician
who has recently taken up her residence in this

city.

She comes from

joyed

a

more

than

Chicago,

high reputation as a
ordinary talents.

she ensoprano singer of
The Operetta of
where

“Genevieve” is full of dramatic interest and
abounds with sweet song and delicate sentiment, ana produced under the direction of so
talented a musician as Mrs. Barnard cannot
fail to interest the musical taste of our city.
The event will occur about the 20th inst.
Odd Fellows.—Worumbns Encampment of Odd Fellows fiom Lswiston
came to this city on Conductor Stone’s train
over the Grand Trunk last night, and took tbe
steamer for Boston, where they are to he entertained by Massasoit Encampment of that city.
Visiting

.mere were anoni rue men in line anu me jajw-

accompanied them. The;
the steamer Friday morning.

iston band
on

retain

This morning Portland Encampment will
leave Odd Fellows’ hall promptly at 5.30 and
headed by Chandler’s band will march to the
Maine Central depot and take a special train
for Bangor at GJe’clock.
They will return

Thursday night.
State Greenback Convention.—A convention of the Greenback party of Maine will
be held at Coburn Hall, Skowhegan, Friday at
10 o’clock a. m., to nominate a candidate for

Governor.

Bev. Almon Gage of New York,
who was the Greenback candidate for Governor
of this State last year, and others, will address
the convention. A cordial invitation is ex-

tended to all to come and bear for themselves.
Ladies are especially’invited.
Kent’s Hill—The prizes at tho commencement exercises of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary were awarded as follows: Best declaimer,
Levi J. Goodrich, Sacramento, Cal.; best reader, Belle F. Beal, Natick, Mass. The whole of
the faculty were re-elected to their several de-

preaching.

R. W. Soule, steward for the past
three years, was re elected, also elected assistant treasurer.

partments.

St. John’s Day.—The Knights Templar of
this city propose to celebrate St. John’s Day.
The day coming on Sunday, the celebration will
take place Saturday, the 23d. Portland and
St. Albans Commanderies have invited Bradford Commandery of Biddeford, and St. Omar

20
2f0
162
13
idi

100

|

Commandery
Waterville,
join
programme.has not yet been fully decided
of

to

them.

The
on.

Off

Texas.—Messrs.
Hyer, Whitcombe and Appleton of the Federal street
Texas colony left for Texas on a tour of inspection last night. The expenses of the two former are n .id by the colony while the latter
pays his own.
They are to be gone several
for

weeks and intend to look up a location for the
colony. The trip will no doubt be an enjoyable one to them.
A Fine Bark.—The bark Grace Deering
1b nearly rigged and her sails will be bent in a
few days.
She has been chartered to load
uuppei

ure auu

iuuiuei

<u

iuia

puu.

iur

ju.vei-

thorough

Port

Accidents.—Apba

tonand express wagon
collided at the corner of Oak and Free streets
yesterday morning and a general sinasbup was
the result.
A horse attached

to an express wagou ran
He
away on India street yesterday morning.
broke both shafts and clearing himself from

the wagon went out of

sight.

Base Ball.—The Ited Stars of

Gorham, bea'

of Saccarappa,' at Cumberland
Mills, Saturday, 17 to i iu seven innings.
BThe Irons and Ligonia Juniors ot Ligonii
Village, have prepared fine grounds near .tin
Bolling Mills, and they invite aDy clubs to ns:
them. They are laid out strictly acootdiug tc
the Actives

the rules of the game.

Gbimmer’s Orchestra.—Those who appre
date good music will be pleased to learn tba t
Mr. Grimmer’s orchestra, which has doue sncl
excellent and acceptable service at the Museun
is now

prepared

to furnish

music

for

com

mencements, conceits, lectures, picnics, &c
This orchestra can be heartily recommended t >
all who wish to secure the services of a fin i
musical organization.
Preaching at Long Island.—Mr. Ponce
proprietor of Hotel de Ponce, Lo ng Island, ha 5

given Campmeeting John Allen an invitatio 1
to preach in his hotel next Sunday at 11 o
clock, which invitation Mr. Allen has accepl
ed. The same day, at 2J o’clock, Bev. John C
Cole will preach in the Long Island schoi j
house.
_

Another Ofekr.—C. D. B. Fisk & C< '■

following offer for the celebration < f
the Fourth of July: “As we have befo: e
offered, we will give 8100, provided one hn: '■

make the

dred other citizens will give

similar

t,
or we will head a subscription list with 85 >i
leaving it optional for each person to give sue b
sums as their means will admit of.’’
a

atnoan

Howard Mai-

cemn.

Dr.

Malcomn undo a very hoe addresm
stating some of the reasons why the frieuds of
peace should be encouraged. He thought the
Centennial a grand peace society, the nations
of the earth contending not in war, but in the
arts of and labors of peace. Encouragement
is to be derived from the peaceful and calm

Presidential question a few
months ago. There is encouragement in the
inaugural address of President Hayes, in those
the

sentences worthy to be written in letters of
gold in legislative halls, in which he affirms his
firm determinat'on to exhaust the methods
of arbitration in case of difficulty
with
a
Dr. Malcomn
thinks
foreign power.
in

peaceful character of
rather than to his military

due to the

of

encouragement,
despite the threatening aspect of Europe, in
that the po wers of Europe have refused to be

drawn into war, as they were in the war of the
Crimea. The arts of statesmanship were exhausted in the endeavor to avert the present
hostility. The hesitation and evident desire of
Russia to avoid war is another |reason for encouragement. We have reason for encouragement in that the costliness of war makes

entering into hostilities.
are two powerful societies

nations more timid in

Above all, there
having for their special province the establishment of international arbitration.
It is mJ
unreasonable to suppose that the civilized
world will establish a peaceful tribunal to sottle

international difficulty.

a

j

called to order by Eli Jones.
David Updegraff read a portion of Scripture.
Prayer by “Oamp-meeting” John Allen.
Fitting introductory remarks were mado by
Eli Jones, who introduced the Secretary of

Sn/viafv

nraftfiivorl

wia

The American Peace
hu Par»f

Their two sons are now grown and

William T .a/1/1

of Maine. Its work has been,by all the means
iu its power, to substitute peaceful arbitration
for resort to arms.
Dr. Malcomn was followed by Eli Jones, who
paid an eloquent tribute to Dr. Miles, the late
Secretary, and then humorously introduced
Judge Chas. \V. Goddard. Judge Goddard
spoke of his connection with the American
Peace Society, and thought that the day is not
far distant when all international troubles shall
be submitted to an international court of arbitration, and that if such a tribunal were once

agreed to by the leading nations, there would

difficulty

with the remamder of the civil-

ized world.
The report of the Committee of the Yearly
Meeting, ou Peace, was read by Henry T
Wood.
Tbe committee state that no
meetings have
been held during the part year, but that
much
has been done in other 'ways. The
amount of
money in the hands of the committee last
year
was $154.64.
There is on hand a
balince of

$83.

Collins of New
York, spoke with
great feeling and much sympathy of the mothers and wives who have suffered the
loss of
sons and husbands, and exhorted the
Society of
friends to cliDg fast to their Peace
principles.
Camp meeting John Allen showed
Rebecca

that (“circumstances alter cases,” even with
Quakers
and.said that he meant to “fight the good fi-ht
of faith.”
The meeting was closed by the;
chairman,
with

day

announcement of
at 10 o’clock
an

BIOGRAPHICAL

a

social meeting

to'

SKETCHES,

a brother or sister in Christ gives proof
Of
evident call to the ministry of the Gospel,
the Monthly Meeting appoints a committee to
whom the name or names are consigned for investigation. If the person gives evidence of

If

then studied

medicine,land having removed to
Ohio, became one of the most successful prac-

,been

the West.
Of late
an earnest preacher of the

years he has

Gospel,

as un

1

nf

"Prxrf lcan/I

mail

o

orrwtncia

women’s meetings uniting with the proposal in
both cases, then the person is recorded as an

acknowledged minister of our Lord Jesus
Christ, in the ministerial record of New England Yearly Meeting and Its subcrdinates,
Snch ministers have liberty to appoint meetings within limits of their own Quarterly Meeting. If in other portions of the Yearly Meet"
ing, the certificate of their Monthly Meeting is
required. If in United States, outside of New
England, the certificate of their Monthly Moeting endorsed by their Quarterly Meeting. If to
cross the Atlantic or in other lands beyond the
special sanction and certificate of the
Yearly Meeting are required, signed by its clerk
and the recognized corresponding agents of the
Yearly Meeting.
It is a fact Dot generally known that it has
been proposed for several years at the Yearly
sea, the

Meetings of

the

Society

of Etiends, at Newport. to hold a session in this city, more especially in order to aceommodaie the eastern people
“The Yearly Meeting” holds a large amount of

property, the original nucleus of which was devised by various persons for especial purposes,
and the amount of the whole has now increased to a very large amount. „It is proposed for
instance to sell one gpiece of property in Rhode
Island for half a million of dollars! Well, in
order to give legality to the holding of the anVUU

liu

(iUUl

LUO

Legislature of Ithode Island was necessary and
was duly obtained.
It was also thought neces
sary to obtain an act of allowance from this
state. Accordingly the act was passed at the
session of 1875. After the law had passed all
the preliminary stages, and sometime between
two days, before the final passage some practical joker, not having the interest of our
state and city befors his eyes,
in-

outrageously

terpolated into the bill a short section providing for the taxation of the property of the
Friends for the year, that it might hold its sessions here.
Of course it was only a
practical
joke by some legislative or Augusta wag. The
law was passed dually the next morning, no

noticing the interpolation. Of course this
section alarmed the Friends and justly prevented their assembling of themselves together in
this city last year.
During the; last winter’s
session of the Maine Legislature the act was

one

duly amended by repealing the taxation clause,
so the Friends could come into our moral
state taxation free, and we are gl„d they
have
come, and hope that they will enjoy their session so much that they will come again.
It is highly probable that the Yearly Meetings of New England Friends will hereafter be
held alternately in this city and Newport.
The Friends expect that the Yearly
Meeting
will adjourn Friday.
The Hicksites or Unitarian Friends ate holding a meeting in Newport.
Mrs. M. N. Hunt preached to a crowded
house at West Ead Congregational church last
night. That she won the confidence and esteem of her audience was shown by the warm
hand shaking and the hearty “God bless
and “Won’t you come again,” from almost the
entire audience. Her sermon was followed
by
a few earnest words by her husband.

Bowdoin College —Commencement parts
have been assigned as follows: Salutatory orator, Little; orations, Chapman, W. C. Green,

Metcalf, Peary, Itobeits, Sewall; literary disquisition^. A. Perry; disquistion, Morrill:
dissertation, W. F. Cobb.

yesterday.

of devotional exercises, conducted by
the Rev. J. G. Leavitt of New Gloucester,
the conference proceeded to organize. The
Eev. E. A. Harlow of Cape Elizabeth was
chosen moderator, and tho Eev. W. A. Bosworth of Woodford’s Corner, secretary. After
reading the records of the last conference, the
roll of the delegates and clergy was called.
The following churches were represented:
Portland, Second Parish—W. H. Hobbs,
John Higgins.
season

Statei Street-Rev. E. Y. Hi neks, W. 8.
Dana, S. W. Thaxter.
St. Lawrence Street—Eev. A H. Wright,
J. S. Lunt, T. B. Percy.
Abyssinian—Rev. j. s. White, E. P. Talbot.
Plymouth-T. H. Hill, S. C. Danielson.
Williston—Rev. p. h. Clark, C. A. Lord,
S. H. Barker.
Cape Elizabeth—Rev. E. A, Harlow, John
Watson, Miss Addie Miller.
Cumberland Centre—Rev. T. S. Perry, Samuel True, Freedom Leighton.
Saco—1. S. Libby, Joseph Haskell,
Saccarappa—Wm. Jones, E. Thompson.
Westbrook—Rev. A. Blanchard, A. K.
Libby, H. E. Small.
Gray-Rev. H. r. Howe, Geo. Merrill, E.

Merrill.

Gloucester—Rev. J. G. Leavitt.
North Yarmouth—J. P. Rowe. 8. C.
New

paper
committee

on

BVoted

adjourn

to

publication.
to 3 p. m.

AFTERNOON.

The association was
clock by the president.

called to order at 3 o’-

Dr. Noyes, a delegato from the Rhode
Island Medical Society, was introduced to the
association, and made a few interesting remarks.

The.president announced Drs. Pendleton of
Belfast, Snow of Winthrop, llersom of Portland, Jewett of Berwick, Bates of Yarmouth,
the oommittee on nominations.
At 3 30 the president, Dr. Sanger of Bangor,
delivered the annual address, referring to the
many losseB by death in the last year, the atas

a board of health, to the repharmacopmia, and to the preparatorj(education of medical students, the metric

tempts

at

getting

vision of the

j

|

system of weights and measures, and the necessity of having more of the practical results
of original work in oar published “Transactions.”
On motion of Dr. Snow of Winthrop it was
voted to refer the address to the committee on
publication, and also that a special committee
of three be appointed by the vice president to
take into consideration the practical sugges-

j

EVENING

SESSION,

;

sciatica, diphtheria, hemorrhoids,

Her-

ricx.

Ligonia—Joseph Richards,
Brunswick—Rev.

E.

Byington,

H.

Falmoutb, second—Capt.

Robert

A.

J.

J.

Joseph Billings.
gjtandish—Rev. J. F. Trowbridge, Miss

E.

Hall,
Merrill.
South Freoport—Rev. H. Ilsley.
Gorham—Rev. E. H. Huntington, Eev. Dr.
Warren,

Boothby, A. L. Lowell.

The following were chosen as committee on
nominations:
Rev. W. A. Bosworth, Rav. Joseph Torrey,

J. F. Morgan.

Committee of arrangements:
Rev. H. S. Huntington, Rav. Joseph Torrey,
Rev. Dr. Warren.
At 11 a. m. religious services were conducted
by Eev. J. F. Morgan of the West church,
Portland. A lull choir ef youDg ladies furnished

The sermon was
of Cumber-

nice music.
the Eev. T. 8.

some

preached by

Perry

land Centre. The text wa3 taked from Deuteronomy xxxii, 31: “For their rock is not as our
rock, even our enemies being judges.” The
ll
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religion of Christ.

Anniversary Celebration.—The nineteenth anniversary of Arcana Lodge was celebrated at Congress Hall last evening, by the
Good Templars, in a joval and social manner,
Mr. C. D. Starbird called the meeting to order
and introduced Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,

briefly reviewed
organization and

the past history of this
the good work it has
done in behalf of the causo of temperance.
Further remarks were made by J. B. Fillewho
old

brown, C. K. Ladd, E. A. Sawyer and others.
Sawyer’s Quintette Club furnished appropriate
The
music, as did also Miss Hattie Barnard.
meeting then adjourned to the supper loom,
where was spread au elegant repast, furnished
by the ladies of .the Lodge, to which ample justice

was

done.

toastmaster then

The

an"

nounced the regular sentiments, which were
responded to by H. P. White, Geo. Taylor, E.
A. Sawyer, J. N. Bradley, E. Leaob, Mr. Tay-

lor,

Mr. Hnntof Indiana and

Benjamin Kings-

bury, Jr.
The occasion was ore of great enjoyment to
the members of Arcana Lodge, and was largely
attended by representatives from other Lodges.

cation.
Dr. T. A. Foster read bis report as delegate
to the New Jersey Medical Association, which
was referred to the committee on
publication.
Adjcurned to 9 o’clock this morning.
The following is tho programme today:
Business, introduction ot resolutions, election of

new

members.

Resolutions

on

Medical School of Maine,

Resolutions ou Dentistry in

Dr. C. A. Horr
relation to Medicine,
by Dr. A. S. Thayer

Paper by Dr. S. II. Tewksbury,

"Fibroids of the Uterus”
H. N. Small,
"Anmstbitics in Obstetrics”
Paper by Dr, J. A. Donovan. “Necrosis”
Paper by Dr. F. E Hitchcock."Pneumonia”
Paper by Dr. Bray.

Paper by

Dr.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Reception of Delegates from other Societies,
Report of Nominating Committee and trie election of
Officers.

Report

on
man.

Maine General Hospital

by Hr. J. L. Gil-

Paper by

Dr. Wm. W. Greene,
Treatment of Fracture about tbe Elbow Joint
Paper by Dr. Geo. E. Brickett.“Ovariotamv”
Paper by Dr. W. A. Albee,
“Diseases of tbo Hip Joint’’

Paper by Dr. C. G. Adams.“dypbil's”

EVENING SESSION—8 P. M.
Oration by Dr. Geo. F. French, Portland.
“Materialism.’’

Subject:

Hired Railwari.
I was recently in Philadelphia and bad an
opportunity to inquire into tbe results of the
experiment going on there for some months,
of running cars by steam power instead of
horses on the street railways.
I noticed first
that the cars ran along smoothly aDd
Hleam

and

on

rapidly,

were

stopped

even

more

easily

and started, than

noticed that

controlled and
horse cars are. I

heavy up grades, when the cars
full of passengers, they were run from
six to eight miles an hour.
On such trades
horses must go at a walk, a hard pUlj ttt that,
and must even have an addition to the number.
The common horse car can be easily changed
to a steam car, because the boiler and machinery can be accommodated on the front platform.
There is no noise or heat to disturb the passengers, and the cars may always mD much faster
than horse cars do, because they are more easily stopped to receive or drop passengers. The
machinery costs about as much as a pair of good
horses, will last indefinitely if properly cared
for, and it is run at less cost than horses caD be.
Any man caoable of making a good driver of
horses can easily be taught to run the
engine.
I took especial pains to notice if horses which
met the “dummies” in the streets were frightened, and saw that they took very little notice
of them, generally none at all.
The experiment is regarded in Philadelphia as an entire
success.
n. I>.
Verdict

for

Injuries.— Thomas C. Wiley

Bucksport, has just recovered from the Winnisiment Ferry Company of Boston, a verdict of
84414.G7 for personal injuries. The plaintiff,
on the 17th of March, 1875, was a
passenger on
one of the ferry boats of tbe
company from
Boston to Cbelsea. The boat struck against
of tbe piles of the wharf oti the Chelsea
and the top of the pile was hroked off, and
fell upon tbe plaintiff, injuring him in the head

one

side,

and elsewhere.

Scblotterbeck,

who

keeps
goods

large

a

and

varied assortment of their
on hand, and
is always supplied with new additions as fast
as produced.
His assortment at this time is
much larger than ever before, and goods
sold at prices that commend themselves.
Hivoonn

on

P,

C

T>

are

exhibition to-day at the rooms of F. O.
& Co., 33 and 37 Exchange street,

Bailey

twelve of their very best pianos. These pianos
contain all the modern improvements and are
their best specimens. Oar citizens should remember that Portland is the only place where
Messrs. Vose & Sons ever sold a piano at
auction, and that the twelve pianos to bo sold

by auction to-morrow were taken from their
salesrooms and are the same instruments iD
every respect that they are retailing and selling
their agents all over the United States, and the
same that have given them a reputation second
to none. Every piano will be warranted for
five years by the manufacturers.

buy a Fan until you have examined
Studley’s stock, under Falmouth Holel.
d2t
jel2
You can buy a good Parasol cheaper at
than any place in the city.
d2t

Studley’s
jel2

4 Upwards of 10CO people have visited Ha'e’s
in the last few days to fee Almeh. It remains

only a

jel3d3t

short time.

Ladies’ Gossamer AVaterproofs sent by mail
on receipt of .$4 50.
Hall’s Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
jel8-lw
Lung complaints, bronchitis, coughs,asthma,
sore throat, catarrhal cough, croup, &c., cared
by Adamson’s Botanic Balsam. Price 35 cts,
eodlw
jell

sumption than any other remedy known to the
American public. They are compounded ol vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which can be
injurious to the human constitution. Other reme-

and

Dr.

for a team belonging to a Cape Eliza,
man, stolen from the front of Bailey’s
auction rooms Saturday.

—Among the very seasonable
lyrics recently published by Oliver Ditson&CG*
are: “Cow Bells in the Lane,” by W. S. Hays
Music add words are good, and the picture title
is a charming couutry scene. Then comes a
song of the ocean, “Nancy Lee,” with a jolly
“Yeo, ho!” in it ; and a brave song by Miss
Lindsay, “My Laddie far away.” The piano
music also has a sea-side flavor, being, 1st,
New Music

“Sailor Chorus,” from Wagner’s Flying Dutchman, and 2J, “Beautiful Hudson Waltz,” by
Nelson, after which we have, for contrast,
“Little Jennie March,” with
and a good deal of brilliancy.

a

sweet air in

P,

Mount Desert.—The “Mount Desert” of
Mrs. Clara Barnes Martin is a model guide
In it all tbo information which the
book.

tourist needs

as to the topography of the islandthe best ways of reaching there, and the exeur'
sious to be taken while there, are happily con-

veyed.

But much more than this is given, for
the little book is as fascinating as a sea poem
by Longfellow, or as a description of a favorite
picture by Buskin. The old stories which attach to the lost dominion of Prance, the founda-

dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Svrup, Sea Weed,

dies advertised

Eagle and

edition of the guide-book, containing in addition to the original matter notes upon the
routes to Mt. Desert and the excursions to be
made there, in the hopes, the author says, of
makiDg it “serve the double purpose of a guidebook at the Island, and at home on wintry days
souvenir [of pleasant summer-time.” The
hope has beeu amply realized. As iu former
editions the photographs of Schooner Head,
a

the Great Head, the Devil’s Oven, the Clois'
ters and Valley Cove appear,and there is given
retained by loops within the covers, a large
map printed from the original plate belonging
to the Coast Survey. Those who have ever
taken the delightful trip from this city on the
good steamer Lewiston, under the courteous
charge of Captain Deering, will be pleased to
learn thatlMrs. Barnes considers it the best as
it is certainly the favorite route. She says:
“Those who have enjoyed this.trip.on two bright
summer days, will agree that! nothing could be

pleasautcr.
♦ Via

ml I

rtf

Sheltered
that

by outlying islands

th«

SPfl

rnnto

nacana

from

mamr

n

inlet and Bea-side hamlet. Broad
harvest fields alterimtewith wooded crag and
ledge. The village churches showjtheir spires

picturesque

afar, and the light-houses shine upon the headNor iis the scene bereft of story, for—
lands.
beside Hosier and Castine,]Isle au Haut and
Monts Deserts whioh keep the memory of the
lost dominion of France—hay and headland
answer to

to

It was the opening of this route which made
Mount Desert the popular resort it is.”

KENNEBEC

stomach and blood, and thus correct all morbid
secretions, and expel all the diseased matter from the
These are the only means by which Consumption can be cured, and as Schenck’s Pulmonic
Syrap, Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the
only medicines which operate in this way, it is
obvious they are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary Consumption. Each bottle of this
invaluable medicine is accompanied by full directions.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office,
comer Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters tor advice must be
addressed.
eodlm&wsnlm
jul

I’ENOBSCOT COUNTY.

James Jipsou of

sou of Thomas
drowned in the l’asthe 9th. His body has

Gienwood,

Jipson of Burlington,
sadumkeag stream cn
not been recovered.

was

Woven Corsets for 50 cents, in white and
colored, good shape and fine quality at 18C
Middle street.
Horatio Staples.
Men’s white merino undershirts for summer,
for 35-cents each.
These goods are slightly
damaged, but not so as to injure them for weai
Horatio Staplrs.

Visiting Friends and doctors are enquiring
where they can get good dinners. Mr. S
Johnson, 49 Exchange street, has nearly every
thing that ought to be eaten, and nothing thai

oughtn’t
Bead

to

be drank.

Studley’a

Goods marked down.

To Dealers and the Public.
You are respectfully warned not to buy or sell an
oil stove manufactured by Morandi & Co. and called
the BOSTON GEM. Said stove infringes letters patent granted to me March 13, 1877, and any one selling or buying it will be held to account, the same as
the manufacturers. Said stove has a tin and solder
reservoier, and a perforated cast iron diaphragm on
plate supporting the chimneys. Said perforated
plate is a direct infringement on my patents, and
any using said stove will be called upon to pay royOLIVER EDWARDS,
alty for same,
Gen. Agt. Florence Meh. Co.,

Florence, Mass.,

Sole manufacturers ot Florence Oil Stores
and Florence Sewing machine.

The FLORENCE OIL STOVE is
the only absolutely safe and reliable Oil Stove made.
It is the ONLY Oil Stove made of

GALVANIZED IRON.
Beware of cheap-made tin store a, paintcorer detects.

ed to

Office and Salesrooms

announcement

of

Dresi

jel2J2t

Florence Oil Stove
awarded the

was

Forest

Off

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Solution,
Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,
Tar

or

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

or Sore

or

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

Chapped Hands,

Salt
the Toilet and Bath.

FIRST PREM-

IUM at the Maine Slate Fair, held
in this city, 1876.
A Silver Cup,
83.00. This was the highest premium given to Oil stoves.

Entry

No

88,

Book 33.1

on

A. K. BANGS,
Gen 1 Agent for State of Maine.
jul3

dtf

AT

—

225

Congress Street,
A new fresh stock of

Teas, ,Coffees. Spices, Canned
Flour, Soaps,
and

Goods,

full line of

a

Rheum, Skin Diseases,

or Inhaling for Catarrh, Coneumptios, Asthma,

for Sale bn all Drvggltt*.

and

H. WOODSIDE.
Orders fur Meats and Provisions illled
Rrnuch Store, IT Atlantic Street.

ju!3

from

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Persons who wish to save one half the expense
of Card Pictures, are invited to call for a
Package of Tickets at Burnham’s Rooms, in
Market Square.
All pictures furnished in the very best manner.
Am
take
orders
for
prepared to
Stereoscopes of Houses and Grounds.

J. W. P. Burnham,
12 market

;

1 jn!3■

IN

Square.

_dlw*

COMMISSION MERCHANT

^

farms iu the world. It not sooner sold at private
sale, these farms will be closed out to the nigliest
bidder, June 26, 1877. Send stamp for circulars or
call personally upon ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publishers and. Booksellers, 119 Exchange St., Portland, Maine. N. B.—“Old Man Colby” will be present one week, commencing June 11, with maps,
plans and full particulars.
jul3d&wlw*

Southern Pine Timber and Plank.
lumished to order from the mills at
from my wharf, where I have a
of re-sawed Timber, Plank aud
Boards. Orders solicited.
Address P. O. Box 9-‘I4.
J. \V. DEEEING,
210 Commercial St.,
Held
Richardson’s Wharf.
jelCeodtf
the South,
SCHEDULES
assortment

or

large

kindling Wood Co.

The Portland

sells five boxes of clean, dry Kindling for $1.00.
delivered in any part of the city. All orders by postal
card or otherwise left at office, 152 Exchange street,
or depot, Holyoke's Wharf, will he promptly filled.
eod3m
jul3

.To Eet.
upper part ot a two-story house on Lafayette
Street, No. 25J; 6 Rooms; plenty ot hard aud
soft water. Apply on the premises.
PETER WILLIAMS.
*jel3dl5t

THE

Home Wanted
an American girl, 14 years of age, can take
Address by
care of children or do light work.
my24dtt
postal card, “A. G. F.” Press Office.

Sale

.'.Special

ORDER.

OFFICE:
29
jwl2

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.
dlw

Dr. D, J. Babbett
is once

more

in

Town.

Portland, Jan. 7, 1877.
Vose & Sons. Gents,—I am pleased to inform
you, that the Piano purchased at your sale last September, has given perfect satisfaction in every respect, and I shall recommend them to others with
confidence.
Yours respectfully,
W. STETSON, 76 Franklin St,
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

_Ju9d4t

ASSIGNEE’S

The well known

OPTICIAN
Who has long been in the business adjusting

15th, 1877,
o’clock,
the premises, will be sold to the highest bidder,
FRIDAY,
with the
and
certain lot of

a

therein, and

noon, on

machinery

a wharf thereon standing, situated in
Bristol, in the county of Lincoln, and state ot Maine,
near Broad Bay Sound, so called,;bounded ana
described as follows, viz: Beginning at the river on
the northeast corner of land of Geo. Fuller; theuce
running northwest one hundred and six rods to a
stone wall; thence north G2 degs. east, sixteen rods;
thence south 50 degs. east, eight rods, to a stone
wall; thence north 53 dogs, east, twenty-three rods;
thence south 89 degs. east by a stone wall, seventeen
rods to the southeast corner of a stone wall; thence
8outh62 degs. east, forty-four rods to the river;
thence southwesterly by the shore to the bounds first
mentioned, containing thirty acres and eighty rods,
more or less.
Also, tne right and title to the privilege ol a road to team and travel on from said land
by the house owned by Samuel Fuller, to the town
road, to pass and repass, the said road to be where
it is now travelled.
Also, the steamer Leonard Brlghtman, seventytwo tons, with the masts, sails, boats, anchors, cables, ana all other necessaries thereunto belonging.
Also, the steamer Grace, sixty and seventy-one
hundredths tons, together with the masts, sails,
boats, anchors, cables, and all other necessaries

thereunto

belonging.

The factory and steamers are all in running order.
The former cost from fllty to sixty thousand dollars,

is
The steamer L.
mortgaged for fifteen.
Brightman cost $15,000 and is mortgaged for $10,000;
the steamer Grace cost $12,000 and is mortgaged for
$7,000. The sale is ordered to pay oti the mortgages,
U possible, and will undoubtedly be made at a great

and

sacrifice. To any one who understands the porgy
business, this sale offers an excellent opportunity
for investment.
I
CHARLES O. CRANE,
a Ranees
CHARLES MCLAUGHLIN,)
oil

Ju2d2t2&6

ju8d5t

Marked Down.
My entire stock of

DRESS GOODS,

in order to rednee stock ns ninch as
possible before July 1st.
If you want a good Black Cashmere
for 50 cents, call and examine the one I
am now

offering.

HATS I

W. F. STUDLET,

«a»

s»gas

of

lowest.

Under

Falmouth

H.S.KALER&CO.,
259 middle

Street,

35 cl». each.

35 dozen Cnnioo Slincm,
•*
“
35
“
«
35
13

•«

13
13

“
*•

Monitor Oil Stove

••

«

“

“

“

*1,

Don’t tail to examine the Monitor
before purchasing

FANCFBRAID

in all

the

desirable

and

new

HATS.

shapes and shapes, from 50
$1.00

cts. to

H. B. BLACK,

LEGHORN SHADE HATS,
ENGLISH, MILAN, TUSCAN,
DUNSTABLE. PEARL, COBURO,

Prices.

Popular

Trimmed

75c,

Hats,
and $1.25.

87c_$l,00

ALSO
the Largest Stock

French

TIPS.

PORTLAND.

A. A.

TRIMMING
ENGLISH

CREPES,

RIBBONS, ORNAMENTS,

&C.,

to he louud in this market.

SPJBOIALTY.
a

Large variety ol

FOB

Merchant Tailor,
A fine line of FOKEIGN MU DOMESTIC WOOLENS constantly on band.
JfOrro—Ntyli.h Gnrmeals, Good Work,
and Low Price*.
Special attention given to Catting Garments to be
madeoutot the shop. Lodic.’ Cloak* a Spec-

ially,

Kemember the place.
180 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,

mb'ilWF&MguiOpp. Preble Hoa*e

LACE

FOB

CJIJRTAIMS.

SPECIAL

SALE.3

have marked down the prices to cost, of our
splendid assortment of
Lace Curtains, Lace Lambrequin*, Lace
Shades, Ittutlinn, Ac,
Parties wanting anything in the shape of window
drapery will do well to call and examine these goods.
To supply a want already felt we otter a
Beautiful Lace Curtain, with Pole and
Rings complete, for
We

$10.00,

Which price is well worth the curtain
alone.

DRESS f

—

and

upwards.

Bonnets and Hats Manufactured and
Ttimuied to order at whorl notice.
Our price for Trimming will be as low
as the lowest and satisfaction guaranteed
or no sale.
An early inspection re spec fully solicited

H.S.Kaler&Co.
259 Middle Street.
utr

jug_

HORSE NOTICE.
more

on

most
Spring
pleasant Stable in the city, each horse having £
Also the
good window to get good air and light.
Rear entbest of care at prices to suit the times.
Please call
rance on Brackett St. head of Gray StJOHN
HVAN.
npHstf

IS & PLAITING

just received; The Improved Pari. Plaiter*.
adapted specially for making the line*! as well as
all other grades of Plaiting. The Paris is nickle
plated (no rust), and twice as large as other plaiters.
Large and medium sizes for families and dressmakers;
all other plaiters on hand. Dress plaiting neatly and
promptly made at 8 cents per yard (finished.)

Domestic Sewing Machine Rooms, 440
Congress Street, Portland.
Plaiters sent to any address.

—

LADIES’ AND MISSES,
—

NICKERSON,

G. M. & C. hTbOSWORTH,
Frames, CORNER
FREE AND COTTON STM,
eodtf
ju6
SILKS,

Ruchings,
BLACK

ot

Flowers,

OSTRICH

Square,

Jutdtf

DOZEN

20

Boys’
50c. 63c,

No. 28 Market

PORTLAND.

FRENCH CHIP HATS,
LEGHORN DRESS HATS,

at

AGENT,

480 1-2 Congress Street,

DOZEN

20

Oil Stove.

perfeefr satisfaction.

1.25

38 cents
S dozen Trimmed School Hals
•<
“63 and 75 c
16
“
to $150
50
c.
Braid
5
“Fancy
“
50 els. each
8
Fine Brown Sailors
different
milan
5
Sailors,
shades, Trimmed and IJiitrimuied from
$1.00 to $2,00.

ail

Every Stove warranted to give

*1.50

New and Nobby Shapes, $1,
and $1,50.

25 DOZ.

awarded the

First premium at the Maine State Fair
held iu Portland in Fall of 1876.

“

“
50
35
Coburg “
«
38 “
“
«
>«
50
“
Fine Mixed Shade*, 50 •'
Tnrllian
65c., worth *1.00

10

30
30

38

Hotel.

THE

was

OFFER AT “RETAIL,”

can

rooms

at 12

factory

laud,

LiDIfiS’ MISSES’ & CHILDREN S

■Kvwa.'zsa.zautt.-

horses accomodated al
be four
SPECTACLES, THERE
Clark street, bethe New Boarding Stable
to all
at
defects of Vision, has taken
St’s. This is the
tween Danfourth and

PEKR¥’8HOTEL, where he can be consulted
ou all diseases of the Eye, aud those wishing to
have perfect Spectacles Scientifically and accurately
adjusted to the Eye wdl not fail to give him a call,
dlw*
ju8

SALE,

AT AUCTION.

25 cents buys a nice Black Brilliantine.
Nice Plaid Dress Goods only 8 cents,
former price 12 1-2 cents.
Please call and examine goods, and
you will find my prices lower than the

$3, $4,

THE CARGO.

TO

Portland, Jan, 19, 1877.
Vose & Son*. Gents,—The Piano purchased at
sale has proved satisfactory.
I
recommend
Pianos to every one.
Yours respectfully,
J. S. CROCKETT, 85 Commercial St.

your
your

FOR

H PINE LUMBER

FURNISHED

Portland, Jan. 6,1877.
Vose & sons. Gents,—With regard to the Pipurchased at your sale, friends supposed to be
judges say it is good tone, and possesses satisfactory
Yeurs respectfully,
qualities.
CHAS. J. WALKER, 153 Middle St.

and

Eight Farms for Sale
Oxford County, Maine, for almost nothing,
$400, $500, $600 or $700 will buy one of the best

—

BY

MESSRS

June

Richardson, Trimmed Dress
Hats,
LUMBER

SOI

At 10 o’clock A. n.
VOSE & SONS, Boston, whose.Pianos
'Htami second to none for beanty ot finish,' sweetness and power of tone’ and
durability, and have
been well known for the past 25 years, have decided
to sell at public sale 12 of their finest instruments
possessing all the new improvements and fully warrented for five years. It is unnecessary to say that
their Pianos are first class in all respects. They are
used in schools and seminaries all over the United
States and give the best satisfaction. Medals have
been awarded for their superiority wherever exhibted, including a first medal from the Maine State
Fair held at Lewiston, Sept., 1874.
The samples to be sold on this occasion will he
found very susperior instruments and will be sold
without reserve, offering an opportunity which seldom occurs of procuring a first class Pianofote by
manufacturers of the highest standing.
CE^Pianos will be on view on Wednesday June 13.
Messrs. Vose & Sons had a sale of 12 Pianos last
September. Please take notice what the purchasers at that sale say :—
Portland, Jan. 8, 1877.
Vose & Sons, Gents,—I have one of your Pianos and can cheerfully say I am satisfied with the
same.
Those who have used the instrument have
pronounced it a very tine tone.
Yeurs respectfully,
GEO. B. LORINO,
of Loring, Short «& Harmon, 208 Middle St.

Ulw

We offer

W.

THURSDAY, JUNE 14,

ano

Choice and Fancy Groceries Fruit
Con feclionery.

ALLEN K. BANGS,
General Agent for Maine.

sales-

AND 37 EXCHANGE STREET,

ON

CANTON etc., etc.,

No. 367 middle Street.

jul2

•

20 DOZEN MUSLIN HATS.

SPRUCE LUMBER

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The twenty-first annual exhibition of the
Eiton School at Norridgewock tabes place
Jane 21st

*5

THE

ALSO

WARNING !

at our

room,

body.

COUNTY.

Mrs. C. H. Davis of Sidney was thrown
from her carriage down an embankment a
tew days since and dangerously injured.

by one of the first makers in Boston,

confine the morbid matter in the system, which

C.

STATE NEWS

PIANO-FORTES,

Consumption, probably

particle oi opium: It is composed of powerful but
harmless herbs, which act on the lungs, liver

and Rich

ROSEWOOD

of course, must make a core impossible. Schenck’s
Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to contain a

or

—“Names
Whose melody yet .lingers like the last
Vibration ot the red man's requiem.’

cuics for

contain opium, which is a somewhat dangerous
drug ia all cases, and it taken freely by consumptive
patients, it must do great iDjury; for its tendency is

tion of St. Sanveur and the mission of the Jesuits, and of Cadilliac, “Lord of Mt. Desert,’
are charmingly told, and the accounts of Echo
and

as

—

Toned

of Con-

cures

more

OP

Elegant, Costly

Twelve

Don’t

have undoubtedly performed

Osgood of Yarmouth,

and

—

nlnsn

_til

beth

an extended visit to Boston and vicinity, has
returned to this city.
Itufus Prince, Esq., of Turner, Drs. Bates

were

of

Mr.

searching

many years, had a stroke of paralysis at Old
Orchard yesterday.
Ex Mayor Fessenden, who has been on quite

on

_

device of the bend fulfils the object of guard'
ing against accidontal loss of index. The por
tion of the thermometer intervening between
the bulb and the commencement of the scale
lies in juxtaposition to the bulb, and the ascending mercury is therefore subjected to the
warmth of the parts asjwell as the bulb, and is
not exposed to external temperature.
Tieniann & Co.’s only agent for Portland is

Tonio and Mandrake Pills.—These medicines

Chief Engineer Chester of the Dallas, has
been transferred, and Chief Eogineer M. D. L.
Dinsmore takes his place.
W. A. Sabiue, a fruit dtaler iD this city for

GRAND SALE

patent bent self-registering fever thermometer
is another of the many inventions made by
this house. The registering portion or index

Brown of Boston, were among the arrivals at
the Preble yesterday.
Detective Sterling was in Saco yesterday,

yes-

to read by those who have never seen Mt. Desert, indispensable to those about to visit the
place, and a charming volume to those who
have ever passed any timo there.
The publishers, Messrs. Luring, Short &
Harmon of this city, have just issued a fourth

Snow of Winthrop read bis report as a
delegate to tbe Am erican Medical Association
and it was referred to tbo committee od publi'

and enables the operator to
control the heat to just the amount desired.
The price of these instruments is less than
those used in their place heretof jre. The new

Ammi

city

terday.

Weeks wished to call attention to this
remedy as a topical application, and as a disinfectant.

Dr.

galvano-cautery,

Tbe first object in life with the American people is
to “get rich;” tbe second, bow to regain good health.
The first can ho obtained by energy, honesty and
saving; the second, (good health,) by using Green’s
August Flower. Should you ho a despondent
sufferer from any of tho effects of Dyspepsia, Liver
Complaint, Indigestion, &c., such as Sick Headache, Palpitation of the Heart, Sour Stomach,
Habitual Costiveness, Dizziness of the Head,
Nervous Prostration, Low Spirits, &c., yon need not
suffer another
Two doses of August
day.
Flower will relieve you at once. Sample Bottles
10 cents. Regular size 75 cents. Positively sold by
all first-class Druggists in the United States.
*
>ept20
deomly

Superintendent Corthell was in the

Otter Cliffs, the Spouting Horn,
the Ovens, Witch Hollow, the Gorge, Adam’s
Grave aud the Twins, and other wonders of
“The gray and thunder-smitten pile” are as
good as the excellent photographs with which
the volume is embellished.
The book is good

Dr. Gerrisb’s paper was referred to tbo committee on publication.

than the ordinary chain saw, and
allows him to repair the same in case of accident without any loss of time, as he is simply
obliged to place the beads on another wire.
The thermo-cautery takes the place of the

AUCTION SALES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

facility

How it is Done.

Personal.

eczema, ulla acute rheumatism he becerations, &c.
lieves it is of very great value.
Ip respect to
the manner of using it, tbe pill form is
regarded the most palatable, although it was stated
that milk covered the taste very nicely.
Dr.

Surgical Instrument*.

The largest manufacturing concern of sur
gical instruments in this country, if not in the
world, is undoubtedly that of George Tieniann
& Co. of New York city. To this enterprising
house the medical profession is indebted for a
largo nnmber of important improvements and
inventions in that particular line. Their goods
are of beautiful finish and superior quality, as
has been acknowledged everywhere. At our
Centennial Exhibition Tieniann & Co. received
the only award given for surgical instruments
in competition with most every manufacturer
of this country and a number from Europe.
Lately they have added to their list a new bead
saw to take the place of the ordinary chain
saw.
The Improvement consists of using
small circular beads strung on wire, which
enables the operator to use the saw with greater

cannot bo united with the main column of
mercury in the bulb except by design. The

J. H. Davis.

Deering—Nelson Valentine.
Scoltield.

_—

nF liia

The meeting was called to order at 8 o’clock.
| Dr, Holmes, a delegate from the Massachu! setts Medical Association, was introduced and
; made a few remarks
expressive of his pleasure
at meetiDg the members of this association,
an experimental knowledge of salvation and a
and of his thanks at his kind reception here.
regenerated heart and God given powers to imDr. Haskell of Stockton read a synopsis of
to
others
the
part intelligently
saving knowledge of the Faith, with a heart inspired by the ; his paper ou the Hygiene of our Homes. In
this interesting paper the dangers in using
power of the Holy Spirit, and filled with jearn- |
milk from tuberculous,
ill-nourished cows,
ing for the redemption of our fellow race, the
were spoken of in justly forcible terms.
name is submitted to the Monthly Meeting,
Ou motion Dr. Haskell’s piper was commitwho, after prayerfully ;consideriDg and debatted to the committee ou publication.
ing the matter, report the case, (if the decision
Dr. Gerrish read a syuopsis of his paper on
be favorable) to the Quarterly meeting, where
Salicylic Acid, giving the experience of forty
it is carefully and prayerfully considered.
If
the decision of that meeting confirms the de- l physicians throughout the state iu relation to
its effects in acute and chronic rheumatism,
cision of the Monthly Meeting, the men's and
an

you,”

Dr. Edward C. Young, who preached in
City
Hall last SabbatlYafternoon, js one of the most
talented preachers in tbe Society iu the West
Hr. Young was born in New Y'ork city in Ausust, 1828. Iu his younger days he was a school
teacher, but afterwards became a tailor. He

titioners in

Hr TTfllf

to be held in City Hal), at 7.30 this evening:
ceased, if tbe sutures are used so that no strain
is brought to bear on the edges of the Wound,
Meeting opened by chairman of committee,
James P. Boyce, Lyno.
: if coaptation is. perfect
and cleanliness is obBeading Scriptdres, William Jacob, China.
served.
Address of Welcome, Hon. Neal Dow.
Annual Beport with remarks on work, by i
Instead of reading a paper on Catarrhal
chairman.
; Phthisis Dr.
Dana of Portland made some
Ten minute addresses by Martha B. Hunt of
propositions which he hoped would elicit dislodiana, Charlotte D. Holmes, Ehode Island,
Eli Jones, China, Harriet Dalton Collins, Bhode cussion in respect to this subject.
Island, Edward S. Hacker, Brunswick, Jaco b
Ou motion of Dr. Foster, Dr. liana was reHunt, Indiana, J. W. Jacob, China.
quested to present a paper on this subject at
the meeting next year.
GENERAL NOTES.
Dr. Hutchinson read a paper on the use of
There having been some inquiry as to the ;
mciuuu ui ap|iuiut!ti^xiicuu Luiuiaicis, tt piUUl"
; sulpho carbolate of sodium in scarlatina, which
inent Friend in this city has kindly furnished i he hod found to be a powerful remedy in this
!
us the following.
The method has been much disease.
j Adjourned till 8 p. m.
the
of
1871:
discipline
simplified by

v/a

be no

on rheumatism, by title, and on
referred to the committee on publication.

following in the footsteps of the father.
|
John Jessup was born ia Wayne county, In|
diana, in 1821. Has spent his life on the old | tions therein contained. Drs. Weeks, Lamfarm as a farmer.
He has a birthright in the sou and Smith of Turner were appointed tha*
I
Society of Friends, and is a brother of the well committee.
known and popular minister. Dr. Eli JessupDr. Files read a paper on Antiseptic Surgery
He was converted and began preaching abou t
and its results, which having elicited some disj
sixteen years ago. He is a very eloquent speak- j cussion, participated in by Drs. Noyes of Prover and an earnest revivalist.
He is one of the
j idence, Gordon, Bates and Horr, was referred
leading spirits in what is known in the West as to in;, committee on puoiicauon.
the “Forward movement,” but which ia reality
Dr. Gordon did not think Lister’s method
is only a return to first principles as taught and ; was necessary in most cases.
Believes that
the union of wounds will be perfect in most
practiced by Fox and bis cotemporaries.,
The following is the programme for the an
cases Jtf hot water dressings are used, if the
nual meeting of New England Yearly Meeting parts are not closed, until hemorrhage has

was

sign

;

are

EVENING.

men

the yard at Knightville and is
land built craft.

wedding.”

Meeting adjourned to meet in separate session
this morniDg at 10 o’clock.

pool.

This vessel is pronounced by marine
to be one of the finest barks that has been
here for many a day.
Sbejwas launched from

a crucified Savior.
He was married in 1852 to
Phebe Beynolds of Ogden, Indiana, and hence
this year makes the anniversary of their “silver

Indians.

a

me crusaoe iu me

tire time to the spread of bis Master’s kingdom,
the one central thought of his soul being the
conversion and salvation of the people through

year.
The committee ihaving charge of the Indians
in this state, reported the condition of the two
tribes, and recommended the appropriation of
3100 for the purpose of education among the

There is

oue 10

a

paper
motion it was

Was raised a farmer. He was converted
and began preaching about the year 18GC. He
preached two hours next day, and has averaged
two hours every day since. Hi9 ministry is eminently apostolic, and he has been the instrument in God’s hands of converting a great
many hundreds of persons. He devotes his en-

ing

success.

leuuers.

correct.
Dr. Foster read the report of the examiners
at the Maine Medical School.
Resolves on the Medical School were presented by Dr. Horr of Lewiston, and on his motion
they were laid on the table to be tikenupat

another time daring this meeting.
Dr. Webster of Portland presented

ana.

limits of the Yearly Meeting the last year. The
committee were reappointed to serve the ensu-

England
his administration,

|

county, Ohio, near the city of Dayton, June
17,1831. Bsmoved when quite young to Indi-

com-

Grant

men:

Total.$895 78
Drs. Wedgewood of Lewiston and Hersorn
of Portland were appointed auditing committee
and reported that the vouchers and accounts
were

the subject of “Layiug up treasures in heav"
eu,” and so well pleased were the people with
her effort that she was again invited to preach
there last night.
Amos Kenworthy was born in Montgomery

ary work there. After Mr. Smith had answered several questions from the audience, the
meeting was addressed by Mrs. Satterthwaite
and Mrs. Allinson. Eli Jones made an earnest
appeal to the women to put less flowers on their
bonnets, and fewer buttons ou their dresses,
and to the men to use less tobacco and liquor,
and put the money iu the Lord’s bank to carry

Gen.

|

on

SESSION.

heaped upon

rejoined the Sosoon recognized as

cities of Southern Indiana and Louisville, KyHerself and husband have canvassed over sixty
counties of Indiana, a number of counties in
Illinois, Kentucky aud Ohio. Last fall she
came East, spent a few weeks in New HampShe is
shire, reaching this city in December.
now living in Lewistoa. She preached last Sabbath at the West End Congregational church,

mittee on foreign missions. Abbott F. Smith
of New Bedford, who has just returned from
tho Brnmana Mission, read an exceedingly interesting report of the condition of the mission-

are

Total.
$895 78
Paid for salaries, printing, &c.$138 48
Balance on ban l. 457 30

During their labors the crusade broke out in the
West, and she at once went to the front as one
ui

Joint session met according to adjournment.
The meeting was opened with prayer by David
Updegraff, followed by Bebecca Collins The

honors

tbe treasury at last report.$462 83
Received from taxes, fees, ami transactions.. 407 10
Interest on notes and deposit. 25 85

after she

ciety of Friends; and was
Iu 1872-3
one of their
bast public speakers.
the Western Yearly Meeting employed her and
her husband to canvass several counties in Indiana in the interest of the temperance cause.

was in favor of a more liberal
secular and religious instruction by the Friends.
It can safely be said that the Friends are wakiog up to the importance of education.
The joint session adjourned till 4 o’clock.

the

Shortly

treasurer, made the follow-

In

usagep,’

many years had no connection with
the Society. Sue was converted at a Methodi st
meeting in Indiana in 1818, and at once began

Foster,

ing report:

and for

these remarks

solution of

to Friends’

with the above rule.

Dr. T. A.

price of teaching at that lime betoo low to support a yoang family, she
learned the Pit of photography and became a
very popular artist. Under the old discipline of
Friends, she had been disowned for accomplish-

Friends’ Boarding School at Providence, Allen
Joy of North Carolina, David Updegraff of
Ohio, and Joel -Beao. The general tone of

Society, Dr.

question

the

Friends GO.
The final result showed a balance in decrease
of scbolars of 53, balance of increase in teachers of 11, and balance of decrease in Friends
of 32.
Eight new schools have been establish-

the American Peace

ance

ing

24
280
182

the Gospel to heathen lands. Remarks endorsing the last speaker were made by Wm. Witherald and David Up degraff. The report of the
committee appointed to visit small meetings
and individuals unable to attend meetings was
read.
The committee report that they have
visited forty-three meetings and a large number
of those nnahle to attend meetings within the

in the state who are not members of the association, by postal carJ, in season for compli-

CTimbeiTuud County Conference.
The Cumberland Conference of Orthodox
churches met with the Congregational church
at Gorham at 9.30 o’clock
After a

ers

the year of 1855, at which time
sbe made her first appearance as a public
Her husband, being a teacher, and
speaker.
ance

to

after this meeting:
Applications for admission must be made in
writing to the chairman of the board of censors
at least thirty days before the day of the anuual meeting, and must be accompanied by
the recommendations of two members. Tbe
names and residences of all candidates for
membership shall be forwarded by the secretary to each member, two weeks before tbe first
day of tbe annual meeting.
On-motion of Dr. Bat;s it was voted that the
secretary be authorized to notify all practition-

pany with her husband (who was workiog un'
der tho auspices of the Sons of Temperance,)
she canvassad the state of Iowa on the temper-

The total increase in scholars 161, teachers 20,

Meeting

pnblic schoo1

Earlham CollegeJJRichmoud’
Was married to D. W. Hunt in 1853, and
went to the then new state of Iowa.
la com-

FAIRFIELD QUARTERLY MEETING.

meeting then took up the report of the

a

lad.

23
Teachers. 35
360
Scholars.360
134
Friends attending.168
The total decrease in the whole mica her o^
scholars was 214, teachers 9, Friends 92.

AFTERNOON

as

ing School, (now

205

year.
The committee then took up the report of the
committee on secular education, which was
ably discussed by Francis T. King, Prof. Pliny
E. Chase of Haverford College. Wm. Wetheraid of Canada, A. K. Smiley, Principal of the

the censors be, and hereby are,
anuounce in open meeting the
names of candidates for membership; to consider no applications for admission which are
presented to them after the session of Wednesday evening; and to make no recommendations respecting aDy applicants until the
morning following the day of announcement.
On motion of Dr. Gerrish the fol'owicg
standing rule was adopted, to go into effect

instructed

in Lswiston.
Mrs. M. N. Hunt was born at Dublin, Ind.*
May 3,1831. Was educated at Friends’ Board’

ing her marriage “contrary

lowing will be

passed:
Voted, That

was

rooms

42
362

ed and none discontinued.
Charles Taber and others discussed the report
and the Yearly Meeting finally concluded to appoint a committee of two, a man aad a woman,
from each Quarterly Meeting, to nominate a
committee on Bible schools for the ensuing

the cast of “Satan in Paris:”

and members of Con"

Was educated at New Garden Boarding School
of Friends (on the battle ground of Guilford),
his last school year at Westtown, Pa. He has

66
639
212

Miss Bailey’s Benefit.—This evening Miss
Bailey’s benefit comes off at the Portland
Musenm. Miss Bailey will be assisted by some
of the best actors from the Boston Musgum
A deserving actress, she should
company.
receive some substantial recognition. Tbe fol-

by Rev. Mr. Gibbs.
On motion of Dr. Horr of Lewiston Dr. Files
of Portland was appointed reporter of the proceedings for the daily papers.
On motion of Dr. Gerrish the following vote

gress from Massachusetts.
D. W. Hunt was born in Guilford county*
North Carolina, on the 28th of March, 1825.

Tuesday.—Helen llannahan. Intoxication. Fined
$3 with costs. Paid.
John Flynn. Intoxication.
Fined $5 with costs'
Paul.
ing money from the treasury.
John J. Conley. Intoxication. Fined $5 with
Assistant Clerk Henry T. Wood then read
costs. Paid.
the report of the committee on Bible schools,
Michael Riley.
Larceny. Fined $3 with costs.
containing the following|statistics:
Committed.
RHOrE ISLAND QUARTERLY MEETING.
Thomas Ham. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
1877. 1870
Margaret F. Shields. Single sale. Fined $30 with j Teachers.
43
costs.
Cliffords.
525
Scholars.495
267
Friends attending .259
j
Brief Jotting*.
SALEM QUARTERLY MEETING.
A race between three good horses is to come
318
Teachers and scholars. 238
26
Teachers. 25
off on Presumpscot Park, Saturday afternoon,
216
Funds attending.164
A live seal was carried about town yesterday
;n quest of

**

men’s and women’s meetings met in
joint session for the first time yesterday mornThe meeting was presided
ing, in City Hall.
The

the

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Association|assembled in the Common Council
room yesterday morning.
The association was
called to order by the president, Dr. E. F. Sanger of Bangor at 10.45, and prayer was offered

of great good,
Joseph Grinnell of ^Xew Bedford, was born
November 17, 1788. He is, therefore, nearly 90
years of age. Mr. Grinnell is brother to Moses
H, Grinnell, who has been very prominent in
promoting Arctic exploration. Both have been
means

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 13

CITY AND VICINITY.

Annual Meeting of tbe Maine Medical
Association.
The annual meeting of the Maine Medical

An earderstood by the Society of Friends.
nest, effective speaker, filled with a sense of the
importance of his mission he has been the

FRIENDS.

THE

THE PRESS.

jul2

CARLETON BROS.

There is

dlw

no

End

TO IMPROVEMENTS.
We thought last year our boots were perfect, but
this year our excelent manufacturers have surprised themselves, and surprised us with still better
boots, and we are able to satisfy all our customers.
lu addition to the above named stock, we have an
excellent line of medium priced boots, for common
service, which are also all warranted to give satisfaction.

M. G. Palmer.
ap!8dtt_

Grim liter’s Orchestra
is prepared to furnish Music for Commencement*,
Concerts, Lectures, Theatricals, Party,
Picnics, etc., etc.

CHARLES GRIMMER, Leader.
Offlce, 180 Middle 8lr«el, P.rlland, Me.
Applications can also bo made at the Music Stores.
dim
jail

_POETRY._

1

No Kiss ?
BY

MADGE

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wanted.
a good capable person a situation as cook or
or general servant.
Country preferred. Please
address A. It., this office.
juI2d3t*

SANDFORDS
BY
RADICAL
CURE
for CATARRH
TWOsistGirls;

ELLIOT.

*

’Kiss me, Will,” saDg Marguerite
To a pretty little tune,
Holding up her dainty mouth,"
Sweet as roses born in June.
Will was ten years old that day,
And he pulled her golden curls,
Teasingly, and answer made:
“I’m too old—I don’t kiss girls.”

Universally

Recommended

For Sale.
Lots
Congress Street, Pine
DESIRABLE
Street, Spruce Street, and Vaughn Street.
Also—Two

who are competent witnesses to the work it is daily

years pass, and Marguerite
Smiles, as Will kneels at her feet,
Gazing fondly in her eyes.
Praying, “Won’t you kiss me, sweet?”
Ten

’Rite is seventeen today;
With her birthday ring she toys
For a moment, then replies:
“I’m too old—I don’t kiss hoys!”

—Baldwin's Monthly.

REAL ESTATE.

®New

Lincoln

Street at

Woodford’s Comer, Deering, within three minutes walk ot Horse Cars.

Nine finished rooms,

painted and papered in the latest style, marble lire
frames, furnaces aud green blinds, &c. Lot 05 by 94.
L. J. PERKINS,
Everything complete.
489 Congress Street.
jui2

For Sale.
very desirable residence of Capt. L. F.
THAT
Johnson,
Cape Elizabeth Depot, containtwo storied irarae house with
in
near

nine rooms
ing a
good condition, with stable attached. Lot contains
£ acre in good condition, a well of pure water, splendid garden with cherry and plum trees, currant and
gooseberry bushes, all in bearing condition. Title

I*erfect. Possession given at any time. For price
enquire on the premises, or of GEO. R. DAVIS,
my30eod3w Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,

For Sale.
MODERN Brick House, located

on one of the
best streets in the city with all modern imroom, water closets, gas and sebago, containing 13 rooms, all in perlect order, lot
50x100, has the sun all day—will be sold at a bargain
$500 cash and payments of $500 yearly, with interest
at the low rate ol 6 per cent. One of the best chances
obtain a house ever ottered in this city.
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
my21eodtf
Mortgage and Real Estate Broker.

A

provements—bath

good first-class houses on Congress
modern improvements; house on
on Winter Street;

Street, with

Sanford’s Radical Cure has proved the best remeW. M. FELLOWS,
dy for relieving Catarrh.
Haverhill, Mass.
I am Felling large quantities of your Sanford’s
Radical Cure,
DR. WENTWORTH,
Biddeford, Me.
Sanford’s Radical Cure is having a good sale, It is

block of two bouses

For Sale or Reiit.
two story Brick House, No. 58 Pleasant St.,
second above High St. Ten rooms. Sebago and
Possession June 1st. Apply to WM. H. JER:IS, Real Estate Agent,
my25tt

THE

A. M. GERRY,
go. Paris, Me.
I have kept Sanford’s Radical Cure on hand since
its first introduction, and the sale and satisfaction in
its use have been unequalled by any other similar
preparation within my knowledge.
W. 11. WILLIS, M. D,

gas.

C»1a

Peaks Island, 1J stofv French roof House,
ON very
pleasantly situated within two minutes
walk from
a

Jones' Landing. Terms cash. Apply to
J. C. STERLING, 41 Ox lord St.my!9dtf

Reading,

at
10 cents per foot. Terms $100 down, the balance
can remain on Mortgage two or three
years, at seven
percent. Inquire of L. E. WEYMOUTH, Centennial

Block.ap233m

For Sale.
House and lot at No. 81 Newbury
St. Apply at house,
K. HUB V,
de27

dtf

to loan on first class Real Estate
\T A AT 17
TxAV_F.L“
A. Security, in Portland, or viRents
collected, taxes paid, &c. on Comcinity.
mission.

Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, and full directions lor its use in all
cases. Price $1.00. For sale by all Wholesale and
Retail Druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists,

Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer In
Real Estate. 3794 Congress Street.nolSJtf
House To Let.

No. I Munroe Place, 7 rooms, Sebago,
HOUSE
Cemented Cellar, <&c-, will be let to small

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

a

family. Apply

to

gress street.

F. U. PATTERSON, 3791 Con-

_jpe5dtf

House tor Sale ou Oxford Street.
I KA CASH, balance
payable in

*PTUy moulhly in.talmeut. of
Good location, 2A-story house, 12 rooms, arranged for
families, gas and Sebago. Is now renting for $240,
Apply to F, G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Heal Estate, 3791 Congress Street.
my25dtf
New House tor Sale ill Deering.
two story, bip roof house, 9 rooms, bath
room, water closet. Good drainage.
Comer
lot 75x100, with stable.
This property is situated

ANEW,

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
AN celebrated
Medicated Porous Plaster, forming

the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine, and utterly surpassing all other Plasters heretofore in use. They accomplish more in one week
than the old Plasters in a whole year.
They do not
palliate, they cube. Instant relief afforded to

the head of Pleasant street, close to the horse

near

cars.
Price only $3000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, 379J Congress street.

my23

dtf

Mortgagee’s Sale

Rheumatism,

Neuralgia,
Paralysis,
Cramps, St. Vitas* Ranee, Sciatica, Hip
Complaints, Spinal Affections, Nervous
Pains and Irritations, Epilepsy or Fits
proceeding from Shocks to the Nervous
System, Ruptures and Strains, Fractures, Braises, Contusions, Weak Museles and Joints, Nervons and Feeble
Muscular Action, Great Soreness and
Pain in any part of the Body, Weak and
Painful Kidneys, Great Tenderness of
the Kidneys, ami Weak and JLame Back,

of Real Estate.

three story house No, 27 Cedar street, corner
of Lincoln street, 16 rooms, arranged for three
iamilies, with Sebago. Lot about 50 x 112. This
propeity is offered at one-half its assessed value, and
will positively be sold to
satisfy mortgage. Title
guaranteed. F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Estate, 379J Congress street.
myl6dtf

THE

1877.

1877.

Kidneys.
So confident are the proprietors in the great value
or this plaster over all other Plasters that
do
rto no not hesitate to warrant it to
possess greater
iar greater, curative
than all others com-

they

properties
bined, while the price of each, viz. US cents, is
within the reach of every sufferer in the land.
Insist, therefore, upon having what you call for.
Sold everywhere.
Sent by mail,
carefullv
wrapped, on receipt of prices, 25 cents for one. $1.25
for six,or $2.25 for
twelve, by WEEKS & POTTER,
Proprietors, Boston._
jul3W&S2w

mvu*v v*

D_I_Jf_A,._
x iwo xvx

^asvu*

10 lbs, daily, from June 1st to Oet. 1st,
$6.00
**
**
**
«*
•<
15
8.00
“
«
•«
20
30.00
Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken the full season, or four
months, the
scale of prices will be
10 lbs. daily, per month,
2,00
ii
i.
»
15 «
o,5o
“

20

<<

•<

THE

LEADING HARVESTER
OF THE WORLD,

andistbe accepted standard by which tbe merits
and defects of other machines are measured.
—

also

New Store Under Falmouth Hotel.

Locust St. aud

&~CARTLAND,

Lost June 5th.
SMALL BROOCH, cluster of crystals in gold
A setting, on Cumberland Street, near Pearl;
of trilling value save as a keepsake. The finder will
he suitably rewarded by leaving it at
239 CUMBERLAND STREET.
ju'.dtf

board.
Board Wanted.
farm near Portland, for two hoys

a

ju9dtt

AND

A

ot a double house, 28 Beckett street, 8
rooms, hard and soft water, price $12 per
month. Inquire on the premises.
jul2dtf

ONE-half

—

in12

dt july 10

STRAW GOODS,

26 Summeri and 92 Hawley Sts.. Boston.

INto

To Let.
THE

residence, containing

TUUBBTUIII,

upper tenement of the house at No. 88 Clark
Street. Inquire ol JOHN SWEETS1B, No. S
Neal Street.
juGdtf

THE

To Let.
corner Centre and Free Sts.
for
HOUSE,
boarding bouse. Enquire at

Free street Block,

ju6dtf

WOODS,

Send for descriptive Price List.

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,
3 FREE STREET

Portland.,

0

It is free from
market.
WOW-EX TEOSIVE.
Call and examine.
in the

Odor, and is

PRICE TO SUIT THE TIMES.

Square,
ME.

jul2

bargain lor
Franklin.
<Uw
a

109

1

HOUSE

Houses to Let.
tenement brick house, 4 stories, pleasantly
situated, rent low, gas and Sebago, good drainage. One wooden house, 2J stories, centrally located, Sebago and gas. Enquire of

ONE

8.

my30dtt

W. ROBINSON,

205 Middle street.

For Rent*
NICE Tenement, suitable for

family at
197 NEWBURY STREET.

A

a

small

my30
under St.

To Let. *
Julian Hotel, recently occupied

office.
C. P. MATTOCKS.
my29dtf31 Exchange St.
as an

insurance

BLOCK,

Maine.

A

To Let.
and basement—situated
NEWOldCottage—C
Orchard, Saco, Me.
I. J.
230 Middle St.
rooms

mj25dtf

at

BROWN,

To Let.
family

children—five rooms at NO.
85 NEW HIGH ST., with modern conveniences.my23dtf

TO

a

without

Mechanics’ Hall*
HALLS in Mechanics’ Building.
TO LGT; enquire of
GEOKGE A. UAUMON, Jeweler,
under the llall.
myl7d6m

TWO

a

speci-

soon as collections are
alty.
made. Also collects in England and foreign conntries claims of American heirs.

_d&wlv

robbery.

P. S. A large amount of above goods
or sale at half value to pay advances.

Square, opposite

on

The Store, SO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For further particulars enquire at the
office of H. J. LIBBY & CO., over First
Sational Bank.

To £.ct.
FIRST class Brick house, in the western part
of the city, 13 rooms, newly
repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
Inquire of
B. I). VKRRILL,
205 Middle Street.
aplOdtf

A

steam-heated Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple street.

STEPHEN

and

Job

BERRY,

(gaid thude^

FEENEY,
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER,
Federal

201

Street,

PORTLAND,^-

MAINE.

"Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my line
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatly done at Jow prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on hand a new design of undercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,
Cement. Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly on hand.
Orders from out of town solicited.
my9d3in

e. I>.

ROBINSON,

SUCCESSOR TO C. B, SAUNDERS,

NO.

CONGRESS

619

STREET,

takes pleasure to inform the public that he has returned to Portland and is prepared to furnish families and parties with all articles in his line of busi-

U. S. Hote[.

BARNES, ACCOMM

opened, examined, balanced, and closed;
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attentiouto bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
Orders left
the services of a thorough accountant.
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.

BOOKS

W&SsepOOtf

case
where
any
MOTH
IN freckle
lotion will not

mv
AND
remove the
Moth and Freckles if used according to my directions. Price, 25 and 50 cents.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles
disappear, which is generally accomplished in one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Custom Housu. Portland, Me., )
Collector’s Office, June 1, 1877. )
PROPOSALS will lie received at this
Office until 12 o’clock, noon, of WEDNESDAY,
June 20, 1877, for supplying rations and ship chandlery for the use of the crews and vessels of the United
States Revenue Marine Service in this Collection
District lor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878.
Schedules of articles ot ship chandlery to be bid for
will be furnished on application to this office.
The right is reserved to reject any ort all bids if
deemed lor the interest of the Government so to do.
LOT M. MORRILL,
ju2S&W2w
Collector.

PROPOSALS.
PROPOSALS will be received at the
SEALED
office of CHARLES H. KIMBALL, Architect,
Middle

Clias. J. Schumacher,

“Primary
School-house” tor District No. 4, Lunt’s Corner,
Deering, Me.
Plans and specifications may be consulted at tbe
at 12

Orders left with Schumacher Bros., or F. H. Fasset, Architect, will receive prompt attention.
ml»29
d3m

P.

C.

MODEL

BABCOCK.

MAKER

b

or

JOBBER,

50 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
Jal
dly

desired

building

a
line of
coiner of Green and
a point in Deering,

lor
Horse Railroad from the
PROPOSALS
Portland streets in
to
are

Portland,
known as Bradley’s Corner.
furnished on application.

Particulars will

THE

the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and tire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.
oct27dtf

he

DEERING RAILROAD CO.,
By JNO. MARSHALL BROWN, Treasurer.

PORTLAND &

dtf

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

is hereby given to parties owning real estate, on which tue taxes remain unpaid, that
the time required by tbe statute previous to the advertisemeut for sale, having expired, such estates
will be advertised for sale if the taxes are not paid
before June 23, 1877.
H. W. HKRSEY,

NOTICE

Treasurer and Collector.
Jape 9, 1877.julleod2w

CITY OF

PORTLAND.

Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The I u ^ in relation to

City

DOG
mhla

STREET,

tf

1877.

PORTLAND, HIE.
Work Personally Attended to.

1877.

D. W. CLARK &

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

NO. 17 MARKET ST.
1.

Best Six-Cord

15
20

2.50
3.00

...

“

office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers In leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly.
mvl5
dtf

SOLE

Obtained

a

ACENjT.

DIPLOMA for

WHICH IS THE

Carpenters and Bnilders.

CENTEMULEMBITIOK.

GRANTED TO SPOOL. COTTON AT

CHENEY,

CHARD &

most favorable lerms for cash

Pianos,

or

nnd at Retail iby'iall the leading
iln onghout the City and State.

mb2b_

Dealers
d&w3m

3

FREE

ST.

mj22

BAY

PORTLAND.
dtf

MILLS

C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

Express

ExDress

Express

as

follows

Passenger

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
AM

—

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, HI. I.ouis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all points in the

To

Northwest, West and Southwest.
J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday.

June 11,

1877.

Paaaeuger Train. wUl leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., I 20 and 5.30 p. m.,
arriving at Boston at 10.45 a. m., 1.15, 5.30.
9.30 p. m. Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at 8.45 a. m„ 12.30, 3.30, 6.00 p. m., arriving at
Portland at 12.50, 5.00, 8.10, 10.00 p. m.
For Wella, North Berwick, Halmon Falls,
tSreat Falla, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20,
m.

iinniwuvo,/

Ctb C<1V A. UJ

For Centre Harbor af 8.40 a. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Reach, Saco, Riddeford and Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.41 a. m., 1.20, 5.30 p. m., 6.30

C. W. BELKNAP & CO.,

p.

Manufacturers ot Steam Refined Tripe, have
added to their already extensive business the manufacture of PURE RONE MEAL for Castle.
PCRE GROUND BONE a, a Eertilzer,
likewise CRACKED RONE for Poultry.
We are now prepared to furnish the above goods in
any quantity required and warrant them perfectly
pure.

MESSRS. KENDALL A WIIITNEY
bare our good, constantly on band in any
quantity required, and would he pleased to show
them to any one wishing to examine them, or would
send samples whenever required. Please give them

C. W. BELKNAP & CO.
my30dim

Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
nice article for family use, picnic parties, and
on board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.
very

Wm.

snarp,

Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
dtt
ju2

301

Pleasure

“RAY,”

ready to convey parties to any
vicinity at reasonable rates. Apply to

arc now

Horning Trains will leare Kennebnnk

resorts in

the

•JOHN RAY,
No. 11 Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett street,
dif

314

middle

Street,

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY
Mr. L. takes pleasure in stating that he is now
fully prepared to execute the last new style of Photo portrait,

Having purchased the

Sole Kiglit for this City
for this beautiful style of Photograph, and fitted
up
at great expense, he invites all his old patrons and
the
generally to call and examine specimens.

public

dtf

DR. LUDWIG
attend* to

Opportunity
make

For a man wilii $3,500, to
money, in a good paying business
iu this city. Address
“C.” THIS OFFICE.
Ulf
myl9

TOWN

professional call* by Day
Night, in

OK

OUT

OF

Coffee, Spices,
230 FORE

Carbon Photographs
mb29

Through Tickets

and

Cr. Tartar,

etc.

m«UBISONir WHITTEN,

THE PERMANENT

jul

Good

Portland at 7.20 a. m.
The 1.20 p. m. Train from Portland connects with all Sound Steamer Lines for
New York leaving Boston at 6. p. m.
The 5.30 p, m. Train from Portland makes
close connections with Shore Line for New
York, leaving Boston at 10.00 p, in.
for

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Wagons.

“ZEPHYRUS”~AND

m.

ARTHUR B,

STREET, Portland,

MORRISON.

TOWN.

The above is to correct an erroneous impression.
Portland, May 27, 1877.
nij2Sd)w
ramm paper in printed uitii
A THE UER.1IAN PRINTINtj INK.
Imported and sold by SIGMUND ULLMAN, 37
Maiden Lane, New York)
fc2idtf

eotlly

no!6_

Ocean House Coacli.—Season of 1877.
Ocean House for Portland.7.30 A. M.
..
'•
«
.3.20 P.M.

Leaves

Falmouth Hotel for Oceau House. .9.15 A. M.
*•
.
..5.00 P.M.
•>
•<
United States
..9.18 A.M.
..5 03 P.M.
«
Preble House
..9 20 A. M'
«•
..5.05 P.M.
The coach will make its llrst trip Sunday, June 3d,
Hotels
at
the
hours.
the
leaving
regular
Fare each way, 73 cent*.
dim
ju2
“

and

Ashes Re-

moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addrewn*
K. GlRSOHt
j

ALL

Congress Str**auldtf_
Vaults Cleaned

taken out at short notice, from $1 to So
or $3 ajload, by addressing
A. LIBBY. Poitlaud P. O.
inyUJtf

THE

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland

Is called to the new
trains on Maine Central R,
2d, 1877.

arrangement of freight
to take effect APRIL

R.,

Freight for Lewiston, Auburn,

Suit Capsct.e Co.’s Metallic Bored
ready Address Victor E. Mauger, New

American

Goods
York.

now

niySdSm

rods

from Evergreen
Peakes’ Island,

Land log,

Juii

A

my8

BICKEB,
r*« Corner, Deerinar*

I.ib

dll

Will make two trips on Sundays, leaving at 10.30
M^and 2 P. M. Faie down and back 25 cents.
Children half fare.
June 5, 1877.jneSdtf
A.

NOTICE.
Portland Sc Harpswell Steamboat Co’y.
tlT**u

resume

iib.miKTcom-

ber

daily tiips

BOSTON STEAMERS.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

d2w*

ADAMS

HOUSE,

TEMPLE STREET,

:poRT:L_AjNrr>, me,
NEW FURNITURE"' THROUGHOUT.

1

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, rnn alternatlely as follows: Leaving

I am pleased to announce that, since leasthis well known Hotel, I have re-furnished it throughout with NEW FURNITURE, CARPETS and BEDDING, and
shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
ana pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public

aiug

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Daily, at 7 o'clock P. M.,
WHARF, BOSTON, daily
(8nnday excepted.)

patronage.
One of the best locations in the city, near
Banks. Post Office and principal Wholesale Houses.
Electric
Bells, Pleasant
Rooms, Comfortable Beds and Excellent
Table.
Carriages at all trains.
TERMS 94.00 PER RAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Proprietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”
apr25
dtl

FARE

night.
ISTTickets and State Rooms for sale at D. II.

YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf

eodtjuiyl

GLEN HOUSE,

Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage 112.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
koMtf
Providence. R. I.

season

THURSDAY, MAY 17lh.
A. J. SICUOLS, Proprietor.
dim

CLYDE’S

mecnamcai ae-

vices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assign
ments, Interferences, etc#

PMIaflelpMa & New England Steamsliip Line,
—

nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite tbe Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

in

connecting with the Clyde .-learner*, sailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAYand SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia
Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C„
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria. Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided.
Insurance one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information,* apply
to
D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street, Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877._
Janlldtf

cor-

CLAIRVOYANT.

PORTLAND, BANGOR &MI1S

can

now located at No. 4 Mechanic
St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in tellmg fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
treasures. (Jfec., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of
consulting the greatest fortuneteller ofthe age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con
ucting of whicn

STEAMBOAT CO..

FOR BANGOR
THREE

they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends In any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.

eeaday and Friday eve*
■■■I** atlO o’clock, or on the arrival of the
leaving Boston at 6 o’clock, over the Boston &
Mahie Railroad, for Bancor, touching at Rockland. Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Searsport,
Sandy Point, Bucksport, Wlnterport and Hampden, arriving in ftfnngor about 10 o’clock neat

morning.
Returning, leave Bangor same days
o'clock, A. 51.* arriving in Portland in

of 1877 at PLina

FOR
TWO TRIP PER

Foal.

and colts held for service ol horse. All
mares at risk of owners. All mares disposed of before the usual time of foaling will be considered with
foal.
II. H. SHAW,

SUMMER

THE

Farris Tannery,

y

s

so

saiei

called, with about three

of land, situated at the upper tails in
and near the depots of the Grand Trunk
and Maine Central Railroads. The building is large
and nearly new; 35 vats, engine, boiler, <&c.
This
situation offers one of the greatest attractions to
persons in the tannery business, and will be sold
cheap. Boiler and eugiue will be sold seperate if
wanted. Inquire of
acres

Shortest

far
Liverpool, touching
Berry.

at

line
for

its

equivalent; Intermediate—$40 gold i Third-class at

lowest rates.
The Glasgow Line or Bteamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts ot England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets Issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland. Me.
EP"ki«hi Hireling Checks issued in sums
lo suit, for If and upwards.
mytsdtf

—

John Kinsman’s,
128 EXCHANGE STREET.
assortment of GAM A WO WAT EH
FIXING constantly on hand.

good

ju4

Voyage.

First class fortnightly mail steamers cf this
sail Irom Halifax every other Tuesday,
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown.
Passage: First-class—$70 and $80 gold, or

GAS AND OIL STOVES.

a

Ocean

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every Hatnrday
maraiug,

j

mUE Annual Meeting ot Stockholders of the
X Cumberland Bone Company, will bo held at
the Company's office lit Union Whart, on WEDNES
DAY, June 20th, at 2.30 P. M.
F. D. ELL73, Treasurer.
Portland, June 11,1877.
jul2dtd

also,

Steamer

SUMMER_ SERVICE.

ANNUAL MEETING.

AT

The

ALLAN LINE.

CHARLES HUMPHERY.
Yarmouth, Me.

—

ii

day and Thursday morning, ut 4.30
•'clack, touching as above, aniving in Portland
samo night, connecting wllh Pullman trains and
early morning trains for Boston aud the West.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO, L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Whaif.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
Portland, Jane 9,1877.ju9dtl

Yarmouth,

julldeod3w«£w23

n

Millbridge, Jonesport and Machinapart.
Returning, leaves Machiasport every Man-

my30dlaw3wW*
lor

WEEK.

ARRANGEMENT

LEWISTON
will leave RallPortland, every
iu£&an^iTindar and Vriday evening- at II •’clack, or on the arrival of the 7
o'clock Pullman train from Boston over the Eastern
Railroad, for Rockland, Uastine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
jag

ADAMS MERRILL, late of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH M. PRINCE, Executor,
of Falmouth.

lamin

M A CHI AS.

aCapt. Deering,
.Im.LLwv
BjJfliapaLhElill, road, Whan,

my30d2wProprietor.

1877.

with

MT. DESEKT AND

mares

Portland, May 1st,

at 5.30
time to

the 5.30 trains over the Eastern aud
Boston & Maine Railroads, arrivlug in Boston at
9.30, connecting with the 10 o’clock (Shore Line)
trains to New York.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Whaif
E. CUSHING, Asst. Manager.

connect

8TKEET aTABI.E, Portland,
Me. This horse has the fastest five year-old record
in New England, 2.32, and trotted dye races last tall,
beating the best horses in the State, such as Phil
Sheridan, King William, Somerset Knox, and ajfleld
of others without being lopped out in a single heat,
and is perfectly sound.
Season to end July 10th, 1877.

is hereby given, that the subscriber ha
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the Will ot

WEEK.

train

By Tom Patclien, he by Georgo M.
Patclien, Champion of the Turf! will

a

PER

The Steamer CITY OF RICH-

ifMMt

TOM B. PATCHEI,

to ensure

TRIPS

a MOND,«Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
EulaPt**—sggf Portland every ftloaday, Wed-

She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels Jince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents % 1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dti

$50

BAIL-

parture*.

N. 8, MADDOX,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress,

the season,

connection with OLD COLONY
HOAD.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there

po-*__dtf_

All

—

Line.
Quick Time, how Rale*, Ynqutnl De-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO OHARUE UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C,

season

FBOM

BOSTON.

Boston to the Sonlh. Only Tri-Weekly

tents moro promptly and wi*h broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.
1
dug a model or
J
sketch ot your de1
vice; we make ex&minations free of charge
•U
and advise as to paAll

—

Boston.

ELIZABETH, MAINE.

ibe

AND

To all points of North and Sooth Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

This Hotel, entirely remodelled and re-

make

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TCEMDAY
and SATURDAY.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfblk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. It. to all places la
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington 8U

OCEAN HOUSE,

tentability.

week.

Providrncs^

_d4w

Ior

a

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

GORHAM, N. H.
Open Jane It*, 1877.
W. Ac C. K. MIIJLIKU>, Proprietor..

luuuunoa

time,

First Class Steamship

—

ALPINE HOUSE, New,

IIIv
1

Gen’l Agt.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From
every WEDNESDAY

MOUNTAINS. N. II.
Re-open from June 16, 1877.

f

or..

STEAMSHIP DINE
Four

m

WRITE

will open for the

J. B. COYM,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

J. O. CARR, Proprietor.
E. POST, Manager.
Is now open for the reception of guests. Special
terms made to families through the month of June.

furnished,

$1.00.

at

SACO, MAINE.

CAPE

INDIA
P, M..

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

FERRY BEACH,
(Near Old Orchard)

Jne5_

and
at 7

cure a

BA£ VIEW HOUSE,

BO 8TO N

d2m

—

Pure Milk for Family Use.

AND

FiilLADELPIlIA
Steamship Line.
Leave each port every Wed’s’y &

Ao

Sat’d’y

Wharfage,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf. Philo,
delphla, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate ot
sailing vessels.
COAL YARD FOR SALE.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
!
>y connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
half, or the whole of a Coal Yard which is
now doing a good business.
Address Box !I7U I
PASSAGE TEE DOLLARS.
Portland Me.mylldtf I
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. B. BAMPMON, Ageal
JOB PRINTINU neatly executed nt
this Office.
TO Long Wharf, Bosios
Jn23-lj

person.
dec25

S. C.

Olifer,

Proprietress

I

DDK ESS

S.

mencing Nlay Itiih, leaving Portland at II o’clock P. m., and Harpawcll at
W o’clock A. M.
myl6dtl

and Helfast received at freight bouse before 5 30
WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
P. M., will be forwarded same uay, and will be ready
and citizens in general who contemplate a change
lor early delivery at destination next morning
in their supply of milk, that 1 am prepared to furPAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
nish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
March 31st, 1877.
i
ap2dtf
rates; all orders left at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now
yaking will be shown to those who wish to investigate. I shall employ uo boys bet deliver the milk in

Vaults Cleaned,

A.

commence
t0 Peak*’

P. M.

IJt

few

1 rip9

p^P*57jTCTA will

OCEANIC HOUSE,

Capt.

Will

her regular
Inland on
ilT^abThursday, Jnnr 7th. leaving
the end of Custom House Wharf at 9 and 10.30 A. M.
and 2 and 3.30 P. M. for
and Evcr^iccit
liandingN. Returning will leave Evergreen at 9.30
and 11.30 P. M. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M.. and Jones*
Landing at 9.45 and 11.45 A. M., and 2.45 and 5.30

(P..

I

HOTELS.

Rangor,

ANDcord

Steamer Gazelle,

after Monday, March
Steamers New Brunswick,Capt. D. S. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport Tor Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredenektown, and all stations (n
the Intercolonial Railway.
®3r“Freigkt received oh day of sailing until
o’clock p. m.
mh21dtfA. R. STUBBS. Agent,

South

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Iransfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes lor refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBKR, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. Julltf

Leaves

Vaults Cleaned
or

Maine

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN.

to all Poiats
West at lowest rates.

THE ISLANDS.

WEEK.

On anil
26tli the

$25 for

For Rochester, Farmington. N. II., Alton
Ray and Wolfborongh at 8.40 a. m., 1.20 p.

Goods.

TWO TRIPS PER

TEBM8,

RAILROAD.

m.

Bone

John, l>igby

Hi.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,187*.
trains will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
train at 1.15 p. m. tor Auburn and Lew-

For Manchester and Concord, N. H., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 1.20 p.m. (via

A. KEITH.

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT

Mail train 2.00 p. m.
(stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Qnebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Anburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8 30 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.40 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 1.00 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Anburn at 5.15 p. m.

5 30 p.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 130 Middle H

and

Windsor and Halifax.

JUG

CO.,

Thurston,
BLOCK,

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with line accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor traveller* between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Meals extra.
Room, $5.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
declOtf

Falmouth,

W. A. Colby, will leave
Trunk
Whart
every
THURSDAY at GOO P. M. for
Halifax direct, making connection for all parts of Nova Scotia.
Freight received
For freight or
only on day of sailing until 4 P. M.
J. B. COYLE, Jit., Agent,
passage apply to
mh‘27dtf
Franklin Wharf.
Grand

Eastport, Calais

Line to Sew York.

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

ALTERATION OP TRAINS,

Sheet Music, Stools, &c,

Samuel

The Steamship

Capt.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
WINTER

O T B E R S.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

For Halifax Direct.

7Mixed.
•Steamboat Express stops only at Sprlngvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
de4dtf
J. M. LITNT, Supt.

FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

Dcerinp, Miliiken & Co.. Locke, Twitcliell & Co., A. Little & Co., Woodman,
Trne & Co.,
J. F. Rand,
Swectser & Merrill’s,

Maine
STEAMERS.

Rirer New York, at 6.00 a. m.
3.hO P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
0,140 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and 711.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.33 a. m., *1.20 and
75.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portland 6.40
a. m.

installments

JOHN

A

Trains will ran

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. n..
““LIS 3.30 and 0.90 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer a unction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. in., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
1.13 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchbnrg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North

Boston & Maine

Styles of Organs,
on

Real Estate Agents.

at

—n

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
ISS^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding ,50 in value (and thatpersonal) unless notice Is given, and paid lor at the rate ol
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16.1876.
ap29dtf

“THOMAS RUSSELL,”

HIGHEST/AWARD

a

11, 1877,

condition,

Book Binders.
WMi A. QIJINCF) Aoom 11, Printers’
No.
Ill ExchangeH(.
Exchange,
SMALL & SHACKFOKD, No. 35 Plum

Pure

Portland & Rochester fi. It.

the

Quality and Finish.”

a. WHITNEY, No. Stt ExSt.
Epholatering of all kind*
order.

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINE

notice AT

DIRECTORyT “Excellence in Color,

HOYT Jr FOGG, Wo, 91 Middle Street.

all intermediate stations at 1.20 and 1.23 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & L.
R. K. at 5.25 p. m» The night Pullman Express
t ain at 2 00 a. m.
PATSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Jane 11, 1877.
julldtf

8.00

“
«
20
l.10.00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
than 1st October at the same rate per month
G3f~as daring the Season.Jaa
monthly Prices.
Monthly rates apply to all not taking Ice the ichole
or
four
months.
seasont
10 lbs. daily, per month...$2.00

ia8dtf

will open June 11th with a number of new arrangements lor the accommodation of permanent and
transient guests. Special terms made to families,
MBS. R. T. SPERLING,

Season Prices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily, Irom June l to October 1..... .$6.00
15

Ac CO S

CO.,

Hamilton, supt.

j.

Portland, Jan. 8, 1877

Passenger Trains leave at 1.15 p.m. and 5.1o
p. m. The train leaving at 11.21) p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction witb a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wintbrop and Wnlerville. The 11.20
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, anil tor
Honlton, Woodstock, m. Andrews, St.
Stephen, St. John and Halilnx.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. &L. R. R.,
and

iston.

dim*

11.40 A. m. from Upper Bartlett.
4.00 P. ill. from Johnson, Vt.

a

JUNE

ALL

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchance St.,and W. D. Little A Co.’»,49} Kxcbange 8t,
L. W. F1LK1NS,
D. 8. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t,
Presklent.
New York
*
ocl 73
dt f

Arrive in Portlands

For Lewiston and Auburn.

LICENSES

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,

10.00 A. in. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
4.45 P. in. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
Btations.

n

before June 20,

Deering Railroad
Company.

S HARMON,
Hinson and Jobber,

|

R®ckland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. It., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6 15 a. m. and 1.10 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmonth, Wimhvop,
Bead fie Id, West Waterville and WaterviIIa vim T.pwinfnn af 1 1i
m

m.

Portland and

my24

m.

brick

Tne committee reserve the light to reject any or
all bids.
DAVID MOULTON, 1
JAMES S. KNOWLES, I
JOHN H. BLAKE.
[Building Committee.
CHAS.G. WOODMAN, |
H. F. M1LL1KEN,
J
Portland. June 11, 1877,jnlldtd

MANUFACTURER OF
K’Htcb nutl Chronometer Mariu r** Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philo,
sophic&l Instrument**, School
Apparatus, Arc-,

238 BRACKETT

on

a

CIMT OF PORTLAND.

to

To be Let.
Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E. M. Rand; also

to

Street, Portland. Me., by the committee,

180J

for the erection and comDietion ot

ness.

Public and Private Dinners, Suppers,
Collations, etc., gotten up in the best of style.
French and American Cooks furnished.
Wed dine Cake of a quality and finish equal to
any in the country, and sent per order safely to any
distance,
(^"Public patronage respectfully solicited.
d3m
myl6

MONDAY, JUNE 11. 1877.
Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Bexter, Belfast and Waterrille at
l. 10 and 11.20 p. m.
For Hkowhegan at 1.10,1.15 and 11.20 p. m.
For Augusta, Ilallowell, Gardiner and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 1.15,5.15 and 1120 p.

worst

Proposals for Furnishing Rations and
Ship Chandlery for Revenue Vessels.

Central

RAILROAD.

I will Forfeit Five Dollars

1877,

CATERER,

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Beats and
Berths at Ticket Office,
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
julldtf

Maine

OF

LIKE

YORK,

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington Vitb the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tLe elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tueruay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alwayn in advance of all other linen. Bag-

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

DB.CARf.TON

office ot tbe Architect.
All bids are to be returned

ma9tfS. E. AUSTIN.

BUSINESS

the Feet,

of

SEALED

No. 37 P>um Street.

Leave Boston at 7.30 and S 45 a. m., 12.30
and 7.00 p. m., connecting with Maine
Central and E. & N, A. Railway lor
Bt. John and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping
Car attached.

will visit Portland at No. 43
Free Si., over Free St
Market, the 1st
311,1 remain until the 15th, and at
'.V*5’,.
4':ery,Month
the DeWnrHouse,
from the 16th to the 25tb,
Lewiston,
for tne treatmentof all diffluclties of the human
feet
to which he has devoted his time and
practice for a
large number of yeUrs past; and as a result of this
long experience offer 10 the afflicted a positive relief
from Corns, Bunions, Bad
Nails, and all difficulties
ot the leet, that are considered
incurable. He invites
all who are afflicted in this
direction, especially in
obstinate cases, to call on him.
No matter how
or bow difficult your cases
may be, you
g°°d treatment and positive relief.
,r?re are hundreds of people in Portland who can
tesiify to Dr, Carlton’s beneficial treatment.
Office hours froin 7 lo lO a. m.—tl to 9
P'
ap3eod6m

Any customer leading town, by giving

rooms

RETURNING,

PROPOSALS.

jne5

LJEiA>

IV

hand and

declgdtjalteod

Difficulties

Newburyport,

Mondays.)

MASS„V.„

UIRS. S. SPENCER,
20 Brown St., Portland, Me.
my25d6m

All

dtf

Licensed by the City Government.
Money in sums from 25 cents to thousan ds of dollars to loan on Watches, Diamonds, Ladies* and
Gent’s Jewelry, Clothing, &c*, Pianos, Sewiug Machines. Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, Bonds, Notes, mortgages and goods of every
description. We have a private office and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property left
in our possession is insured against loss by nre or

aug2Gdtf

COLLECTION

bankrupt zy, &c.,

Funds remitted

Fresco_Painter.

To Let.
DESIRABLE Tenement; whole house on
Brown Street; rent $300 per annum; possession
given early in June. Apply to
G. W. TERRILL,
my28dtf
Attorney-at*Law, 205 Middle Street.

SPECIALTY Mil GOODS
PRINCIPAL LOAN OFFICE. ASharp’s

D. H.

dtl

J. B. S4HF0KD,

of debts,

GEEBISR, Proprietor,

c ORKTS

dtf

STORE
by Warren Sparrow

ABRAMS’

9 Market

ME.

CENTRE STREET.

House to Let.
on York Street, centaining eight rooms,
pleasantly situated, Sebago water, &c. Apply
to
J. SWEETSER,
juldlf5 Neal Street.

Portland.

wy22

ELEGANT

Suitable

a

J. A. MERRILL.

Foot Power Scroll Saws, Designs,
Lathes, Tools &c.

HAVE THE BEST

lacturer lor live years. Will be sold at
cash. Apply at 85 Liucoln Street, near

abundance

To Let.

GENERAL AGENT.

Nutter Bros, & Co.

New Cabinet Organ lor Sale.
case of Black and French Walnut;
has seven stops and Grand Organ attachment,
patent reetls and bellows. Warranted by the manu-

an

JAMES MILI,EK,No.9l Federnl Slreel

unequalled, combining convenience, compact
ness, comprehensiveness and beauty. A great vari
ety of styles, sold at reduced prices, lor a limited
period.

tjuljl

VXTE have tlie “Sole-Agencv” of an entire new
*1JAMT IKON MlNk.to which we invite
attention of all intrested. Tbetrap is so constructed that it is impossible for the sink spout to
fill up.
A. N. NO YEN Sc MON.,
my22dlm12 Kxchnn e wired.

with

closets, gas, Sebago, well and spring water, with
large yard; rooms all sunny; drainage good,and rent
low. Apply to
ROLLINS, LORINO & ADAMS,
jnSdtf22 Exchange Street.

are

cfo CO.,

the

rooms

Plumbers.

mal9eod3m

dtt
^PORTLAND,
TO BUILDERS!

12

of

done

WHOLESALE AND KETAIL.

1"A It MOUTH,

P.

Akerman House, No. 8 High Street, recently
occupied by Franklin J. Rollins, as a family

a

Market

WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

Ju9d3w

change

FANCY

Opposite the Grand Truck Depot,

Pleasant Offices To Be Let,
Apply

on band the largest and most complete stock of choice MILLINERY GOODS in the
all
ol
which
will be offered at the lowest cash
city,

3

Mnr.ton,

Coffins and Casiets Always on HawL

Cahoon Block, next east of City Hall.

Have constantly

large stock ot Baby Carriages
Croquet, Boys’ Carts, Base Balls, Bats, Feathers
Dusters—Traveling Baskets, Work Baskets, Work
Stands, Dog Collars, Boys’ Velocipeds, Foot Balls,

iliTCIICOClT,

UNDERTAKER.

TO

GEOKGE

tion.

dtf

auglt

Seiid for Circular fo

and all

Portsmouth,

1.30 aud 5 30 p. m. Train leaving at 1.30
p. m. arrives in Boston in time to connect with
Sound steamer lines tor New York. Train leavleaving at 5.30 p. m. arrives in Boston in time to
connect with 10 p. m. train for New York.
© OO p. in. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Bleeping Car, for
Boston at 2.15 a. m., every day (except

Portland, Mo,

rift

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

OAJILIjJj

nov8

House to Let.
a small family withont children.
The lower
tenement No. 6 May Street, one door from
Spiing Street. Apply to E. 8. HAMLIN, on the
julldtf
premises, or to M. G. PALMER.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoaile the Park.

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

He shall lay bands on them and they shall be healtd
.‘<02 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St,

ABE AD

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston at

TARBOX,CARNE¥, PARSONS&CO

AN

—AND—

Consisting of Fire Crackers, Canon Crackers'
Torpedoes. Koman Candles. Pin Wheels. Kockets,
Serpents &c., also Paper Cap Pistols, Paper Caps,
Punk and Flags. Dealers and Exhibitions supplied
at factory prices. Price Lists furnished on applica-

W ildo)
Physician,

T.

To Let.

Booksellers and Stationers.

Whitney.

Kittery,

Up Stairs Tenement of six rooms to let; gas
and Sebago. Inquire of
COLESWORTHY & CURTIS,
Corner Pearl aud Oxford Sts., Portland, Me.

Street.

Fire Worfa for 1877.

D

Natural Magnetic

The

Bep29

FOR SALE BV

Jull

Dr.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

TO LET.

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston at
S.45 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1 00 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kittery,

LOWELL,

FOR NEW

Pasaeugcr Train* Leare Portland.

Wholesale Agents,

dly

hTOMINOTON

Time June 11, 1877.

(he Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

FOR Si\LE BY DRUGGISTS.

Square, Pornand, Me,

of

This is

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Bcarboro’. Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

THOS. G.

mliS_

Change

OP THE—

BLOOD.

House

Jobbing promptly attended to.

1G Market

Holics,

Boarders Wanted.
FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
hoard, at 39 BROWN bT.
dtf
my21

BOBBLE HARPOON HAY FORK,
Kendall &

.and

PAINTING.
All kinds ot

and 7

The New Englaad Home, Poriland, He,
Address
AUU. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

Silks, Velvets, millinery,

29

5

Office, Portland.

Press

CARR,

R. T.

Successor to the late George

HAY TEDDER,

RIBBONS,

94 Exchange Street.

,”

dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR*

CONSUMPTION
—

STEAMERS.

1877.

Jl,

A Sure Cure for

HOLME 23 PARK STREET.

jan8

Railroad,

JUNE

__

GAD

HOTEL TO LEASE.

NELLIS’

IMPOBTEBS AND JOBBERS OF

JU8

juOdlw*

Improved.

—

Fisk & Co.,

DAY, Jr.,

re-

Centennial

be

ON years old.“G.Address
W. G

to at all hours.

Union House.

Yankee Horse Rake,

P. S—Gentlemen haviDg Fine Boots to be repaired will do well to give us a call. All work done
at store and
fe9FM&WGm
warranted._

o.

please

S. PENSION AGENCY,
suitably rewarded.

turn to U.

Block, and

AND

corner

an

lace,

ADAMS,
for
Portland,

Fresco, Sign

of Cedar and
Oxford Sts
Ea«t India Cnrvetl NeckBETWEEN
linked with silver. Will the finder

THE

210 Middle Street.

We have also

julldi!
Lost.

—

BULLARD’S

of the most Reliable Manufacture at the

prices,_

ADAMS,

3

BOOTS and SHOES,

Plimpton,

&

Exchange Street.

Constable

at the
No. 22

same

REN IS centrally located, gas, Sebago.
Price
10 to 15 dollars, also 2 on Munjoy
Hill, price 8
to 10 dollars. All in goodrepair. Apply to W. W.
Carr,
apl9 dtf
197 Newbury street.

full line of fine and medium quality

DAVIS

WEDNESDAY,

To Let..

3.00

RELIABLE !
a

June 6th, Silver Hunting Cape
WATCH, between Brackett Street (via, Congress and Free Streets) and High School. The finder

leaving

Eastern

Sorvlce of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

Lost.

will be suitably rewarded bv
office of KOLLINS, LORING

CAKTEK,

and Mechanical Engineer.
Assistance given to inventors in developing their
inventions. Drawings and models properly prepared for the Patent Office. Correspondence solicited.
ISO MIDDLE STREET.
dly
_apl)

RAILROADS.

_RAILROADS._

Solicitor of Palt aiN

Cumberland County,
for
31 l-‘J EXCHANGE stkekt.

FOUND."

LOST AND

MEDICAL.

Coroner

myltdtf

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to prop* reduction,
J5P“Com plaints against the drivers for neglect,
carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearlv customers solicited,
Norris Q. Curtis.
Arthur H. Soule.
mylOdtf

You can find

Mower

Buckeye

to take
else need apply.

one

CONGRESS SQUARE.
Ju7dlf

The New Model

Cf__

No

003

Apply

by Chronic Icflammaiion of the

caused

Oaali.

children.

of two

care

Mass.

I have sold Sanford’s Radical fCure for a year or
more, and it stands the test the best of any similar
WILL H. OWEN,
remedy I have ever sold.
Milo, Me.
We recommend no other cure, and have no trouble
in selling it.
L. P. EVANS & CO..
Garland, Me.
Sanford’s Radical cure has given universal satisfaction to all my customers, and above all other
remedies is a success.
E. F. CAREY,
Haverhill, Mass.
Sanford’s Radical Cure sells well, and is very much
liked.
Mrs. S. P. WING,
Sangerville, Me.

For Sale.
building lots, on Carter street, West End,

SIX

AN at

b^MtV T.

MATT

Wanted.
EXPERIENCED, Protestant Nurse

To L,et.

doing.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
ju2d3w93 Exchange Street.

Fad

57 DEEK1NG STREET.

ju!2d3t*

DRUGGISTS.

on

Lincoln Street; three houses
two houses on Danforth Street;
on Fore Street.
Inquire of

Wanted.

one to cook, wash and iron, one to asin the care ol children and do some second
Good reference required. Apply at

work.

Is

We have just received a communication from
nearly every druggist in New England and the West,
and the testimony is universally in favor of Sanford’s
Radical cure for Catarrh.
We
oelieve there never was a remedy so popular wherever
known, and certainly we feel that never was one
more deserving of praise.
Founded upon correct
scientific principles, and calculated by the most
accomplished physicians t® meet the severest forms
of Catarrh, the cures made by it have not only been
numerous, bnt so remarkable as to excite public
attention and cause the sale exceed tenfold that ot
any similar remedy ever before compounded.
While many are anxious to make public tbelr
testimony in favor of the Radical Cure, others—
and among this number may be found many of our
most respected citizens—dislike to become publiciy
indeutitied with so loathsome a disease. Hence, in
the following case we are unable to give the name,
but are permitted to refer those who may call upon
us person illy to him, and to state the
severity and
condition of the case before and alter using the Radical Cure, and also that the gentleman
occupies a
responsible office in one of our State institutions.
We quote :—
“I would not for the world permit
my name to be
used, although I have no doubt it would be of benefit to many now sutieiing as I have suftered, but I
give you a brief statement of my case :—
‘‘For two years 1 have taken bromide of
poiaasa and bromide of ammonia every
day. I never pasned a single night without
getting up once or twice to free my throat
from the mailer that had dropped into it
during sleep, and finally I coughed during
all this time.
Since taking the RADICAL CUBE I have taken no potassn or
have
ammonia,
slept soundly every night
without uneasiness or distress; not a particle of mailer has dropped into my throat
during sleep, nnd every symptom of a
cougli has left me.
A wonderful result truly, all will say, who know
or can realize the extent and
severity of this case.
The gentleman has had eighteen bottles. This must
satisfy the sceptical that there is great meiit in the
Radical Cure. Its mode of preparation is new
and original. Ignoring the old practices and remedies. Dr. Sanford selected a new field, and has demonstrated his method to be the only proper and never
tailing treatment.
The lollowing recommendations are from

For Sale.
Cottage House on

BUSINESS CARDS.
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CYRUS.LOWELL, Agent.
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